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March 21, 1986 

Carol Willen 
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44103 

Dear Caro 1: 

Enclosed is a copy of the Fairmount Temple 
<p.,.-o 0 :ia,,I i$ ~ .,.proposal that we discussed . I 1m also 

peP.~a ori,~~.Jnclosing a copy of the demographic study that 
1 Jr we just completed that focuses on the Jewish 

identity outcomes; Steve Cohen I s paper from 
the Journal of Jewish Communal Service that we 
discussed; a copy of the 1980 Jewish Education 
Report; a review of progress made on that 
report called "Overview of Jewish Education ;" 
and a set of proposals that I think you also 
may find of interest. 

Thanks for your help and I look forward to 
discussing these with you. 

Sincerely, 

p 
Barry~ 
Assistant Director 
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Outreach to the Marginally Affiliated: 
Evidence and Implications for 

Policymakers in Jewish Education• 

STEVEN M. COHEN 

Profe=r of Sociolog;j, Qu.ttns Colltgt, City Unit,rrsity of Nn,.• YoTl. 

I 11 TM marginally affiliated, in fact, comprise tht vast majority of American jroJs, and ~11 !Mir numbers have hero m>lding steady. Btco.use they are aifiliattd, tfir;• art alrt. ady 
~ locat.ed and rather economical to reach. Btcaust they are under-involved, VU')' ojftr 

considerable opportunities for identitJ enhanummt. 

In the last decade and more, Jewish 
educators, Center workers, and re-

lated commuTial professionals have be-
gun to talk increasingly of "outreach" 
to so-called unaffiliated Jews. The un
affiliated include, most prominently, the 
intermarried. young singles, the di
vorced, and non-panicipants in syn
agogues, centers, and federation cam
paigns (see, for ex.ample, two recent 
issues of the Mtlton journal, Fall 1984 
and Summer I 985). But, in focusing 
on these groups, some policy-makers 
may well have lost sight of the "affil
iated.'' a group which is far larger than 
the unaffiliated, and arguably even 
more crucial to American Jewish vi
tality and continuity. And it is here 
that the now considerable recent social 
science research on the Jewish identity 
of affiliated Jewish adults in the United 
States suggests some broad policy im
plications for Jewish educators, be they 
teachers, principals, rabbis, Center 
workers, or lay leaders making policy 
in the field of Jewish education, broadly 
conceived. 

It is probably faiir to say that most 
policymakers and professionals con
cerned with outreach efforts operate 
under the follo .... -ing assumptions: 

• This article is a ~ ,ision of a tallr. delivered 
al a conference: held Ma,· 27, 1985 at the Mellon 
Center for J e .. ·ish Education in the Diaspora, 
The Hebre"· Universit}'· Susan Wall offered. many 
useful commenu and suggestions: Jacob Ukelcs 
first AJggested to me the idea of focusing upon 
the marginall)' affiliated. 

I. that the J ewish world can be di
vided largely into two broad cat
egories: the affiliated and unaffi
liated; 

2. that the number of unaffiliated is 
large, perhaps half or even a ma
jority of the Jewish population, 
and 

,. that the number of unaffiliated is 
growing, in large pan, because 

4. too many Jews lack sufficient com
mitment to Je',\,o;sb values, and 
therefore 

5. educational efforts ought both to 
target the unaffiliated, and focus 
on elevati'ng their Jewish com
mitment or motivation. 

It turns out that most of these as
sumptions are inaccurate and, in fact, 
may be producing Hawed policies. If 
so, then those policies and programs 
need to be rethought :and modified. 1n 
fact, it may turn out that to have great
est impact, outreach efforts ought to 
target alreadJ affiliated Jews, and they 
should try to enhance their connections 
with other Jews as much as their com
mitments to Jewish values. These al
ternative policy prescriptions stem from 
a critical examination of the commonly 
held assumptions enumerated above. 

We began with the (mistaken) as
sumption that the number of unaffi
liated is numerically l:arge. 

From a variety of research studies 
accumulated over the last decade and 
more, we can paint a very general por
trait of what we may call "the vast 
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majority of American Jews," by which 
we mean at least two-thirds of adult 
American Jews. 

1. The vast majority of American 
Jews send their children at one 
time or another to some form of 
Jewish schooling. While at any one 
point less than half of all young
sters are enrolled in Jewish 
schools, by the end of adolescence 
almost all (87%) young Jewish men 
have received some Jewish school
ing, as have over two-thirds (70%) 
of young adult women.• These 
fairly high cumulative enrollment 
statistics say very little about the 
quality of Jewish learning; but they 
certainly testify to the motivation 
of the vast majority of Jewish par
ents to perpetuate some form of 
positive JewiV'! commitment. And 
they demonstrate that the over
whelming majo rity of parents af
filiate with a Jewish institution at 
some time in their lives. 

2. The vast majority of Jews cele
brate in some way the three sea
sonal holidays of Passover, Rosh 
Hashana/ Yom Kippur, and Cha
nukah. About thre~uarters of 
Jewish adults appear in synagogue 
during the High Holidays, as many 
or more light Chanuka candles, 
and about 5-in-6 attend a Pas
sover Seder. t 

1 Sergio DellaPergola and Nitza Cenulh,/twish 
Education AUaintd in Diaspora Communitit s: Data 
for tM 1970s. Jenualem: The Hebrew University, 
The lnstitu1e of Contemponry Jewry. 1983. 

1 Steven M. Cohen. Ammcan Mod,rnity and Jew
ish ldffltilJ. New York: Tavistock, 1983; Paul 
Ritterband and Steven M. Cohen, "The Social 
Characteristics of the Jews of Greater New York." 
Amtrican jtu1ish Y,arbook. 1984, pp. 128-61; Gary 
Tobin a.nd Julie Llpsman, "A Com~ndium of 
Jewish Population Studies, in Sleven M. Cohen, 
Jonathan Woocher and Bruce Phillips (eds.), Ptr
sptetnits in jtwish Population & search. Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1984. 
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3. The vast majority of adult Jews 
say they contribute to Jewish phi
lanthropic campaigns, and most (a 
simple majority) give $100 or 
more.' 

4. The vast majority claim a pas
sionate and broad involvement 
with Israel; and the enormously 
successful direct mail campaigns 
among J ews for pro-Israel Sena
torial candidates bear them out.• 

5. In intermediate size older cities
such as Cleveland, St. Louis, De
troit, and Baltimore-the vast 
majority of Jews belong to a Jew
ish organization and read a Jewish 
newspaper. This is not to deny 
that in the larger cities-such as 
New York, Chicago , and Los An
geles-only about a third of adults 
so affiliate.~ 

6. While only about one-half of all 
American Jews belong to a syn
agogue, synagogue membership 
jumps sharply upward when par
ents have school-age children.8 ln 
the New York. area, with a syn
agogue membership rate below 
the national average, as little as 
18% of the never-marrieds have 
joined as contrasted with 60% of 
couples with schoo l-age children.7 

7. And last, while it is true that about 
one Jew in four marries a gentile, 
the vast majority, or three-in-four, 
do not. Of the initial outmar
riages, about one-in-six of the 

s Steven M. Cohen, " Altitudes of American 
Jews Toward Israel ind Israelis." New York: 
American Jewish Committee offset. 1983. 

• Steven M. Cohen, Amn uan Modnnity and. /tu.'-
ish l dmiity, op. ciL; and "Athtud,s of Am,rican jru.•s 

. . "ibid. 
1 Tobin and Lipsman. op. ciL 
1 Cohen, Amrrican Modt rnity ... op. cit. 
7 Steven M. Cohen and P2ul Riuerband, fonh

coming, FamilJ, Community and ldrntiry: Th, Jn.rs 
of Crtat.rr New York (tentative title). Indiana Uoi
ve~ity Press. 
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gentiles (overwhelmingly, the 
wives) convert. And of the re
mainder, most of the mixed-mar
ried Jews (many more wives than 
husbands) say they are raising 
Jewish children.a 

Thus, in whatever ways one defines 
affiliation-be it in terms of children's 
education, or major holiday celebra
tion, or philanthropic contribution, or 
Israel involvement, or organizational 
and synagogue affiliation, or marriage 
patterns-there arc cenainly a lot of 
affiliated Jews out there. But, this docs 
not deny that the quality of their Jew
ishness, the depth and significance of 
their affiliation, may leave much to be 
desired. 

The great extent to which the affil
iated vary among themselves can be 
well-illustrated using data from the 
Greater New York Jewish Population 
Study. The study questioned over 4,500 
Jews living in an 8-county area, a re
gion which comprises 30% of American 
Jewry, and one with extraordinary dj
versity. It includes such contrasts as 
heavily Onhodox Borough Park as well 
as heavily unaffiliated Greenwich Vil
lage; largely lo"'-er-incomc Bronx, as 
well as affluent Great ~etl and Scars
da.le; and the established Jewish neigh
borhoods of Brooklyn and Queens as 
well as the recently settled areas of 
Suffolk and the upper reaches of north
ern Westchester. 

Using several measures of observ
ance, communal affiliation, friendship, 
and marriage, we found that only 4% 
lacked any son of connection to Jewish 
life, and only another 6% had no such 
tics except by way of having mostly 
Jewish friends.9 At the other extreme, 
about 17% were "activists"-they were 

1 Charles Silberman, A C,ruiin Proplr. New York: 
Summit. 1985: and Cohen and Rincrband, Jb1d. 

• Cohen and Rittcrband, 11ml. 

-..-,------...... -~---.-----

heavily involved in Jewish organiza
tional life and l 0% qualified as .. ob
servant" by vinuc of claiming to han
dle no money on the Sabbath. Between 
these two extreme (the 10% with few 
Jewish activiti~, and the 27% with 
many sorts of connections with Jewish 
life), lay the vast mjddJc, nearly three 
quarters of the Jews in the New York 
metropolitan region. All those in the 
vast middle celebrated Passover, Rosh 
Hashana, Yom Kippur and Chaouka in 
some fashion, and most belonged to 
some Jewish institution {usually a syn
agogue). 

And, among parents age 35-49 with 
school-age children, the Jewish identity 
distribution was skewed even further 
in the direction of greater involvement. 
Fully 87% (!) were affiliated in some 
way with the Jewish community, either 
through keeping some aspect of kash
rut and Shabbat, or by belonging to 
some institution, or by being active in 
some other significant way. And of the 
13% who were unaffiliated, almost all 
(10%), observed both Passover and 
Chanuka in some fashion. This means 
that only 3% of parents age 35-49 in 
the Greater New York area belonged 
to no Jewish institution and failed to 
observe at least two of the most popular 
holidays! 

Not only is the number of unaffi
liated much smaller than most suppose, 
there is no persuasive evidence that 
their numbers either arc declining sig
nificantly or increasing. Overall, some 
trends in American Jewish identifica
tion point down, others up, but there 
is no clear, overall trend in either di
rection. Thus, the number of unaffi
liated is not only small: it does not seem 
to be growing very much either. And 
even if it were. there is still dearly a 
large majority of Jews arrayed along 
the middle ranges of Jewish involve
ment. 
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From aJl these data we learn that 
sooner or later, almost all Jews affiliate 
with some official Jewish agency. lf so, 
then the central policy problem may 
be something other than simply pre>
moting affiliation. It may be something 
doser to the heart and expenisc of 
Jewish educators, namely what to do 
with Jews once they are in the door 
or on the mailing list. And here, the 
accumulated social science research of 
the last few years has given us some 
hints (though certainly no rules) as to 
how to reach, inspire, involve, and ed
ucate these people, the many Jews who 
in some way identify as such, but who 
nevenheless are neither especially ac
tive nor culturally sophisticated in Ju
dajc terms. 

Entry Points 

One lesson we learn from that re
search is that the.te are certain times 
when Jews are most open to educators' 
in.tervention, when they may actually 
seek, or at least be open to receiving, 
some sort of advice or assistance from 
a Jewish expert or institution. These 
special times-"entry points"-may be 
linked to the calendar, to the family 
life cycle, or to historical events. 

Examples of calendrical entry points 
include the three widely observed hol
idays of Passover, Rosh Hashana/Y om 
Kjppur, and Chanuka. Others may in
clude leisure periods, be they weekends 
or vacation times. The positive reports 
of educators and others involved with 
summer camps, Israe l missions, and 
weekend retreats testify to a greater 
chance for impact when programs are 
planned for and during leisure periods. 

The entry points connected with the 
family life cycle include: marriage; the 
birth of a child; child-rearing transi
tions such as beginning school, bar/ 
bat mitzvah, and confirmation; death 
and mourning; illness; and even di
vorce. These are among those times 
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when people throughout the West typ
ically look to religious communities, 
institutions and expens for guidance, 
instruction, and solace. Intervention at 
these times can leave lasting impres
sions and make for important life-long 
shifts in Jewish involvement. 

Finally, we have entry points pre>
vided by the course of historical events. 
The most notable examples include the 
wars in Israel. Each such war-ia 1948, 
1956, 1967, 1973, and 1982-pro
vided a potent stimulus for American 
Jewish involvement. ALI except the last 
resulted in significantly larger dona
tions to the UJA and Israel .Bonds. And 
all, particularly the last three, provok.fd 
considerable soul-searching and re
evaluation on the part oflarge numbers 
of American Jews. Other examples, 
perhaps less potent but nevenheless 
noteworthy, are the quadrenniel pres
idential election seasons when Jews en
gage in intense debates over Jewish 
political interests and their responsi
bilities as Americans. They are also 
times when Jews are keenly sensitive 
tQ seemingly anti-Semitic or anti-Israel 
staJtements by public figures. 

Fundraisers and community relations 
specialists have long recognized these 
periods as times for maximal effort, as 
fleeting opportunities to be exploited 
perhaps for narrow institutional gains, 
but, ultimately for the good of the 
Jewish people. Their ex.ample ought 
also to be emulated by more educators 
who ought to make themselves ready 
to capitalize on both the planned and 
unanticipated historical events which 
are almost guaranteed to heighten Jew
ish consciousness and public debate. 

Motive and Opportunity or 
Commitment and Community 

Crime investigators need to dem
onstrate two elements to connect a sus
pect with a crime: motive and oppor-

·r,----..... ------..... __ .. ...,._._.... ___________ ...,... ____ ..... ... .,.._.---·---•----
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tunity. They need to prove that the 
suspect was motivated to commit the 
crime, and they need to prove the sus
pect had the opportunity to do so. 

As with criminals and crime, so 
(l'.havdil) with Jews and Judaism. At one 
extreme, a small number of J ews are 
so deeply commined to Jewish life that 
they are certain to make their life de
cisions so as lo assure their ability to 
live a rather full Jewish life. At the 
other extreme. another small num
ber-and, as I have been arguing, a 
very smaJI number-are so alienated 
from Jewish life that they have rather 
little chance of involving themselves in 
Jewish communal or ritual affairs. For 
the vast majority however, social cir
cumstances have a lot to do with their 
opponunities for involvement. 

In Judaism, as with other group in
volvements. the nature of the available 
community-be it conceived as family, 
friends, neighbors, synagogues, organi
zations, or residential locale-is the key 
to underst.a.nding opportunity. What
ever their levels of individual commit
ment, those Jews who are more in
volved with other Jews, or who are 
more attractive to or more recruitable 
by formal Jewish communities, are also 
more likely to be involved in Jewish 
life. In other words, we ought not au
tomatically to a.5$0Ciate the presence or 
absence of involvement with the pres
ence or absence of motivation. or what 
some term commitment. A compeUing 
community often makes up for lack of 
commitment; and, most often, com
mitment without community can not 
be acted upon. 

The powerful impact of social cir
cumstances can be seen in a variety of 
findings. As noted earlier, family stage 
is the most potent social predictor of 
irnvolvement levels. In the New York 
area study. parents of school-age chil
dren and parents of grown children 
were at least four times more likely to 

qualify as "observant" or "activist" as 
were the never marrieds (i.e., 36-~9% 
versus only 9% of the latter). Those 
who have been residentially stable for 
three years are more active than new
comers. Residents of veteran, inter
mediate-sized cities are more involved 
than those living in recent areas of 
J ewish settlement, large or small. And 
the more affluent are clearly more ac
tive than those with lower incomes. ln 
other words, the composite portrait of 
a highly active Jew might be an afflu
ent, middle-aged parent of grown chil
dren, who has been living for many 
years in Cleveland. And the portrait of 
the inactive Jew is a single parent of 
limited means who has recently moved 
to Denver. Despite e-qual levels of com
mitment, one is bound to be active in 
Jewish life. and the other not. As one 
single parent in a study of a Conserv
ative Hebrew school's parents re
marked: 

J"m tried of hearing lhat single parents don"t 
~ about their kips" Jewish education. lt"s 
a whole lo( harder' for me to pay for the 
education and then to get them lhCTC . . . 
I'm so limited in my ability to get places that 
I don't allow m)"Clf to get interested. lt frus
tr:ues me. J"d love to do lcru of things but I 
CUl"t.10 

T he importance of sound commu
nities for enabling the expression of 
Jewish commitment is demonstrated in 
several of the most notable innovations 
in American Jewish life of the last two 
decades. The Havurah movement, for 
ex.ample, explicitly emulated the strong 
sense of cohesion ,..-hich has cbaracte-r
ized many Orthodox communities.•• 
For havurot, community-building be-

1• Susan Wall. 00Llncning 10 P3.rcnu: A Swdy 
of Attitudes Toward lhe Supplementary Jewish 
School." unpublished manuscript. 1984 . 

11 Bernard Reisman. Thr Htn.'IJ.rah: A Con.tnt
~rary J=h Erpnimu. New York: Union of 
American Hebrew Congngations. 1977. 
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came one of the important ultimate 
ends, on a par with, if not more im
portant than, serious commitment to a 
certain style of liturgy or to an intense, 
personalized grappling with religious 
texts. 

The same lesson also can be learned 
from the UJA's dozens of Young Lead
ership groups all around the country. 
Here, individuals in their young thir
ties, from the same community, and 
with similar social class background, 
have been brought together into groups 
of families which often study, pray, and 
travel to Israel together with very pos
itive consequences for philanthropic 
contributions, campaign activism, and 
elevated ritual observance in the 
home. 12 Yet another illustration of the 
powerful influence of community
bwlding comes in the form of the na
tion's 100 recently forn:ied Jewish po-
litical action committees which have 
coalesced to influence the political pro
cess in behalf of Jewish interests. As 
might be expected, these groups re
cruit Jews with a specific set of char
acteristics. They are generally young 
to middle-aged adults, and most clre 
fairly affluent people who are able to 
make $500 and $1,000 political con
tributions on top of their already con
siderable philanthropic support of con
ventional Jewish charities. Here too, 
the groups attend to the social relations 
among their members by holding fre
quent social functions and by drawing 
upon commercial and professional con
nections among their members and new 
recruits. 

11 Jonathan Woocher, "The 1980 Uniccd Jew
ish Appeal Young Leadership Cabinet: A Pro
file:· Forum 42/ 4:3 (Winter 1981), pp. 57-67; 
" 'Jewish Survivalism' as Communal Ideology: An 
Empirical Assessment," This journal, Vol. 57, No. 
4 (198 1), pp. 291-303; "The 'Civil Judaism' of 
Communal Le11ders," Amtrican Jewish Ytar Boolt, 
1982, pp. 149-69. 
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If it is indeed the case that active 
Jewish involvement depends both upon 
well-functioning communities and upon 
the commitment of their members to 
Jewish values of one sort or another, 
then it seems we have two sortS of 
crucial tasks before us. One is to im
prove the social cohesion of Jewish 
communities, that is, to strengthen the 
connections among Jews already in
volved in Jewish communities and to 
extend networks to relatively iso.lated 
Jews, all those who deviate from the 
composite portrait of the activist drawn 
earlier. These include the young adults, 
the not-so-a.ffiuent, the singles, the res
identially mobile, and the dramatically 
growing number of well-elderly who 
generally under-participate in Jewish 
life. The second broad policy is, of 
course, to foster commitment to Jewish 
values among those who are already 
socially connected. 

Historically, the Jewish professional 
world in the United States has been 
divided into specialists trained only in 
one or the other of these two tasks; 
that is, those trained in community
building (principally the social work
ers}, and those trained in transmitting 
Jewish values (that is, the educato-rs). 
Only recently has the Jewish human 
services field 'recognized the desirabil
ity of supplementing its traditio nal 
training with explicit training in Ju
daica. (Witness the half dozen or so 
joint or integrated graduate profes
sional programs in social work or social 
welfare and Jewish studies. 15 

In ways about whi:ch I myself am not 
at all clear, the Jewish education 
profession needs to recruit and train 
people in the arts of community-build
ing, but in ways which are appropriate 
for educators. It is no accident that the 

"Bernard Reisman, "Managen, Jews, o r So
cial Workers: Conflicting Expectations for Com
munal Workers," R,sponst 42 (1982). pp. 41-49. 

- ---~- --·--·--~ ~----.... 
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field of education draws heavily upon 
such disciplines as psychology (with its 
emphasis on the individual) and phi
losophy (with its emphasis on values). 
The truly successful Jewish educator 
may well need to transcend the con
ventional boundaries of the profession 
to learn to draw upon the skills ac
quired and practiced by lawyers., MBA's, 
journalists, and politicians. In other 
words, attention to community-build
ing may not only be helpful for achiev
ing educational goals, it may be an 
inevitable prerequisite. 

For as noted earlier, the perfor
mance of Jewish activities, the dem
onstration of commitment to Jewish 
values however they are defined, de
pends not only upon the extent of mo
tivation and commitment of the indi
vidual. Motive wit hout opportunity 
cannot be acted upon; and commitment 
in the absence of community can be 
neither applied nor expressed. , 
Plural Models of Jewish Knowledge 

T ha t which we choose to call " knowl
edge," as much as any other human 
endeavor, is a social construct. Every 
culture in effect decides what consti
tutes knowledge, what knowledge is im
portant or socially useful or prestigious, 
and, ultimately, which knowledge ought 
to be transmitted to members of the 
culture. Accordingly. J ewish educators, 
by the very nature of their profession, 
have had to evolve a working definition 
of Jewish knowledge, to decide what 
ought to be included in their curricula. 

Even though Jewish educators have 
generally failed to develop a consensus 
on what constitutes essential Jewish 
knowledge, most of them (particularly 
the rabbis, principals, and classroom 
teachers) have in their practice defined 
Jewish knowledge largely as that per
taining to panid pation in religious Ju
daism. Thus, the skills that are taught 
are most often synagogue skills or home 

_..,,..,,,......, __ _________ ...,. _ __ a ___ _ _ __ _ 

ritual skills. The concepts taught are 
most often those derived from rabbinic 
Judaism. The language taught is most 
often Hebrew. The simple, unadorned 
word "text" refers almost exclusively 
to the Bible, Talmud, Midrash, or later 
rabbinic commentaries. 

As we know, the Jewish lives of 
American Jews consist of many worlds 
other than what we may for conven
ience sake refer to as the religious 
world. In fact, the religious world is 
the one where American Jews may be 
the least proficient, and, perhaps even 
the least interested. Affiliated but not 
highly committed American Jews are 
not particularly distinguished by fre
quent synagogue worship attendance, 
although they do in fact use their syn
agogues for many Jewish purposes other 
.than worship. They are not particularly 
adept at, or for the most part, even 
acquainted with, text study, although 
they do read rather prodigiously on 
Jewish matters in books, newspapers, 
and magazines. They tend not to de
vote an extraordinary amount of time 
or energy to puru::t ilious observance of 
rituals in the home or elsewher,e, yet 
many do expend considerable time, en
ergy, and money on behalf of Jewish 
communal causes. 

If this analysis is correct, then much 
of Jewish education as currently con
ceived fails to speak to the actual Jewish 
concerns of American Jews, many of 
whom do possess a sort of Jewish 
knowledge, though one which many 
formal educators would fail to recog
nize as such. For example, most Amer
ican Jews have a shared understanding 
of Jewish history, a historical mythos 
which lends meaning to the events in 
Jewish history they read about every 
day in the newspapers. Its elements 
include a belief in Jewish intellectual 
and emrepreneurial talents, an asser
tion of Jews' moral privilege and sen
sitiviity deriving from centuries of per-
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secution, ideas about who are Jews' 
friends or enemies, a sense of obliga
tion to less fortunate or oppressed Jews, 
a vague notion of a saCTed tradition, 
and an appreciation of the special place 
of Jews in American society and of 
America's special meanjng to Jews. For 
the most part, this knowledge is ac
quired through the experience of par
ticipating in the American Jewish sub
culture. It is not particularly systematic, 
yet Jewish knowledge it certainly is. 
(Compare, for example, what the av
erage affiliated Jew knows about Jews 
and Judaism, with his or her equally 
well educated gentile counterpart.) 

From an educator's perspective, this 
sort of Jewish knowledge is far from 
adequate, and leaves much room for 
improvement. But, if taken seriously, 
it can be exploited as a useful starting
point for educati~al enhancement. 
The thousands of lay leaders and 
professionals in Jewish communal life 
would no doubt enjoy a much richer 
experience, and they may even make 
for better leaders, were they system
atically schooled in the history, think
ing, and values which other Jewisl) 
communities in other times and in other 
places utilized in the conduct of their 
affairs. Few of them have had much 
exposure to the sort of Jewish texts 
which they in their current endeavors 
might find very meaningful. These 
"texts" includes such items as dialogues 
and correspondence between com
munal leaders and gentile authorities, 
minutes of board meetings. newspa
pers, community constitutions, taluznot.. 
and responsa literature. Few of today's 
activists in the political sphere of Jewish 
life can articulate the diverse range of 
alternative political strategies and tech
niques employed by Jewish communi
ties in the past. Currently, the una
bashed application of Jewish power, as 
exemplified by Israeli military might or 
by American Jewish political muscle, 
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sttms to be the most favored approach 
to achieving Jewish political ends. Yet 
such a one-sided commitment to the 
application of Jewish power ignores a 
long tradition of the Jew-as-middle
man, of shtadlanut, of diplomacy, and 
of coalition-building. 

The point here is not to suggest spe
cific educational or programmatic di
rections of one sort or another. Such 
determinations are better mad~ by 
professional educators than by social 
analysts. Nevertheless, it is important 
to highlight Lhe disjunction between 
the interests of those many American 
Jews involved in philanthropy, social 
service, and politics, and the main thrust 
of much of conventional Jewish edu
cation which is heavily oriented toward 
synagogue, ritual, and religious life. 
Planning to reach affiliated Jews ought 
to address their Jewish interests outside 
the religious sphere, and, in so doing, 
it might compel us to reconceptuaJize 
our understanding-of what constitutes 
a Jewish text, a Jewish skill, or, most 
generally, Jewish knowledge. 

From Reproach to Resource: 
Developing a New Language of 

Discourse 

One of the common experiences of 
affiliated American Jews is the encoun
ter with official Jews speaking the lan
guage of reproach, evaluation, and ul
timately accusation. Rabbis chastise 
their congregants for failing to attend 
services, to observe ritual practices, to 
send their children to Jewish schools, 
or to marry within the faith. Fundrais
ers exhort the real and metaphoric sur
vivors of the Holocaust to contribute 
generously to needy, endangered or 
embattled.Jews in Israel and elsewhere. 
And Israeli emissaries remind them of 
their ostensible moral responsibility to 
support Israel politically, financially, 
and sometimes through migration. 

-··- ., 
• 
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ln shon, the language of official Jew
ish life is overwhelmingly a language 
of demand and chastisement. Such 
chastisement makes the listencr-whq 
more often than not fails to meet the 
expectations implicit in the remarks-
to feel as if he or she is being called 
a " bad J cw." As one parent in the study 
mentioned earlier said: 

I have a pl"Oblcm with me and the idol Jc-w. 
A .. good Jew" keq>5 ko.hcr-. obtcnc:s Sh~ 
bat, etc. I hear it in the Khool and l hear it 
from the pulpit. Tha.t's why we're leaving the 
synagogue. I canno( feel like a good jC"W 
beaux I could.o't or wouldn't do those 
things.•• 

In point of fact, the vast majority of 
Jews--even those who intermarry and 
in other ways fall shon of some of the 
expectations enunciated above-feel 
they arc "good Jews," and resent being 
labelled otherwise. And presumably 
they also resent the aura of moral priv
ilege which philanthropically generous, 
or communally active, or riually ob
servant, or Jewishly lnowledgable Jews 
arrogate to themselves. 

The language of reproach need not 
be completely abandoned: such a step 
may inevitably imply an abdication of 
normative standards altogether. The 
articulation of noTms--the declaration 
of what's right and wrong-often con
flicts -.-ith a policy of welcoming those 
who fail to meet conventional norma
tive standards. To illustrate, I have no 
doubt the Reform movement has, in 
effect. foregone the nonnative prohi
bition on intermarriage as an inevitable 
consequence of its overt appeal to the 
mixed married. 

Any move a~,ay from the language 
of reproach entails certain risks which 
must be counterbalanced against pos
sible gains in attracting potentially al
ienated Jews. Nevertheless, some mod
ulation in this language may diminish 

1t Swan Wall. t1p. ciL 

the alienation of Jews fom Jc-wish in
stitutions and their leaders. For we nuy 
well be facing a situation similar to that 
which "did in" the Democratic Pany 
in 1984. Pollsters found that the voters 
liked woTken, but not unions; they li
ked women's rights, but not feminists; 
and they liked civil rights, not black 
activists. Similarly, many of today's af
filiated Jews may well like Judaism and 
Jewishness, but not the high pTcssuTe, 
demanding, guilt-inducing institutions 
which they join out of a sense of re
sponsibility and obligation, but, per
haps with deep-seated ambivalence, if 
not avenioo as well. 

ln place of the language of reproach, 
Jewish educators and other communal 
professionals might think about devel
oping a language of resource. The so
ciologist Peter Ber-ger contends that 
the transition from tnditional society 
to secularized, voluntaristic modernity 
has compelled all religions to compete 
in the marketplace of ideas. is If so, 
then Judaism could be presented not 
only as a set of obligations, but also as 
a collection of resources which can ben
efit their users. ln~olvement in Jewish 
life, like involvemem in other forms of 
gyoup life, provides people with several 
sorely needed benefits. Among them 
arc a sense of belonging to a com
munity in the midst of a frequently 
alienating and isolating society, a sense 
of transcendant meaning and location 
in history for the many who feel bcTeft 
of social meaning and historical signif
icance, and. not least, an opportunity 
to engage in altruistic activity, to feel 
and be useful, helpful, and important 
to others in need. 

By linking the practice of the nonn 
to the voluntary consumption of a ben
efit, the language of resource respects 

11 Peter BeTgcr. Tia, Sacrrd Clu1t1J'1: Eln11n1u of 
a SacioJogical T'-rj of Rrl,gum. Carden Ciry. New 
York: Doubleday. 1969. 
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the right of the individual Jew to choose 
as much or as little Jewish involvement 
as he or she wants without fear of 
moral stigma, or claim to moral priv
ilege. 

Conclusion 

The conventional understandings of 
the contemporary Jewish situation 
ought to be replaced with a more so
phisticated and accurate set of ideas 
about the affilfated adult Jew in the 
United States. 

First, rather than dividing the Jewish 
world into two classe.s, we ougbt to see 
Jews as arrayed on a continuum rang
ing from high to low levds of involve
ment. If, for policy purposes, we need 
to divide that continuum, we may be 
best off using not less than three cat
egories. Th us, instead of simply the 
affiliated and the uqaffiliated, we should 
think of the "highly . involved," the 
"marginally affiliated" (or those whom 
some educators call the "semi-commit
ted "), and the "unaffiliated." 

The marginally affiliated, in fact, 
comprise the vast majority of American 
Jews, and their numbers have been 
holding steady. Because they are affil
iated, they are already located and 

' rather economical to reach. Because 
they are under-involved, they offer 
considerable opportunities for identity 
cnhancemen t. 

The techniques educators and other 
practitioners develop to reach this large 
and numerically stable group of mar
ginally affiliated Jews ought to take into 
account the great extent to which social 
factors, primarily the availability of 
community, determine levels of in
volvement. That is, motivation and 
commitment alone do not guarantee 
involvement; and absence of involve
ment is in itself no sure sign of lack 
of commitment. Moreover. the widely 
varying levels of Jewish activity asso-
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ciated with the calendar, the life cycle, 
and certain historical moments suggest 
"entry points," times when educators' 
interventions may be particularly ef
fective. The excellence with which 
American Jews perform in certain com
munal spheres, and their lack of en
thusiasm for other areas, should sug
gest some expansion of how we 
conceptualize Jewish knowledge and 
Jewish education. Finally, the individ
ualism and voluntary nature of Amer
ican Jewish society may mean that pre
senting Jewish involvement only as a 
moral imperative, when speaking with 
the marginally affiliated, may create 
more alienation than involvement. Pre
senting Judaism as an option, an op
portunity, or as a resource, may have 
quite the opposite effect. 

For years, Jewish communal life has 
operated within what may be called the 
politics of fear. To mobilize communal 
energies, lay and professional leaders 
conjure up frightening images of the 
most awesome outcomes, the worst 
eventualjties. They play on fears of anti
semitism, on the tragic imagery of Is
rael's physical destruction, and, most 
recently, on the awesome possibility of 
an American Jewish community deci
mated by the ravages of intermarriage 
and assimilation. 

Practitioners of the politics of fear 
are well-intentioned. The:{ presume that 
an otherwise complacent American Je
wry needs to be roused from its obli
viousness to the most pressing prob
lems of the day. However, they ought 
to realize that fear can paralyze as well 
as mobilize, and it can depress as well 
as excite. For no one, and, not least, 
extraordiaaril y successful American 
Jews, are eager to be associated with 
losing or impossible causes. 

Fortunately, the politics of hope of
fers a practical alternative to the pol
itics of fear, and, in this case, one which 
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is buttressed by the evidence. In the 
case of American Jewish identity today, 
there's plenty of reason to be hopeful; 
there's plenty of reason for policymak
ers to see their task as elevating the 
J ewish identity of American Jews rather 
than trying to hold back the ostensibly 
advancing tide of assimilation. For the 

large middle group of marginally affil
iated American Jews comprise an ever
present feature of American Jewish life. 
For educators, communal workers, and 
others concerned with creative Jewish 
survival, these Jews present both risks 
and opportunities, and offer a chal
lenge as well as a source of hope. 

·Twenty-five Years Ago 
in this Journal 

Within the past few years our existing 
resources have had to be evaluated and 
extended or changed to provide service 
to a different cypc of child and parent. 
Qualitatively and quantitatively we have 
seen a difference in symptomatology, 
degree of disturbance, and configura
tion of problem within both the child 
and the family; both because of the un- 1 

doubtedly increased numbers of dis
turbed people in the world today as well 
as our own increased diagnostic skills 
and earlier detection of pathology. This 
past decade could well be characterized 
as the era of the emotionally disturbed 
child in placement. We have in the past 
served emotionally disturbed children 
but not in such high proportion or with 
such deep pathology. 

ESTHER SIMON 

Winter, 1960 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study of Cleveland's Jewish population age 50 and older was designed to 
help the Jewish community plan more effectively to meet the needs of its expand
ing elderly population. The Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland and its 
Community Services Planning Committee have long considered planning for the 
elderly among its highest pr iorities; the Commission on Services to Older 
Persons is the oldest standing committee of the CSPC focused on a single 
program ar ea. In recent years concern has grown as the number of frail elderly 
has increased, creating a waiting list of over 120 at Menorah Par k- Center for 
the Aging . At the same time government cutbacks have threatened some agency 
services, and "for profit" proprietary services have increasingly affected 
Federation agency services . 

These challenges made it imperative to learn much more about this generation of 
elderly as well as the next in terms of their interest in certain services, 
their preference for Jewish sponsorship of services and their ability to pay 
for programs they want. We also wanted to find out what their housing and 
health care preferences were and whether there would be significant differences 
in wants and needs between those over 65 and under 65. 

One of the key e l ements of the study was the notion that this sur vey would 
enable us to plan for ourselves . After all, most of us will be using these 
services at one time or another in our lives - for our parents or for 
ourselves. 

The results of the survey indicate that most of the communi ty agreed with this 
assessment. Eighty percent of the questionnaires mailed wer e returned and the 
comments revealed the intensity of feeling they generated . Comments such as: 
11 1 commend JCF for this excellent and complete questionnai re and my wife and I 
appreciate the effort being made in planning for the future of the older genera
tion Jews , " and 11 1 consider this a valuable survey for the next generations," 
(from a 78 year old widow), were typical. 

Many others stressed the urgency of their personal situations and the need to 
develop a range of services in time to keep them "independent. 11 

Among the results of the survey that seem most important to our planning 
process is the strong base of support within the Jewish community for Jewish 
sponsored services of all kinds. Perhaps more important is the fact that 
strong positive· fee l ings f or Jewish sponsored services seem to persist even 
more s trongly in the "next generation of elderly," those currently between 50 
and 65. 

Al so of vital importance is the fact that older Jews are increasingly apartment 
dweller s concentrated largely in just a few locations, creating natural service 
delivery areas for Jewish communal agencies . This generation of Jewish elderly 
is also on the whole , economically better off than their non-Jewish peers, and 
well cover ed by health insurance by any standard. The next generation promises 
to be even better off with 10 percent more of the next generation college edu 
cated and with significantly more working wives generating their own income and 
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retirement plans. Alongside this picture, of course, is a significant segment 
of the population living at or near the poverty level with needs that mus t also 
be taken into account . Twenty percent of non -married women over 65 , for 
example , report incomes of under $10, 000 per year . 

This is important data for agencies that need to market services to those who 
can afford to pay, to be able to help subsidize services for those who cannot. 

Lastly, the study provides basic information on the need for a range of housing 
alternatives for this and the next generation of Jewish elderly. This will be 
some of the most widely discussed data generated and should , if carefully 
analyzed, provide important indications of communal need to help gu ide the 
decision making processes of the Federation and the Agencies . The material 
that follows i s only a sample of the wide r ange of data available. The best 
use of this study will require further collaborative analysis by Federation and 
its system of agencies. 



WHO IS AND WHO IS NOT REPRES~NTED IN OUR SAMPLE? 
HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE THERE IN THIS AGE GROUP? 

Applying what we lear ned from the 1981 demographic survey and taking i nto 
account the work we have done on the Feder atio n file since , we are able to 
estimate the pr oportion of the Jewish popu l ation who are in the Federation File 
and analyze those who are not. Approximately 90 percent of all Cleveland Jews 
in the age range 50 to 74 are i n the file as well as 70 percent of those 75 and 
older. In this older group, a large portion of those missing fr om t he file are 
in nursing homes and other i nst itutions . 

We also know, based on the 1981 survey, t hat those missing from the Federation 
file are, to a significant extent, the more alienated f rom Jewish life, inc lud 
ing a number of Jews living in mixed or non-Jewish households. In addition, 
because the Federation file was kept exclusively for campaign purposes until a 
f ew years ago , a disproportionate number of the elderly poor (largely women) 
are still missing . 

Finally, the Soviets who ar e nearly all in the file are somewhat underrepre
sented in the sample because a dispropor tionate number of them did not answer 
the questionnaire . 

Chart 1 gi ves us the estimate of the population age 50 and older in numbers and 
percentages . We estimated that there are 12,203 Jewish people in the age range 
50 to 64; 7,420 between 65 and 74; and 4, 770 in the 75 and older group. 

3 



HOW MANY CLEVELAND JEWS , AGE 50 AND OLDER , ARE THERE? 

(In numbers and percentages) 

Chart 1 

NOT IN 
IN JCF FILE JCF FILE COMBINED 

I 50-64 10983 1220 12203 
I (90%) 
I 

(10%) (100.0%) 

I 65 -74 6678 742 7420 
I (90%) 
I 

(10%) (100.0%) 

I 75 Pl us I 3339 1431* 4770 
I I (70%) (30%) (100. 0%) 

I I 
I Totals I 21000 3393 24393 
I I (86 .1%) (13.9%) (100 . 0%) 
I I 

*Includes approximately 900 individuals 
institutions. 

living in 

d854 : as 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION, 

MOBilITY AND HOUSING 
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WHERE DOES CLEVELAND'S OLDER JEWISH POPULATION LIVE? 

WHAT PORTION OF THIS POPULATION IS CLEVELAND BORN? 
WHAT PORTION WAS FOREIGN BORN? 

As Chart 2 shows, 58 .4 percent of this population is Cleveland born, 24.2 per
cent was born elsewhere in the United States and 17.4 percent was born abroad. 
There are six percent more foreign born in the older group than in the younger 
one. 

Cleveland's older population remains highly concentrated. Our sample comes 
from 28 different zip codes, but 85 percent live in four of them: 44118, 
44121, 44122, and 44124. These zip codes represent primarily Cleveland 
Heights , University Heights, Beachwood, Shaker Heights, South Euclid, Mayfield 
Heights, Lyndhurst, and Pepper Pike. Outside those zip codes there is hardly 
any concentration anywhere - the largest being 3.5 percent in zip code 44120. 

Chart 3 shows some small differences in the distributions of the two age 
groups , with 44118 and 44121 having a larger proportion of the older group 
while 44122 has a larger proportion of the younger population. This reflects 
the continued eastward movement of our population and the need for increased 
attention to services for the elderly in Beachwood and beyond. 
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Chart 2 

PLACE OF BIRTH (In Per centages) 

I BORN IN UNDER 65 
ALL 

65 PLUS COMBINED 
I 

I Cleveland area 60.4 56 .0 58 .4 
I 

I Elsewhere in the U.S. I 25 .0 23.4 24 .2 
I I 

I Foreign country 14.6 20 .6 17 .4 
I 

I Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 
I 

IN 561 470 1031 
I 
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Chart 3 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOlOS 
BY AGE GROUP 

I 
I ZIP CODE 
I 

I 44022 

I 44026 

144072 

I 44092 

144094 

1 44105 

I 44107 

144108 

144112 

44114 

44115 

44118 

44120 

44121 

44122 

44123 

44124 

44128 

144130 

144132 

I 44138 

144139 

i 44143 

I 44202 

I 44 210 

I 44214 

144224 

1 Totals 

d847:as 

(In Percentages) 

AGE GROUP 

50-64 I 65 PLUS 

1.0 

.4 

.7 

1.0 .3 

.3 .3 

2.0 2.3 

1.0 . 7 

.3 . 7 

.3 

.3 

.7 .3 

25.6 29.1 

2.7 4.2 

10.1 15.4 

29.3 24.2 

1.0 

17.5 17. 6 

.7 .3 

.3 

.7 

.3 

.7 .3 

2.7 1.3 

1.0 .4 

.3 

.3 

.4 

100.0 100.0 

297 306 

ALL 
AGES 

.5 

.2 

.3 

.6 

.3 

2.1 

.8 

.5 

.2 

.2 

.5 

27.8 

3.5 

12.8 

25.7 

.5 

17. 6 

.5 

.2 

.3 

.2 

. 5 

2. 0 

.6 

.2 

.2 

.2 

100.0 

503 
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HOW DO LIVING ARRANGEMENTS CHANGE AS PEOPLE GROW OLDER? 
HOW MANY PLAN TO MOVE? 

WHERE TO AND TO WHAT KIND OF HOUSING? 
HOW MANY OWN A SECOND HOME? 

Char t 4 shows a str iking difference in living arrangements between the two age 
groups surveyed . Almost 80 percent of the younger group live in their own sin 
gle family homes , while only 43 .4 percent of the ol der group do . Clear ly large 
numbers of older people opt for t he convenience of apartment living as they 
grow older. 

Chart 5 tells us that 61 percent of this population are not contemplating any 
kind of move. Another 20. 1 percent are planning or considering a move within 
Cleveland. Five percent plan or are contemplating moving away from Cleveland , 
while 13 . 9 percent are contemplating a possible move but are undecided about 
location. 

Of those who plan to move away from Cleveland, 74 percent give climate as a 
reason , most of the rest say they may move to be near children or other 
relatives. 

Chart 6 shows the type of housing from which and to which the respondents are 
pl anning to move. Two-thirds of those planning to move are moving from a house 
and better than 35 percent of these are planning to move to a condominium, 
indicating a significant potential increase in condominium living in the next 
generation of elderly . Those living in rented apartments seem to be inclined 
to move to other rented apartments or to condominiums. Nearly one in five of 
all who plan to move are considering a retirement apartment or a reti r ement 
community. 

As we see i n Chart 7, six and a half percent of the population age 50 and older 
own a second home . Four out of five of these second homes are in Florida. 

Mor e than half of those owning a 
and only a fifth are fuTly retired. 
one - f i fth say they plan to move to 
rest say that Cleveland will r emain 

second residence are still working full-time 
Of all those who own a second residence, 

it permanently some time in the future. The 
their primary home . 
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Chart 4 

TYPE OF HOUSING ~tVING IN (In Percentages) 

I l lVING IN 
All 

UNDER 65 65 Pl US COMBINED 
I 

I House (owned) 79 . 5 43.4 61. 2 
I 
I 
I House (rented) 1.4 1.3 1. 3 
I 
I 
I Condominium 7.7 10.8 9.3 

I 

I Rented apartment 11.4 41.2 26.4 
I 

I Senior housing 
I 

2.3 1.8 

I Child's house 1.0 
I 
l 
I Totals 100. 0 100.0 100.0 

I 

IN 297 306 603 
I 
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Chart 5 

Chart 6 

I 
I 
I 
I LIVING AT 
I PRESENT IN 

I 
I House 
I 

I Condominium 
I 

I Rented 
I Apartment 
I 

PLANNING TO MOVE? WHERE? (In Percentages) 

I Do not pl an to move 

I Plan or consider move within Cleveland 

I Plan or consider move outside Cleveland 

I Contemplating a move, open as to location 
I 
I Totals 
I 

61.0 

20. 1 

5. 0 

13.9 

100.0 
(N=592) 
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PLANNING TO MOVE TO MORE SUITABLE QUARTERS (In Percentages) 

CONSIDERING OR PLANNING TO MOVE TO I 
I 
I 

I SMALLER I RENTAL I I RETIREMENT I RETIREMENT I UNDE - I I 
I HOUSE I APT . I CONDOMINIUM I APARTMENT I COMMUNITY I CIDED I TOTALS I N 

I I I I I & OTHER I I 
I 21.0 I 22.6 I 35.3 8.3 I 3.8 I 9 .0 I 100.0 I 133 
I I I I I I I 

I 33 .3 I 33.4 11.1 I 22.2 
I I I 

1.6 
I I 

41.0
1 

14.7 27.9 I 6.6 8 . 2 

I I 

100.0 I 
I 

9 

I 
100. 0 I 61 

I 

I A 11 Combined I 14 .3 28 .6 I 
I 

29 .0 14 .3 4.4 9.4 100 .o I 203 
I I I 

Chart 7 

I YES : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I NO: 

I Tota 1 

d831:as 

In Florida 

OWN A SECOND RESIDENCE? 
(In Percentages) 

Elsewhere in U.S. 

In Israel 

Within commuting distance 

Don ' t have a Second residence 

5 . 3 

. 8 

. 2 

.2 

93.5 

100.0 
(N=603) 
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HOW MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO YOUR OLD AGE? 

The above question was the first of the questions dealing directly with the 
respondents' old age . Clearly, it had a jolting effect on many respondents . 
Only 28.7 percent of respondents said that they had given "much" thought to 
their old age . While 54. 7 percent had given it "some" thought, .many of the 
comments accompanying the responses reveal some of the ambivalence behind the 
answers. These included: "Don't want to think about it." "Don't dwell on it . 
Have financial resources, so I don't have to worry about it." "Hope to be able 
to do extensive traveling." "My spouse refuses to look at the future." 

Other comments ref 1 ected serious concerns or deep fears: "A lot - my husband 
was in nursing home and I hope I never have to go. There should be group homes 
for someone my age • .. " (age 79); "Concerned about retarded son (age 38) who 
l ives with us"; "worry about spouse's health (recent stroke)"; "I am not well 
and I don't want to be a burden . " 

Those who said they had given no thought to their old age explained it in a 
variety of ways : "I am busy working - also I have a younger wife and I look at 
things from that point of view"; "There's nothing you can do about it!" 
"Fortunately, no problems" (couple ages 72 & 83). "Very content as we are" 
(couple ages 66 and 73); "I don't plan on wasting my time thinking about my 
years ahead other than planning good times"; "Age is just a state of mind" ; 
"Too busy taking care of older generation . .• too busy to think about being old"; 
"Too far in the future" (75 year old); "When one feels well, not much thought 
is given to the future status of old age"; "Don't expect to live until what may 
be considered old age" (55 year old ). 

Chart 8 gives the breakdown of the answers to the question by age group. Think
ing about old age increases with age, but more than half (53.5%) of those over 
75 still had given only some or no thought at all to old age. 
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Chart 8 

THOUGHT GIVEN TO ~-0 AGE BY AGE GROUP (In Percentages) 

I HOW MUCH THOUGHT 
I AGE GIVEN TO OLD AGE? TOTALS N 
I 

I 
MUCH SOME NONE 

I Under 60 11.8 68.7 19.5 100.0 169 
I 

I 60-69 29.8 54.7 15.5 100.0 225 
I 

I 70-74 38. 1 46.7 15.2 100.0 92 
I 

I 75+ 46.5 39.4 14.1 100.0 99 
I 

I A 11 ages 28.7 54.9 16.4 100. 0 585 I . 
I I 
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WHAT IS THE HEALTH STATUS OF THIS POPULATION? 

Although nearly 90 percent described their health as excellent or good, 19 
percent reported a disabling health pr oblem. Chart 9 gives us the disabli ng 
illnesses they listed . The data is by sex and age group . 

The columns add up to mor e than 100 percent because some people listed more 
than one health problem. 

Heart disease among men, over 65 (41 .5%) as well as under 65 (38 .6%) is by far 
the most widely reported disease. Second largest is arthritis in women (27 . 9% 
and 23 . 2%) . '' Disabling physical" condition and "walking difficulty" are two 
somewhat vaguely described categories listed by 17 . 3 percent of the entire 
gr oup. The next largest disabilities listed are visual problems , diabetes, and 
high blood pressure, each with 7.7 percent. 
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Chart 9 

DISABLING HEALTH PROBLEMS BY AGE ANO SEX 

UNDER 65 I OVER 65 I I I 
I I I I ALL I 

ILLNESS MEN I WOMEN I MEN 11.UMEN I COMBINED I 
I I I I I 

Visual I I I I 7.7 I - I 7 .o I 9.4 I 12.5 I I 
Hear ing I I I I 1.0 I 2 .3 I 2.3 I - I - I I 
Diabetes I I I I 7.7 I 

11.4 I 9 .3 I 5.7 I 5.4 I I 
Heart Disease I I I I 27.6 I 38.6 I 11.6 I 41.5 I 17.9 I 
Arthritis I I I 23.2 17 .9 I 

9 .1 I 27 .9 I 11.3 I I 
Cancer I I I 10. 7 5.1 I 

4.5 I 2.3 I 1.9 I I 
Multiple Sclerosis I 7 .0 I I 2.0 I 

2.3 I - I 
Disabling Physical I 16.3 I 

1.8 10.2 13.6 I 11.3 I 

Walking difficulty I I 12.5 7.1 2.3 I 11.3 I 

Mental-emotional I 2.3 I 1.5 4. 5 I - I 
I Al tzheimers I 3.8 I 2.0 - I 3.6 I 
I I 3.8 I 2.6 I Stroke - I - I 5.4 I 
I . l d I I 7.7 I H1gh b oo pressure 6.8 I 14 .o I 10.7 I 

I Park i nsons Disease I I 1.8 .5 - I - I 

I Osteoporosis I I .5 - I 2.3 I - I 

I Krohn' s Disease I I I .5 - I 2.3 I - I 

l Blood/Circulatory I I I 1.5 - I - I s.7 I 

1 Ileitis - I 2.3 - I - I .5 

Asthma 3.8 I 1.0 

Ulcer 2.3 I .5 - I 
Lung/Emphysema 6.8 I 1.8 2.6 1.91 
Muscular Dystrophy 2.3 .5 - I 
Kidney Disease I 2.0 2. 3 I 1.9 1 3.6 

I Other or unknown 
I 3.1 ' 2.3 2.3 , 5. 7J 1.8J 

I Totals 106.8*1113.8*; 119.0~ 112.7~ 113.3* 

.: IN 44 I 43 I 53 I 56 I 196 I I I I I 

*Ooes not add up to l OOi because some of those report ing 
disabilities listed more than one. 

Of all respondents and spouses 19i repor ted a disabling health 
probl em - 20.8~ of the men and 17 .Sl of the women. 
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WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN? 

A very pertinent question in preparing for old age is the presence (or absence) 
of children. Just over 90 percent of the respondents report having children . 
However , the question remains as to how many will have children in the Cleve
land area? Chart 10 shows , by age group of children, the percentage of chil 
dren who settle in Cleveland and elsewhere. The age category 20 to 29 includes 
children in college who have not yet settled, but are listed as part of their 
parents• home and therefore in Cleveland. The percentage of 20-29 year olds in 
Cleveland will undoubtedly drop as some of these students settle out of town . 

When we look at par ents with gr own children, we find that 30 percent have no 
children at all living in Cleveland . When we add those who never had children 
or who outlive all their children, we find that the community will be faced 
with serving a lar ge aged population who have no children nearby. 

Chart 11 shows where the children who have left Cleveland are settled . The 
picture is similar to that of the 1981 general population survey with a 27.2 
percent remaining in the Midwest and about 33.6 percent having moved to the 
"sunbelt." 



Chart 10 

CHILDREN'S LOCATION BY AG~ (In Percentages) 

I AGE OF Cl EV ELAND El SEWHERE ISRAEL I CHILDREN 

I 20- 29 
I 

I 30-39 
I 

I 40-49 
I 

I 50+ 
I 

I All ages 
I 
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Chart 11 

I -d I M1 west 
I I Northeast 

53 . 7 45.5 0.8 

51.5 47. 2 1.3 

53.4 46 .6 

63.9 36.1 

54.7 44 . 4 .9 

LOCATION OF GROWN CHILDREN 
WHO SETD_EO AWAY FROM CLEVELAND 

(In Percentdges) 

27 . 2 

19.4 

I Mid-Atlantic 12.6 

I South 16.7 

I Southwest 16.9 

I Central-Mountain 3.2 

I Abroad 2.0 

2.0 I Israel 
I 
I Totals 100.0 
I (N=593) 
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TOTALS 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
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I I 
I N ,. 
I I 
I 363 I 
I I 

596 I 
I 

234 

61 

I 1254 
I 



HAVE YOU GIVEN ANY THOUGHT TO WHAT KI ND Of PLACE YOU WOULD WANT TO GO TO 
SHOULD YOU NO LONGER BE ABLE TO LIVE INDEPENDENTLY? 

-- 19 - -

Of the 95 percent who answered this question , 38. 3 per cent answered "yes" and 
61. 7 percent "no ." Those who answered yes , wer e asked to describe what they 
had in mind . Chart 12 presents those results . Note that this question was 
asked ear lier in the questionnaire than those co ncer ning a campus community . 
Senior housing, sometimes followed by "like R.H . Myers" was the most frequent 
answer with 23 . 2 percent. The second choice was "apartment with ser vices" 
(1 7.2%) ; the thi r d was "retirement home" (15 . 7%) , followed by "nursing home" 
(13 .1%) ; "continuing car e community" {8 . 6%) "own home with help" {8. 1%); and 
"group homes" {3%) . Only one person mentioned a child ' s home . The rest gave 
answers of the kind listed in "other . 11 

When asked what factors would influence a move to retirement housing {Chart 
13), 30 .6 percent mentioned failing health; 15.9 percent a combination of fail 
ing health and finances; and 10.8 percent indicated they would move only if 
they were totally disabled. Twenty one percent said they would move when they 
no longer could maintain a home, 5.7 per cent would move if they lost their 
spouse ; and 2.5 percent would move in order not to be a burden t o children. 
Only 13 . 5 focused on the suitability or attractiveness of t he r eti r ement 
housing. 



Chart 12 

CHOICE OF PLACE WHEN NO LONGER ABLE TO LIVE INDEPENDENTLY 
(In Percentages) 

I . . I Sen 1 or hous, ng 

I Apartment with services 

I Retirement home 

I Nursing home 

I Continuing care community 

I Own home with help 

I Group home 

I Child' s home 

I Other: 
I 

I Totals 
I 

Chart 13 

11 no institution, 11 "not with children," 
"a place I could still be independent," 
"heaven," "cemetery," "not voluntarily" 

23.2 

17.2 

15.7 

13.1 

8.6 

8.1 

3.0 

.5 

10.6 

I 
100.0 I 

( N=198) I 

FACTORS WHICH WOULD INFLUENCE MOVE TO RETIREMENT HOUSING 
(In Percentages) 

I F · 1. h l th I a 1 mg ea 

I Cannot maintain home 

I Health and finances 

I Totally disabled 

I If place is attractive 

I Loss of spouse 

I Not to be a burden to children 

I If affordab 1 e 

I If place has health care available 
I 
I Totals 
I 
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30 .6 

21.0 

15.9 

10.8 

10.2 

5.7 

2. 5 

2.3 

1.0 I 
I 

100.0 I 
( N=353) I 
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WHICH SERVICES WOULD THIS POPULATION PREFER TO BE JEWISH SPONSORED? 

Chart 14 and 15 deal with the desirability of Jewish sponsorship of an array of 
services. Respondents were asked to state whether they preferred Jewish spon 
sorship for each of the 22 different services listed. Looking at Chart 14, the 
servi ces with the highest percent of preferred Jewish sponsorship are: nursing 
home (67.3%), adult day care (66.3%), respite car e (61 .8%) , care for terminally 
ill (59.8%), counseling (59%) , home delivered meals (57.8%), social, education 
al, and recreational activities (55 . 5%), and volunteer opportunities (50.1%). 
This indicates a strong potential base of support for Jewish sponsored services 
in Cleveland . 

The ser vices with the lowest percent of preferred Jewish sponsorship are home 
repair and yard work (11.3%), transportation (21 . 2%), and assistance with 
legal , tax, and financial matters (25.9%). 

In Char t 15, the same data is presented separately for those under 65 and those 
65 and older. Surprisingly, the younger group has a higher rate of preference 
for Jewish sponsorship of seven of the eight top ranking services mentioned 
above . This indicates that the "next generation of elderly" may have a better 
opinion of Jewish services and may be as likely or more likely to seek services 
within the Jewish community when they become older. 
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Chart 14 

PREFERENCE FOR JEWISH SPONSORSHIP OF SERV ICES (In Percent ages) 

I I I . t 
1 PREFER I PREFER I SPONSORSHIP 1 NOT I 
( JEWISH ( NON-JEWISH I DOESN ' T ( INTERESTED I TOTALS I SPONSORED l SPONSORED MATTER I IN SERVICE: 

I 
I 

N l 
I 

I P · 1 1 I hys1ca heath assessment 1 46.3 1 .3 50.1 I 3.3 I 100.0 
I I I I I Mental heal th assessment 

l Complete medical wor k- up 

1 43.0 1 .7 51.4 1 4.9 I 100.0 
I I I I 
I 39.4 I .9 56.1 I 3.6 I 100.0 

I Pr eventi ve health car e 
I (includes blood pressure 
l clinics, exercise, 

I I 
I I 
I 39 . 7 I 

I nut rition progr ams) I I 

l Care for terminally il l 
I (hospice) 

I Nursing home care 

IR . l esplte care ( temporary 
I care for elders to give I relief to caregiver s) 

I Home health care (health 
I care visit by an RN or 
I other tra ined professional) 

I Adult day care (a program I 
l that offers a variety of I 
I soc i al activities and health I I supervisi on on a daily basi s) I 

I Rehabilitation (physical , I 
I occupat ional , speech I I therapy, aud iology) I 

C 1 . I I ounse 1ng 1 
I I Telephone reassurance I 

I Seminars/workshops/news! letter on aging issues 

I Pre-retirement and/or postI r etirement c ounseling 

1 Assis t ance with legal, tax 
I and financial matters 
1 t t· I Transpor a 1 on 

I Home r epair and yard work 

I Companion services (provide 
I assis t ance in t he home with 
I cooking, housekeeping, or 
I personal care) 
I I Home del i vered meals 

I Home de livered kosher mea Is 

I Social, educational and 
I recreati onal activities 

I I Volunteer work opportunities 
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59.8 

67.3 

61.8 

JJ.J 

66. 3 

30.9 

59.0 

45.9 

44.2 

39.5 

25.9 

21.2 

11. 3 

44.4 

57.8 

46.3 

55.7 

50. l 

I 
I 
l 
I . 

.9 

.9 

.4 

.4 

1.1 

.6 

.9 

.9 

.4 

.6 

.2 

1.1 

. 7 

1.0 

.2 

.6 

.6 

.4 

55.6 3.8 

36.5 2.8 

27 . 7 4.6 

34. 7 3.1 

63.9 1. 7 

28. 2 4.9 

65 .4 2.8 

34.2 5.9 

45.9 7.8 

48.4 6. 8 

45.9 14.4 

61.3 11. 7 

69.1 9.0 

72. 7 15.0 

47. 4 R.O 

30.1 11.5 

18.4 35.3 

37.0 6.7 

40.7 8.S 

I I 
I 1 

100.0 I 549 I 
I I 

I I 
100.0 I 534 I 

100.0 I 538 I 

I I 
100. 0 I 518 I 

1 I 
I 1 
I I 

100 . 0 I 546 I 
I I 

I I 
I I 

100 . 0 I 546 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 

100.0 I 537 I 
I t 
I I 

100.0 I 547 I 

100.0 I s21 I 
I I 

100 .0 I 529 t 
I 

100. 0 I 516 

100. 0 532 

100.0 547 

100.0 505 

I 
I 

100.0 I 523 
I 
I 

100.0 I 524 
I 

100.0 I 490 I 
I 
I I 

100 .0 I 537 I 
I I 

100 .0 I s21 I 



Char t 15 

PREFERENCE FOR JEWISH S?ONSORSHIP OF SERVICES (In Percentages) 

I . I I Physical hea th assess::ient 

I I Mental hea 1th assessmen t 

I Complete medical worlc- uo 

I Preventive health care 
I (includes blood pressure 
I clinics , exercise, 
I nutrition programs) 

I Care for terminally i 11 
I (hospice) 

I Nursing home care 

I Respite care ( tl!lllporary 
I care for elders to give I r elief to caregivers) 

I Home hea I th care ( hea I th 
I care visit by an RN or 
I other trained professional) 

I PREFER JEWISH 
I SPONSORSHIP 

I UNOER 65 65 Pl_ us 
I I 39.2 53. 3 
I 
f 40.8 45.3 
I 
I 35.0 44.0 

35. l 44. 6 

62.1 57.1 

70.7 63.5 

64.4 58: 8 

33.6 33 . l 

I Adu 1t day care ( a progr arn I 
I t hat offers a variety of I 
I social activities and health I 
I supervision on a da i ly bas is) I 

I Rehabilitation (physical, 
I occupational , speech 
I therapy, audiology) 

IC l · I ounse mg 

I I Telephone reassurance 

I Seminars/worlcshops/ne-"s-
1 letter on aging issues 

I Pre-retirement and/or post I r etirement counse Ii ng 

I Assistance with legal , tax I and financial matters 

j Transpor tation 

I Home repair & yard wor~ 

I . . I Companion serv ices (provide 
I assistance, in the home with 
I cooking, housekeeping or I per sonal care) 

I Home delivered meals 

l Home de! ivered kosher :::eais 

I Social , educational. e,id 
I recreational activities 

I I Volunteer work opport~n it: es 

68.l 64.4 

28.6 33.5 

62.l 55.7 

48.9 42 .6 

45.0 43.3 

40.5 38.4 

25.1 26.9 

18. 5 24.l 

10. 3 12.6 

43.2 45.7 

56.4 59.4 

45. 2 47 . 7 

57.2 54 .0 

52.3 47 . 5 

I 
I N I 
I I I 
: UNDER 65165 P1.US I 
I 288 I 289 I 
I I I 
l 284 I 265 I 

I 283 I 268 I 
I 

282 I 267 
I 
I 

282 I 252 
I 

283 255 

278 240 

283 263 

285 261 

283 254 

285 262 

278 249 

282 247 

284 232 

283 249 

286 261 

282 223 

278 245 

280 244 

270 220 

285 252 

283 238 

The sample of 603 is ~ade uo of 297 households under 65 and 306 households 
65 and older . In the case of coup les , age is mean of spouses• ages. 
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00 YOU THINK YOU' LL WANT RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR OLDER PEOPLE IN YOUR SEVENTIES ANO EIGHTIES? 

DO YOU PE RCEIVE THE SYNAGOGUE AS POTENTIAI_L Y HELPFUL IN YOUR ADVANCED AGE? 

-- 24 

Chart 16 shows a strong interest in social and recreational programs especially 
designed for older people - an interest which may continue and even increase in 
"the next generation" of Jewish elderly . 

Chart 17 presents data by religious affiliation on the perception of the 
synagogue as a help in old age . One third of our respondents perceive the 
synagogue as potentially helpful. The Orthodox with 64 .9 percent have nearly 
twice that rate. Next are the conservative with 35.7 percent, followed by the 
Reform with 30.5 percent . 
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Chart 16 

PREFERENCE FOR RECREATIONAL ANO EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR OLDER PEOPLE 

Thinking of yourself in your seventies, do you think 
you would want recreational and educational programs 
especially designed for older people? 

I I THINKING OF YOURSELF IN YOUR 

I I SEVENTIES EIGHTIES 
I WANT PROGRAM I I 

65 65 I DESIGNED FOR I UNDER I UNDER 
I OLDER PEOPLE? I 65 I PLUS 65 PLUS 
I I I 
I I 

67 .4 
I 

56.7 75 . 3 69 .6 I Yes I I 
l I 

29.2 
I 

40. 3 19.1 25.0 I No I I 
I I 

3.4 
I 

I Don't know I I 3.0 5.6 5.4 
I I I 

100.0 100.0 

I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I Totals I 100.0 I 100.0 I 
I I (N=291) I (N=268) (N=283) (N=276) I 
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Chart 17 

DO YOU PERCEIVE THE SYNAGOGUE POTENTIALLY HELPFUL 
IN YOUR ADVANCED YEARS? BY RELIGIOUS AFFlllATION . 

( In Percentages) 

I RELIGIOUS YES NO TOTALS N 
I AFFILIATION 

I Orthodox 64.9 35 . 1 100.0 37 
I 

I Conservative 35 .7 64.3 100.0 193 
I r- --- --
I Reform 30.5 69.5 100 . 0 226 
I 

I Other or none 4.8 95.2 100 .0 21 
I 

I All combined 34.2 65 .8 100 . 0 477 
I 
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WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN HOUSING WITH SERVICES DESIGNED FOR OLDER PEOPLE ? 
IF INTERESTED, WHERE WOULD YOU LOOK FOR SUCH SPECIAL HOUSING? 

Chart 18 presents the combined data . Ninety six percent of all respondents 
answered the above questions and only 19 percent of respondents under 65 and 16 
percent of those 65 and older show no interest at all in housing with services 
designed for older people. Of the rest, the older group has more definite 
interests - 42.7 percent are interested in special housing in Cleveland com
pared with 30 percent for the younger group . 

Nearly the same percentage of the younger and older groups "may be interested" 
in special housing in Cleveland and as one would expect a far greater propor
tion of the younger group is uncertain as to whether they ' ll want special 
housing in Cleveland or elsewhere. 



', 

Chart 18 

HOUSING WITH SERVICES DESIGNED FOR OLDER PEOPLE? WHERE? 
(In Percentages) 

I Interested in special housing 
I in Cleveland 
I 

I May be interested in special housing 
I in Cleveland 
I 

I Interested in special housing elsewhere 
I 

I May be interested in special housing 
I elsewhere 
I 

I Interested (or may be interested) in 
I special housing, undecided vJhere (or 
I didn 1 t answer where) 
I 
I 
I Not interested in special housing 

I 
I 
I Totals 
I 

I UNDER 65 I 65 PLUS I ALL 

30.0 42 .7 36 . 3 

26 .5 26 . 0 26.3 

. 7 3. 5 2.1 

6.6 5.2 5.9 

17.2 6.6 11.9 

19.0 16.0 17 .5 

I 
100.0 I 100.0 I 100. 0 I 

(N=290) I (N =288) I (N=578) I 
I I I 

The sample of 603 is made up of 297 households under 65 and 306 households 
65 or older. In the case of couples, age is mean of spouses• ages. 
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EMPLOYMENT, INCOME, 

EDUCATION AND HEALTH INSURANCE 
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WHAT IS THE EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MEN AND WOMEN IN THIS POPULATION? 

Chart 19 shows significant differences in emloyment patterns for men and women 
and for those under and over 65. More t han one- third of women never worked 
outside the home , but the proportion of full - time homemakers is 10 percent 
smaller among those under 65 showing significant generational change . 

Interestingly , 8.1 percent of men under 65 are ful l y retired and another 8.1 
percent are semi - retired. The comparable figures among women are 8.7 and 1. 9 
percent . On the other hand, nearly 43 percent of men over 65 continue to work 
at least on a part- time basis . 

The category of "working part-time'' is made up mainly of men who are working 
part-time because they haven ' t been able to find full - time work and women who 
work part-time by choice. 

Chart 20 shows that 53 . 2 percent of men are or were self -employed compared with 
16.5 percent of women. 
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Chart 19 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF MEN AND WOMEN BY AGE GROUP (IN PERCENTAGES) 

MEN WOMEN 

I UNDER 65 I 65 PLUS I ALL AGES I N I UNDER 65 I 65 PLUS I ALL AGES I N I 
I I I I I I I I I 

I Working I I I I I I I I 
I Ful 1-Time 79 . 2 I 17.0 I 48 .6 I 226 I 28.6 I 2.9 I 17.5 I 99 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I Working I I I I I I 
I Part-Time 2.1 6.6 I 4.3 I 20 I 26 .5 11.1 I 19 .9 I 112 I 
I I I I I I I 

I Semi-Retired 8.1 19 . 2 13.5 I 63 I 1.9 2.5 2.1 I 12 I 
I I I I I 
I Retired 8.1 57.2 32.3 I 150 I 8.7 40 .7 22.5 1127 I 
I I I I I 

I Full -Time I I I I 
I Homemaker - I I 31.5 42.0 36 .0 I 203 I 
I I I I I 

I Unemp 1 oyed , I I I I I 
I Disabled , and 2.5 I - I 1.3 61 2.8 0.8 2.0 I 11 I 
I Other I I I I I 

I I I I I I 
I Totals 100.0 . I 100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100 .0 I I 
I I I I I I 

IN 236 229 465 I 465 I 321 243 564 I 564 I 
I I I I I 
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Chart 20 

INCIDENCE OF SELF- EMPLOYMENT, BY SEX 
( In Percentages) 

1 SELF MEN WOMEN 
I EMPLOYED? 

I Yes 53 . 2 16.5 
I 

I No 41.4 78.3 
I 

I Partly 5.4 5.2 

I 
I Totals 100.0 100.0 
I 

I N 444 346 
I 
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WHAT IS THE OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEN AND WOMEN? 

There are distinct differences between occupations of men and women . The 
differences between the two age groups is much less marked. Chart 21 gives the 
four way breakdown. Business related activities take about half the men in 
both age groups. There are six percent more men in the professions in the 
under 65 group than in the older group and about the same percentage fewer in 
the semi -skilled and clerical fields . 

One - third of women gave no occupation or listed occupation as homemaker . They 
are not included in this chart. A significant difference between the two age 
groups is in the proportion of women who gave occupations other than full - time 
homemaker, from 58.5 in the older group to 67 .6 in the younger group. Office 
work accounts for 34.4 percent of the older women's occupations and 24 .4 per
cent for the younger group. The younger group of women has a larger percentage 
in the professions, fewer store owners, and fewer clerical. 

The comparison of women's occupations with those of men reveals the greatest 
differences . Although the professional component of working women is about the 
same as of men - just over a third, the professions women go into are quite 
different . While the professional men are mostly physicians, engineers, and 
attorneys , the women are mostly school teachers and social workers . 



Chart 21 

OCCUPATIONAL O[STR IBUTION OF MEN ANO WOME N BY AGE GROUP (In Percentages) 

I OCCUPATION 
MEN I WOMEN* 

I UNDER I 
I §5 I 

I I UNDER I I 

l .. I I 
I 4. 7 I 

55+ I All 

3.8 I 4.3 
I 65 I 65+ I 
I 1.4 I - I 

I Dentists 2. 2 I 1.4 I 1.8 - I 

I Phar m., Chemists, Podiatrist s, Opt icn. 3. 4 \ 6. 2 4.8 0.91 

- I 

I Engineers, Scient ist s, Ar chitects 8.21 3.8 6.1 0.41 
I I I 
I Attor neys 4. 7 1 5 . 3 5. 0 0.4 1 
I I I j Account ant s 3 . 0 I 4. 3 3 . 6 0.9 1 0. 7 

I I 
I I nvestment Counselors, Stock Brokers I t 
I and Bankers 2. 6 I 1.4 2.0 - I 0.7 I 
I I I I 
I Te achers - college level 0.9 I 1.0 0 .9 1.4 I - I 
I - K-12 1.7 I 0.5 1.1 12.2 I 13.9 I 
IL ibrarians , Guidance Counselors - I - I 2.7 I 2 .9 I 

I Social Worker s and Psychologists 1.1 I 1.0 I 1.4 6.31 s.a \ 
· 1 I s 1 4 1 ?2 1 I Public - Socia Administrators 0.9 I O. I 0.7 1. I . . I 
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All 

0.8 

- I 
I o.5 I 
I 

0 .3 I 
I 

0.3 I 
I o.8 I 
I 
I 

0.3 I 
I o.8 I 

12.a I 
2.8 

6.1 

1.7 

I ARTS - Artist s, Wr iters , Editors, I I I I I 
I Publishers , Musici ans, Entertainers 1.7 I 1.9 I 1.8 2.3 I 2 . 2 I 2.2 I 

I Adver tising , Marketing , Public I I I 
j Rehtions, and Commercial Art 2.2 1.0 I 1.6 3.6 1 2.2 3.1 I 

I I I 
I TOP MAIIAGEl'ENT 5.6 8.6 I 7.0 0.9 I 0. 6 I 

I MIDDLE MANAGEMENT 5.6 J.31 4.5 2.71 1.7 I 
I · O M 18. 2 I 1 I 8 0 5 6 I 1 Bus1nes_s wner- anager 16.0 17 .0 4. I . . I 
I I I I SALES - Insurance 2.6 4.8 3.6 - I - I 
I - ~Re_t_a-,r1---------~- 1~.~a~, .......,g-_-1+--..g~_4...-.-~g~.,- 1,......,1~0~.9n--1nor.~1 
I - Wholesale Goods & Service 8.6 7.7 8.2 1.8 I 0. 7 1.4 

I REAL ESTATE - Builders & Developers 2.6 1.4 0.4 I 0.3 
I - Sal~s & Rental Agents 3.4 2.4 3.0 2. 7 l.5 2.2 

I HEAL TH FIELO - Nur ses , Dental Ass t s ., I X-ray , Lab & Medical Technicians 

I Secretar ial & Admin. Positions 

I Bookkeepers i GENERAL OFFICE - Cl er ks , Typists 

I SKILLEO WORK - Pr in ters, Repairmen, 
I Machinists , But cher s , Cabinet Makers , 
I Tailors, Dressmaker s , Cooks, 
I Electr icians, Plumbers, etc. 

I SEMI SKILLED - Beauticians, Cashiers, 
I Drivers , Waiters , Guards, Aides 

I GO'/ERN:~ENT - Mail Carrier s , Liquor I Examiners. Army Officers 

I Totals 

0.4 0. 2 

0.9 0.5 0 . 7 

1.4 I 0.7 

0.4 0. 5 0.4 

6 .9 6.2 6. 6 

0.9 3.8 2. 3 

I I 
I 100.0 t 100.0 I 100.0 

l 232 \ 209 I 441 

5. 0 

10.9 

6.8 

16. 7 I 
I 
I 
I 

2.J I 
I 

1.5 3.6 

7.3 9.5 

11.0 8. 4 

24.l 19.5 

1.4 

4.4 3.1 

I 100.0 I 100.0 I 100. 0 

I 221 I 137 I 358 I I l 

*Not included are full - time homemaker s who gave no other occupation. 
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WHAT PROPORTION OF WORKING MEN ANO WOMEN FINO SATISFACTION IN THEIR WORK? 

Chart 22 gives us the breakdown of work satisfaction . Work satisfaction is 
very high for men and women , both for those self-employed and for those working 
fo r someone else (although it 's a bit higher for the self-employed) . Partially 
self-employed men report the lowest work satisfaction whi le partially self 
employed women report the highest . 

Chart 23 deals with plans for retirement of those working at present. A strik 
ing number of people do not plan to retire, 55 . 1 percent of self- employed men 
and 65.1 percent of self-employed women. Even among those working for someone 
else , 34 percent of men and 48.9 of women do not plan to ret ire . 

The bottom half of Chart 23 shows us the data on who must retire. As we can 
see, none of the self-employed need to retire and only 26 percent of the men 
and 16 .1 percent of the women working for someone else report that they "must 
r etire." 

We asked those now retired whether they would like to work . Seventeen percent 
of the men and thirteen percent of the women said yes. 



Chart 22 

I 
I 
I 
I 

COMPARING WORK SATISFACTION OF MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE SELF EMPLOYED 
WITH THOSE WORKING FOR OTHERS (In Percentages) 

M E N 
I 
I W O M E N 

I I I I 
I WORKING I I I WORKING I 

-- 35 --

I I 
I I 
I I 
I ALL I 

I I FOR I PARTIALLY I I FOR I PARTIALLY I MEN I 
I WORK SELF I SOMEONE I SELF I SELF I SOMEONE I SELF I AND I 
I SATISFYING? EMPLOYED I ELSE I EMPLOYED I EMPLOYED I ELSE I EMPLOYED I WOMEN I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I Yes 86 .8 I 85 .3 I 62 .5 I 89.1 I 84.8 I 94 .1 I 85 . 3 t 

1. 3 4.0 
I 

8.3 
I 

1.8 
I 

3.4 
I 

2 .9 I I No I I I I 
I 

11.9 10.7 
I I I I I 

I Somewhat I 29.2 I 9.1 I 11.8 5.9 I 11. 8 I 
I 

100. 0 100.0 
I 

100.0 
I I 100 .0 I I 

I Tota 1 s I I 100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 I 
I 

228 177 
I 

24 
I 

55 
I 

263 17 
I 

764 l 1N I I I I 
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Chart 23 

MUST RETIRE , PLAN TO RETIRE BY SEX AND WHETHER SELF EMPLOYED 
(In Percentages) 

I I 
M E N W O M E N I I 

I I I I 
I I SELF I WORKING l=QR SELF I WORKING FOR 

I , . I EMPLOYED I SOMEONE ELSE EMPLOYED I SOMEONE ELSE 
I 34 .9 

I 
51.1 I P an to retire I 44 .9 I 66.0 I 

I Do not pl an 
I I I 
I I 

65.1 
I I to retire I 55.1 I 34 .0 I 48 .9 

I I 
100 .0 

I 
I Tota 1 s I 100 . o I 100.0 I 100.0 

I I (N=l85) I (N=l03) (N=43) I (N=l74) 

I Must retire I 26.0 16.1 

I Does not have I 
100.0 74 .0 100 .0 83 .9 I to retire I 

I I 
100.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 I Tota 1 s I 

I I (N=l90) ( N=l04) (N=49) (N=l 74) 
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WHAT IS THE INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF THIS POPULATION? 

WHAT WILL THE RETIREMENT INCOME OF THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF OLDER JEWISH CLEVELANDERS BE? 

-- 36 

Wh i l e Income is by far the most difficult subject to deal with in a question 
naire, some information on income par ameters was essential to the planning, 
development, and marketing of services for this population . The importance of 
this information for the community seems to have been clear to the respondents 
as well , since a surprising 93 percent reported their income bracket. 

Since reported income is often distorted, we asked many other related questions 
in the survey such as education , occupation, housing, mortgage, health insur 
ance, and how much help in the home respondents think they can afford . It is 
from the combinati on of these that we can come up with a reasonable approxima 
tion of the income picture . 

Chart 24 gives us the income distribution for households under 65 and over 65 
f or couples and non-married women and men . As would be expected , couples have 
far higher incomes than non-married people, and the greatest incidence of 
poverty is among the older non-married population. 

Char t 25 gives us the projected retirement incomes of those now under 65 . For 
each income range the first column shows the percentage who are already retired 
or whose present income will not change upon retirement . More than a third are 
i n this first column . The next four columns present the current income and the 
respondent's estimate of the percentage decreases upon ret irement. 
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Chart 24 

I NCOME DISTRIBUTION BY MARITAL STATUS AND AGE GROUP (In Percentages) 

I I U N D E R 6 5 I 6 5 + I 
I ANNUAL INCOME I I I WOMEN I I I I WOMEN I I 
I I MARRIED I MEN NOT I NOT I ALL I MARRIED I MEN NOT I NOT I ALL I 

I I COUPLES I MARRIED I MARRIED I COMBINED I COUPLES I MARRIED I MARRIED I COMBINED I 
I Under $10,000 I 1.3 I 36.3 I 5.6 I 3.1 I 5. 0 I 16.0 I 20.0 I 10.9 I 
I I I I I I I I I I 

I $10-25 , ooo I 11.3 18.2 I 47.2 I 16.1 I 32.3 56.0 I 52.2 40 .9 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I $25 -40, 000 I 28.0 27 .3 I 30.5 I 28 .3 I 31. 7 16 .0 I 21.1 26.8 
I I I I I I 

I $40-65 , ooo 27.6 9.1 I 13 .9 25.2 I 17.4 4. 0 I 5.6 12 . 3 
I I I I 

I $65 -100,000 16.7 9.1 I 2.8 14.7 12.4 4. 0 Ll I 8.0 
I I I 

I Over $100, 000 I 15 .1 - I - I 12 .6 1.2 4.0 - I 1.1 
I I I I I 
I I 
I Totals I 100.0 100.0 I 100. 0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .0 I 100. 0 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I N I 239 11 I 36 I 286 161 25 90 I 276 
I I I I I 

In the case of married couples age is mean of both spouses • ages. 
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Chart 25 

PROJECTED INCOME OF HOUSEHOLDS UNDER 65 UPON RETIREMENT (In Percentages) 

PERCENT WHOSE I 
PERCENT WHOSE INCOME WILL DECREASE BY I I CURRENT I I I ANNUAL INCOME WILL I I I I I TOTALS I N I INCOME REMAIN THE I UP TO I 26- 50% I 51-75% I MORE THAN I PERCENT I I SAME I 25% I l l 75% I UNKNOWN I I Under 10, 000 66 . 7 I - I 11.1 I - I I 22.2 100. o I 91 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I $10-25, 000 41.3 I 6. 6 I 21.7 I 8. 7 I I 21. 7 100 .o I 46 I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I $25 -40,000 37 .0 I 6. 2 I 32 .1 I 9.9 I 2.5 I 12.3 100.0 I 81 I 
I I I I I I I 

I $40-65, ooo 30 .5 I 8.3 I 34 .7 I 5.6 4. 2 I 16.7 100 .0 I 72 I 
I I I I I I I 

I $65 -100, ooo 38.1 9. 5 I 31.0 9.5 4.8 7.1 100. o I 42 I 
I I I I 

I Over $100 ,0001 38.9 2 .8 I 25 .0 5.5 27.8 100. o I 36 I 
I I I I I 

I Al l combined I 37. 4 6.6 I 29.4 7.7 2. 5 16.4 100.0 I 286 I 
I I I I I 
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HOW MUCH HELP IN THE HOME CAN THIS POPULATION AFFORD? 

HOW MANY IN THIS POPULATION GI VE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
TO SOMEONE OUTSIDE THEIR HOUSEHOLD? 

-- 39 - -

In Chart 26 we have related the amount of 1ousehold help respondents think they 
could afford , if needed, to reported income. 

It reveals some of the distortion that inevitably occurs in reporting income. 
A number of respondents with reported income below $10,000, for instance, feel 
they can afford some help and some reporting income in the $25-40,000 range 
believe they can afford full time or substantial help. Some of these may have 
understated their income; failed to include investment income; or distorted 
their total worth in some other way. On the other hand, they may simply expect 
someone else to pay for it, or are not realistic about the cost of household 
help . 

While these kinds of distortions probably affect income reporting in many ways, 
it's interesting to note that on the whole the reported ability to afford house
hold help does seem to correlate with reported income. 

About a quarter of our respondents think that they can afford full-time or 
substantial help. Another 50 percent think they could afford some help. About 
one quarter think they could afford little or no help in the home . 

Quality of life may be affected by required expenditures as well as income. It 
is , therefore, interesting to note that ninteen percent of respondents report 
giving financial assistance to someone outside their household - 25 .5 percent 
of the under 65 and 12.8 percent of the 65 and older . 

Chart 27 shows to whom the financial assistance is given. Almost two -thirds of 
it is given to children (a few grandchildren ) in both age groups. In the 
younger group, a third of the assistanc~ is given to parents, while in the 
older group it is given to fewer parents but more siblings and other relatives. 



Chart 26 

I 
I PRESENT 
I INCOME 

I 
I Under $10 , 000 
I 
I 
I $10-25 , ooo 
I 

I $25 -40,000 
I 

I $40- 65 , ooo 
I 
I 
I $65- 100, ooo 
I 

I $100 , 000+ 
I 
I 
I All incomes 
I 
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AFFORDING HELP IN HOME BY INCOME GROUP 
(In Percentages) 

HOW MUCH HELP IN HOME COULD YOU AFFORD 
WHEN IN BO'S? 

I I I I I FULL TIME I SUBSTANTIAL I SOM£ I LITTLE I NONE 
I I I I 

I I 2.9 I 31.4 I 37.1 I 28 . 6 
I I I I I 

I I I 
I 1.4 I 7. 1 I 52.9 I 29.3 I 9.3 
I I I I I 
I I I 
I 2.8 11. 7 I 61.4 I 17.2 I 6. 9 
I I I I 

I 11.0 18 .0 I 53 . o I 16. 0 I 2. 0 I 
I I I I I 

I I I 
10.9 35.9 I 43.8 I 6.3 I 3. 1 I 

I I I 

36 .9 44 .7 I 18.4 I - I - I 
I I I I 

7.3 16 .5 I 50 . 2 I 18 .9 7 .1 I 
I I I 
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I 
TOTALS I N 

I 
I 
I 

100 .0 I 35 
I 
I 

100 .0 I 140 
I 
I 

100. o I 145 
I 

100. 0 I 100 I 
I I 
I 

100. o I 64 I 
I I 

100.0 I 38 I 
I I 

100. 0 I 522 I 
I I 



Chart 27 

INCIDENCE Of FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO 
SOMEONE OUTSIDE THE HOUSEHOLD, BY AGE GROUP 

(In Percentages) 

I f INANCIAL I I 
I ASSISTANCE UNDER 65 I 65 PLUS I ALL AGES 
I GIVEN TO I I 
I I I 

I Children or 16.0 8.1 I 12.1 
I Grandchi 1 dren I 

I 
I Parents 8.5 2.0 I 5.3 
I I 

I Sib 1 i ngs 1.0 2.7 1.8 
I or others 

I No one 74.5 87 .2 80.8 

I 
I Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 
I 

IN 293 295 588 
I 

In the case of couples, age is mean of both 
spouses' ages. 
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HOW MUCH FORMAL EDUCATION HAS THIS POPULATION HAD? 

HOW DOES INCOME RELATE TO EDUCATION? 

Chart 28 , shows the differences in levels of schooling between men and women, 
and between those curr ently over 65 and "the next generation'' of Jewish Elderly . 
Forty- two percent of t he older men and fifty four percent of the younger men 
have had four or more years of college. The comparable figures for women are 
significantly less with twenty- two percent for the older women and thirty- two 
percent for the younger group . 

The chart shows that mor e women than men started and did not finish college . 

A smaller proportion of women than men ended their education before graduating 
high school in both age groups. 

In order to minimize the complexities of relating income to education, we took 
only couples and related their total household income to the education of the 
husband . Char t 29 shows us the results of this comparison . The income distri 
butio n is quite different for the various levels of education . Education 
greatly affects the bottom income levels. Nearly 40 percent of those without 
any college education have annual incomes below $25 , 000. Just a partial col 
lege education halves that percentage and a graduate school education reduces 
the percentage to a fifth. 

While a lack of college education does not translate into a ceiling in earn 
ings , it clearly affects the distribution. The percentage of couples with 
incomes over $40,000 goes from 21.5 to 75 percent as we move from the "not 
finished high school" to "three or more years graduate school.'' Note the 
subtle differ ences in the three columns dealing with the college educated. One 
or t wo years of graduate school seems to increase the chances of reaching an 
income above $65 ,000. While a greater proportion of college graduates (without 
any gr aduate school) report incomes above $100,000. 
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Chart 28 

YEARS OF EDUCATION OF MEN AND WOMEN (In Percentages) 

UNDER 65 65 PL US A L L 
I I I I 

MEN I WOMEN MEN I WOMEN MEN I WOMEN I 

I I I I 
I Less than high school I I I I I graduate 4 .9 I 3 .8 10.3 I 8 .9 7. 5 I 6 .o I 
I I I I I 

I High school graduate 21.1 I 39 .4 32 .3 I 49.8 26. 7 I 43 .8 I 
I I I I I 

I Some co 11 ege 19 . 8 I 24.8 14 . 8 I 19 . 4 17 . 3 I 22 .5 I 
I I I I I 

I College graduate 25 . 6 I 14 .9 19. 7 I 15.6 22. 7 I 15 . 2 I 
I I I I I 

I One or two years I I I I 
I graduate school 12 .3 I 14.3 7 .6 I 5. 5 10 .o I 10 . 5 I 
I I I I I 

I Three or more years I I I I I 
I graduate school I 16. 3 I 2.8 15 .3 I . 8 15 .8 I 2. o I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I Totals I 100. 0 I 100.0 I 1 oo . o I 1 oo. o I 100. 0 I 100 . 0 I 
I I I I I I I I 

IN 227 315 223 237 450 552 I 
I I 
d816:as 

I High school 
I I I I graduate I I I I I or less 26 . 0 I 43.2 42 .6 I 58.7 34.2 I 49 .8 I 

I I 
24 .8 

I I I I Some co 11 ege 19 .8 I 14 .8 I 19.4 17 .3 I 22 .5 I 
I I I I I I College graduate I 

32 . 0 
I I I I or more 54. 2 I 42 . 6 I 21.9 48 .5 I 27. 7 I 



Chart 29 

I 
I 
I ANNUAL 
I INCOME 
I 
I 
I 
I Under $10 , 000 
I 

I $10- 25, ooo 
I 

I $25-40, ooo 
I 

I $40- 65 , ooo 
I 

I $65-100, 000 
I 

I Over $100,000 

I Totals 
I 

I N 
I 
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INCOME OF COUPLES BY MEN'S YEARS OF EDUCATION (In Percentages) 

MEN'S YEARS OF EDUCATION 

I ONE - TWO I THREE OR I 
NOT FINISHED I HIGH SCHOOL I SOME I COLLEGE I YEARS I MORE YEARS I All 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE I COLLEGE I GRADUATE I GRADUATE I GRADUATE I COMBINE[ 

I I I SCHOOL I SCHOOL I 

I I I I I 
7.1 4.7 I 1.6 I 2. 2 I - I I 2.6 

I I I I I 

32.1 34 .9 19.o 11.1 I 8 .3 7.8 19.6 
I 

39 . 3 34. o 36. 5 29 . o I 19. 4 17. 2 29 . 5 
I 

17.9 16.0 22.2 32 . 2 I 38.9 20 . 3 23 .8 
I 

3. 6 6. 6 15.9 12.2 27.8 31.3 15.2 

3.8 4.8 13.3 5.6 23.4 9. 3 

100 . 0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 

28 106 63 90 36 64 387 
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WILL SOCIAL SECURITY REPRESENT A MAJOR PART OF YOUR INCOME? 
WHAT ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE? 

Chart 30 shows us the answers to the question "will social security represent a 
major part of your income?" For t y four percent of the under 65 tel l us that 
social security will represent a major part of their retirement income compared 
with fifty percent for the older group . 

The present picture of health insurance coverage is presented in Chart 31 - and 
an impressive one it is - with nearly 90 percent of the total population report
ing full coverage. Those now under 65 are less optimistic about their future 
coverage. Chart 32 shows that almost a third do not think they will be fully 
covered. 

Chart 33 allows us to f ocus on those over 65 by cross tabulating all pertinent 
questions. It is a combi nat i on of factual and subjective information. One can 
see that 80 . 9 percent carry Medicare and additional insurance, and consider 
themselves fully covered, wh il e 8. 7 percent r epor t i ng the same coverage do not 
feel f ully covered. Five percent report being fully covered but carry nothing 
other than Medicare insurance. Only 1.4 percent report nothing except Medicare 
insurance and consider themselves less than fu l ly covered. The remaining four 
percent report carrying Medicare and additional insurance but did no t state 
whether they consider themselves fully covered. 



WILL SOCIAL SECURITY REPRESENT A MAJOR PART 
OF YOUR INCOME? BY AGE GROUP 

(In Percentages) 

Chart 30 

UNDER 65 65 PL US 

Yes 44.3 50 .2 

No 55.7 49 .8 

Totals 100.0 100 .0 
(N=282) (N=261) 

ARE YOU CURRENTLY FULLY COVERED BY HEALTH 
INSURANCE? BY AGE GROUP 

Chart 31 

Yes 

No 

Totals 

(In Percentages) 

UNDER 65 

88 .6 

11.4 

100.0 
(N=290) 

65 PLUS 

89.0 

11.0 

100. 0 
(N=291) 

WILL YOU BE FULLY COVERED BY HEALTH 
INSURANCE AFTER RETIREMENT? 

( In Percentages) 

Char.t 32 

Yes 

No 

Don't know 

Total 

d851 :as 

UNDER 65 

68.6 

28.6 

2.8 

100.0 
(N=255) 
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Chart 33 

DO YOU CARRY OTHER THAN MEDICARE HEALTH INSURANCE? 
ARE YOU FULLY COVERED BY HEALTH INSURANCE? 

(In Percentages) 

I Carry other than Medicare and are fully covered 
I 
I 
I Carry other than Medicare and are not fully covered 
I 

80.9 

8.7 

I Do not have other than Medicare but are fully covered I 
I I 

5.0 

I Do not have other than Medi care and are not 
I fully covered 
I 

I Carry other than Medi care 
I Did not answer whether fully covered 

I 
I 
I Totals 
I 

1.4 

4. 0 

I 
I 100. 0 I 
I ( N=298) I 
I I 

Questions asked only of households where at least one head of 
household is 65 or older - 311 cases. 
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CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT A CAMPUS COMMUNITY? 

WHEN WOULD YOU CONSIDER MOVING IN? 

A special section of the survey was dedicated to questions relating to Jewish 
sponsorship of a campus community. This section was only appended to question
na i r es sent to those 65 or older and was introduced with the following 
explanation : 

uwe are considering the development of a Jewish sponsored campus community 
for older persons . Besides a variety of housing, the community would 
provide a r ange of supportive services, as needed, to help maintain 
independent living arrangements as long as possible . It would also pr ovide 
alternatives when independent living becomes too difficult. 

Before plans are made, we are trying to find out how many people would 
consider mov ing into a campus community of this kind . " 

The answers to the first question "Do you think such a community is a good 
idea?" are presented in Chart 34 . Of the 311 respondents whose questionnaire 
included this section, 296 answered the question and of those 84 . l percent said 
"yes . " Not all of those who thought a campus community was a good idea, 
however, thought of it as an alternative for their own use and in response to 
the next question shown in chart 35 nearly a third of respondents indicated 
that they probably or definitely would not move in. 

Many of those who answered this question in the negative however, seem to have 
changed their minds after completing a series of questions that followed. 
These questions asked them to consider the specific service components of a 
campus community . 

After providing a fuller exposure to the campus concept and an opportunity to 
give more thought to the personal implications of aging, the respondents were 
then asked again of the ir interest in moving into a campus community -- this 
ti me in terms of a specific time frame for movi ng in . As shown in Chart 36, 
the percentage indicating they wouldn't move in was reduced to 16 .7%; of the 
balance 24.9% indicated they would be willing to move in within 5 years ; 31 . 7% 
in 5-10 years; and 19.6 % in 10 or more years . 

The most common reason given ·for answering "Yes" as well as "No" to all 
questi ons relating to the campus community can be summed up in one word : 
independence . Independence is obviously seen in two ways. Those who would not 
move into a campus community see life in such a setting as a curtailment of 
thei r independence , while those who would consider moving in see it as a means 
of extending their years of independent living . 



Chart 34 

Chart 35 

IS A CAMPUS COMMUNITY A 
GOOD IDEA'? 

(In Percentages) 

I Yes 

I No 

I Don't know 

I Totals 
I 

84 .1 

14.2 

1. 7 

100.0 I 
( N=296) I 

INTEREST IN MOVING TO A CAMPUS COMMUNITY BY AGE GROUP 
{FOR COUPLES AGE IS MEAN) 

(In Percentages) 

I I PROBABLY I DEF IN ITEL y I I I 
I I LIKE TO I CONS IDER I .NOT I NOT l TOTALS I I 
I I MOVE IN I MOVING IN I CONSIDER I CONSIDER N I 

I I I I MOVING IN I MOVING IN I I I I I 
I Under 65 I 4.6 I 63.6 I 13.6 I 18.2 I 100. o I 22 I 
I I I I I I I I 

I 65- 74 I 9.2 I 59 . 2 I 16 .7 I 14.9 100.0 I 174 I 
I I I I I I I 

l 75+ 11.8 53 .8 I 19 .4 I 15.0 100 .o I 93 I 
I I I I I 
I A 11 Ages 9 .7 57 .8 I 17.3 I 15.2 100.0 I 289 I 
I I I I I 

These questions were asked onl y of those 65 or older. In the case of 
couples , age is mean of spouses ' ages . 
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Chart 36 

WHEN WOULD CONSIDER MOVING IN TO CAMPUS COMMUNITY BY AGE GROUP 
( In Percentages) 

I YES, YES, I YES, IN I I DON I T KNOW' I I I 
I WITHIN I IN I MORE THAN I NO I MAYBE, I TOTALS I N I 
I 5 YEARS I 5- 10 YEARS I 10 YEARS I DEPENDS I I I 

I I I I I I I I 
I Under 65 I I 31.8 I 31.8 I 22. 7 I 13. 7 I 100 . o I 22 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I 
I 65-74 I 19 .8 I 29 .1 27 . 3 I 16 .8 I 7.0 100.0 I 172 I 
I I I I I I I 

1 75+ 41.4 I 36.8 1.2 I 14 .9 I 5.7 100.0 I 87 I 
I I I I I I 

I All ages 24.9 I 31. 7 19 .6 I 16. 7 I 7.1 100 .0 I 281 I 
I I I I I I 

These questions were asked only of those 65 or older. In the case of couples, 
age is mean of spouses• ages . 
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HOW IMPORTANT DO RESPONDENTS CONS IDER 
THE AVAILABILITY OF THE DIFFERENT SERVICES 

THAT COULD BE PROVIDED IN A CAMPUS COMMUNITY? 

The respondents were asked about the importance of 28 different services that 
can be provided in a campus community . Chart 37 shows that by far the most 
important are 24 - hour security service and 24 - hour emergency call . Next in 
importance are access to public transportation, telephone answering service; 
facilities for social, recreational , and educational programs ; library; and 
medical services on premises . The lowest in importance are whirlpool spa; 
billiards/game room; green house ; and breakfast and lunch served daily . 

Chart 38 tells us that 11 .3 percent want kosher meals, 56 . 2 percent consider 
kosher meals nice but not necessary, while 32 .5 percent don't want the meals to 
be kosher . 

Chart 39 shows that a slightly larger number of people prefer a mixed to a 
Jewish environment. On the other hand, it's interesting to note in Chart 40 
that "Beachwood near the JCC, 11 the most Jewish of neighbor hoods, is the over 
whelming choice for the location of a campus community. 

Chart 41 gives the breakdown on preference among types of housing . The one and 
two bedroom apartment is the choice of 86 .1 percent of the respondents . It is 
inter esting to note how very few were unrlecided or mentioned that it depended 
on circums tances at the time or on cost. 

52 
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Chart 37 

AMENITIES AND THE IR RELATIVE IMPORTANCE IN A CAMPUS co~~'IUNfTY ( In Percentages) 

I VERY 
I IMPORTANT 

I NOT I I 
IMPORTANT I l~PORTANT I TOTALS I 

I 24 hour security serv ice 88 .6 I 
Telephone answering service I 67.4 I 
Maid service as needed I 

46.1 I 
Access to public t ransportation I 68.9 

Limous ine serv ice 37.2 

24- hour emergency call 89.7 

Whirlpool spa 10.6 

Beauty/barber shop 32.5 

Snaclc bar 31.0 

I Restaurant 35.9 

I Fac i lities for social , recreational 
I and educational programs 64 .2 

I Physical fitness room 33.5 

I Sil 1 iards/game room 14.2 

I Swiming pool 28.2 
I 
1 Greenhouse 11.9 

I Library 62.1 

l Synagogue/temp 1 e 42.8 

IC . t I onven1ence s ore so.a 
I Homemaker service ( temporary he 1 p 

·I with cooking, cleaning, housekeeping, S4.6 
I personal care, shopping) 

I d d l. . 47 .3 1Laun ry an 1nen serv ice 

I Pharmacy 55.4 

Medical services on premises 62.7 

Podiatry 26.2 

Banking 42.6 

Breakfast served daily 21.2 

Lunch served daily 22.4 

Dinner served daily 36.6 

These questions were asked only of those 65 or older . 
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I I I 
10.0 I 1.4 I I 100. 0 I 

24. l I 
8 . 5 

I I 
I I 100.0 l 

48.2 I 5 . 7 I I 
I I 100. 0., 

24.4 I 6. 7 I I 
I I 100.0 I 

41.l I 21. 7 I I 
I I 100.0 I 

10.0 I 
.3 

I I 
I I 100.0 I 

28.6 I 60.8 I I 
I I 100.0 I 

50.2 I 17 . 3 I I 
I I 100.0 I 

46.5 22.5 I I 
I 100. 0 I 

50 .9 13.2 I I 
I 100.0 I 
I I 

33.7 2.1 I I 
I 100 . 0 I 

50.7 15.8 I I 
I 100. 0 I 

45 .9 39.9 
I I 
I 100.0 I 

47 .0 24 . B I I 
I 100.o I 

39 .S 48.6 I I 
I 100.0 I 

33.3 4.6 I I 
I 100.0 I 

43.l 14 .1 I 
100.0 I 

43.9 6.1 I 
100. 0 I 

I 
37 .8 7.6 100. 0 

44.3 8.4 100.0 

37.6 7.0 100. 0 

31. 7 5.6 100 . 0 

50.9 22.9 100 . 0 

43 .4 14 . 0 100.0 

34 .6 44.2 100.0 

43 . 7 33 . 9 100.0 

42 .8 20.6 100.0 

~,. I . l 

291 I I 
2s2 I 
2841 

283
1 
I 

2631 

291 I 
2451 

283 I I 
211 I 
2a1 I 

I 
279 I 

' 
212 I 
2~6 1 

202 I 
,·3 I _, I 

2s2 I 
276 I 
21a I 

I 

' 27:i I 

' 273 I I 
zss I 

' 2S4 J I 
267 I I 
279 l I 
ft•o 1 
~0 ' 

253 l 
ft.

7 
I ~, I 



Chart 38 

PREFERENCE AS TO KOSHER MEALS AND ENVIRONME NT 
{In Percentages) 

Is it important to you to have kosher meal service? 

Chart 39 

I Must have 

I Not necessary but nice 

l Do not want 

I Total 
I 

Would you like the environment to be ••• 

I Jewish 

I Mixed 

I Ooesn ' t matter 

I Total 
I 

11.3 

56.2 

32 .5 

100. 0 
(N=292) 

38.5 

44.3 

17.2 

100 . 0 
{ N=291) 

These questions asked only of those 65 or older. 
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Chart 40 

CAMPUS COMMUNITY : 
PREFERENCES IN LOCATION AND HOUSING ACCOMODATIONS 

(In Percentages) 

Where in the Cleveland area should such a community be built? 

I Cleveland Heights- Univer sity Heights 

I Beachwood near JCC 

I Pepper Pike 

I Further East 

I 
I More than one of the preceding 

I 
I Total 

I 

Chart 41 

Type of housing preferred 

I Efficiency apartment 

I 
I One- bedroom apartment 

I Two-bedroom apartment 

I Three-bedroom apartment 

I One-story town house 

I Depends on circumstances/cost 

I I Total 

I 

19.5 

59.8 

3.5 

3.1 

14.1 

100.0 
(N=256) 

4 .8 

40 . 5 

45.6 

. 7 

7.7 

.7 

100.0 
(N=274) 

These questions asked only of those 65 or older . 
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TO FINANCE A CAMPUS COMMUNITY, 
WHICH OF THE FOUR PAYMENT PLANS ARE ACCEPTABLE OR PREFERRED? 

WHAT IS THE INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE WHO 
WOULD PREFER A PARTICULAR PAYMENT PLAN? 

Of the 311 respondents to this part of the questionnaire , 266 (85 . 5%) chose at 
least one of the payment plans described . Chart 42 gives the breakdown of 
their answers . Rental rather than purchase of housing unit is preferred by 
more respondents. Also more prefer health care at additional cost over prepaid 
lifetime health care. 

Option I (rental, services not included) was considered by the largest number 
and has the lowest percentage of "would not consider." Option IV (purchase , 
services not included) was considered by the smallest number and has the high
est number of "would not consider. 11 

More people chose Option II than III . The only difference between them is that 
Option III includes lifetime health care in the fees . 

Chart 43 presents the income distributions for each of the groups who would 
prefer or consider a particular payment plan. The income distributions are 
significantly different. 

Option IV, the purchasing of the housing unit, has the highest income distribu
tion while Option I, rental of the housing unit, without any prepayment of 
services , has the lowest. 

This section and the preceding section on service preferences raise some 
interesting questions. Clearly, the vast majority of Jews seem to prefer (and 
many can comfortably afford) high quality one or two bedroom apartments with 
good security, 24-hour emergency call, the availability of emergency health 
care services and nearby recreational facilities in a Jewish neighborhood, and 
most can and probably will find these services outside a campus community. On 
the other hand, sizeable numbers of Jews want and can probably afford true 
campus living . For instance, those who would prefer or consider Option IV on 
Chart 42 - 17.3 percent represent aproximately 900 households. In Chart 43, we 
see that 14.2 percent of these , representing about 125 households, report earn 
ing over $65,000 a year . Those prefering or considering Option III represent 
about 1,900 households and 11.6 percent of them, representing about 200 
households, report earning over $65,000 a year. Whether this data indicate 
sufficient demand for market rate campus living , is a question that should 
attract a great deal of community attention in the months and years ahead. 
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Chart 42 

PREFERENCE AMONG FOUR PAYMENT PLANS FOR A CONTINUING CARE COMMUNITY 
( In Percentages) 

I I I 
r I WOULD I 
I I NOT I 
I WOULD I WOULD I CONSIDER I I 
I PAYMENT Pl AN OPTIONS PREFER I CONS IDER I OR I TOTALS I N 
I THIS I THIS I IGNORED I I 
I OPTION I OPTION I THIS I I 
I I I OPTION I I 

I 
I OPTION I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I Rental housing with a monthly I I I I 
I pa)ment at market cost. Services I I I I I 
I not i ncluded, but available at I 45.1 I 31.6 23 . 3 I 100 .0 I 266 I 
l additional cost. I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I OPTION II I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I Entry and monthly fees for one ' s I I I I I 
I living unit, servi ces, and I I I I I 
I amenities . Health care , including I 18.1 I 37.2 44 . 7 I 100.0 I 266 I 
I nur sing car e, to be available at I ·I I I I 
I an additional cost. I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I OPTION I II I I I 
I I I I 
I L arger entr y and monthly fees for I I I 
I one's l i ving unit including I I I I 
I services, amenities, and lifetime I 11.7 24.8 63.5 I 100.0 I 266 I 
I health care. I I I I 
I I I I I 

I OPTION IV I I I 
I I I I 
I Condominium or cooperat i ve housing I I I 
I which requires t he purchase of I I I I 
I one ' s un i t and the payment of a I 6 . 4 10.9 82 . 7 I 100.0 I 266 I 
I monthly ser vice fee. Health care I I I I 
I at an additional cost. I I I I 
I I I I I 

These questions asked only of those 65 or older . 
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Char t 43 

CAMPUS COMMUNITY: PREFERENCES OF PAYMENT PLANS BY INCOME 
( In Percentages) 

WOULD PREFER I I $10,000 I $25 , ooo I $40 ,000 I $65,000 I I I 
OR CONSIDER I UNDER I TO I TO I TO 1 ro 1 $1i6E~oo I TOTALS 1 N 
PAYMENT PLAN: 110,000 I $25,ooo I 40,ooo I 65,000 I 100, ooo I , I I 

I I I I I l I 
OPTION I I I I I I 

I I I I I 
Rental housing with I I I I I 
a monthly payment at I I I I I 
mar ket cost . Services I I I I I 
not included, but 10.6 40 . 7 I 29 .1 12.7 I 5.8 I 1.1 I 100. 0 I 189 
available at additional I I I I I 

I cost . I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I 
I OPTION II I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I Entry and monthly fees I I I I I I I 
I for one ' s living unit , I I I I I I I 
I servi ces , and I I I I I I I 
I amenities . Hea 1th care, 7.3 I 41.3 I 29. 7 I 13.8 I 7.2 I • 7 . I 100.0 I 138 
I including nursing care, I I I I I I I I 
I to be available at an I I I I I I I I 
I additional cost . I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

I OPTION II I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I • I I 
I Larger entry and I I I I I I I 
I monthly f ees for one ' s I I I I I I I 
I living unit including I I I I I I I 
I services, amenities , I 7. 0 I 27 .9 I 38.4 I 15 . 1 10.5 I 1.1 I 100. o I 86 
I and 1 ifetime heal t h I I I I I I I 
I care. I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 

I OPTION IV I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I Condominium or I I I I I I I 
I cooperative housing I I I I I I I 
I which requires the I I I I I I I 
I purchase of one • s unit I I I I I I I 
I and the payment of a I 2.4 I 35.7 I 31.0 I 16.7 9 . 5 I 4. 7 I 100.0 I 42 
I monthly service fee. I I I I I I I 
I Hea 1th care at an I I I I I I I 
I additional cost . I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 

These questions asked only of those 65 or older . 
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INTRODUCTION 

While the primary purpose of the survey of Cleveland's Jewish Population Age 50 
and Older was to learn more about the lifestyle and service needs of the elderly 
and of the "next generation of elderly, 11 a few additional questions were asked 
to measure the Jewish identification of respondents . In addition , we asked 
about the respondents' children: where they live; whether they're married; and 
whether their children's spouses are born Jews, Converts, or non Jews . These 
few questions generated a wealth of data - much of it original, since as far as 
we know, no communi ty-wide demographic studies, apart from those conducted by 
the Cleveland Federation in Richmond and Pittsburgh, asked about the married 
children of respondents. 

One advantage of this innovation is that it gives a much clearer picture of 
intermarriage patterns, since it picks up and includes many of the intermarried 
who are missed by most surveys - particularly Jewish women married to non -Jewish 
men who change their names and tend to disappear into the general population . 
In addition, this method also provides data on children of Clevelanders who left 
town allowing a comparison of those who left with those who stayed. The survey 
provided some surprises in each of these categories . Intermarriage among those 
under 40 living in Cleveland is significantly higher than we thought (though 
sti l l much lower than in many other cities); the female children of respondents 
are now inter marrying at the same rate as male children; and ther e is substan
tially more intermarr iage among those who leave town than among those who stay. 

In addition , the survey meas ured a few critical attitudes of respondents and 
revealed some surprising differences and similarities among Reform, Conserva
tive, and Orthodox Jews . Most importantly, the survey again reinforced the 
critical role that parents play in the Jewish identification of their children 
by showing correlations between the religious affiliation and attitudes of 
parents and intermarriage among their children. Throughout this section we will 

'"use the term 11 intermarriage11 onl y for marriages between a Jew and non Jew where 
no conversion has taken place. 
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WHAT IS THE RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF RESPONDENTS? 
HOW MANY BELONG OR BELONGED TO SYNAGOGUES OR TEMPLES? 

HOW MANY ARE INTERMARRIED? 

Chart 1 shows the denominational affiliation of the respondents, whi ch closely 
parallels earlier Federation studies, with around 8 percent Orthodox, 5 per
cent "other or none" and the balance almost evenly split between Reform (45%) 
and Conservative (42%). Chart 2 shows that not everyone claiming an affilia
tion belongs to a congregation. Only about 81 percent of those who call 
themselves Orthodox currently belong to an Orthodox congregation - among 
Conservatives the figure is 59 percent and among Reform nearly 63 percent. 
Similarly, 6.3 percent of the Orthodox, 11.2 percent of the Conservative, and 
6.4 percent of the Reform never belonged to a congregation. The balance 
belonged sometime in the past. Chart 3 shows that fewer than 5 percent of 
respondents are married to non Jews. about half of those are second marriages, 
having raised their children in a Jewish marriage. 
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Chart 1 

Chart 2 

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
(In Percentages) 

I Orthodox 7.9 

I Conservative 41.9 
I 
I Reform 45 .0 

I Other or none 5.2 

I Totals 100. 0 
I (N=594) 

d845: as 

AFFILIATION TO SYNAGOGUE OR TEMPLE (In Percentages) 

I 
BELONGED NEVER I BELONG 

I NOW IN THE PAST BELONGED 

80.9 12 .8 6.3 I Orthodox 

I C . I onservat1ve 59.1 29.7 11.2 
I 
I Reform 62.8 30.8 6.4 
I 

12.9 35.5 51.6 I Other 
I 

combined 10.7 jAll 60 .1 29.2 
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Chart 3 
INTERMARRIAGE AMONG RESPONDENTS 

(In Percentages) 

I Marr ied to Born Jews 

I Men married to Converts 

I Men marr ied to non Jews 

I Women married to non Jews 
I 
I Totals 
I 

d826-2:as 

94 .8 

.3 

3.5 

1.4 

100.0 
(N=574) 

TOTALS 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 
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N 

47 

242 

266 

31 

586 



WHAT PERCENTAGE OF MALE AND FEMALE CHILDREN OF RESPONDENTS ARE INTERMARRIED? 
WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THOSE WHO STAYED IN CLEVELAND ARE INTERMARRIED? 

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THOSE WHO LEFT ARE INTERMARRIED? 

Charts 4 and 5 show the intermarriage pattern of the children of our 
respondents. The method we used picks up more intermarriage than do tradition
al studies. We therefore found that around 10 percent of all 40-49 year old 
children of respondents living in Cleveland are married to non Jews while among 
40 - 49 year old respondents in our 1981 study, the figure was 8 percent* . 
Similarly among respondents under 30 in 1981, the figure was 14 percent*, while 
among childr en of respondents under 40 living in Cleveland in the current sur
vey, the figure is about 21 percent . This increase is due to the difference in 
sampling technique rather than an increase in intermarriage rate. 

Chart 4 also reveals that intermarriage among women and men under 40 is just 
about equal. While among those over 40, significantly fewer women are 
intermarried . Chart 5 shows that intermarriage is significantly higher for 
children of respondents who leave Cleveland than for those who remain . 

*Converting the figure from the 1981 survey, which was a household figure , to a 
comparable figure for individuals. 

4 __ · ,· 
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Chart 4 

INTERMARRIAGE AMONG CHILDREN OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE GROUP AND SEX 
(In Percentages) 

I I 

I Child's 
I Under 40 40- 49 50+ All Ages 
I 

I Spouse I I I Both 
I I M F M F M I F, M I F Sexes 
I I I I 
I Born Jewish I 64 .1 70. 6 78 .9 85.3 79 . 3 I 96 . 3 69 . 1 I 75.7 72 .4 
I I I I 
I I I 
I Convert 9 .9 3.8 4.6 4.2 - I 3.7 7 .8 I 3.9 5.8 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I Other or No I I I 
I Religion 26.0 25 . 6 I 16. 5 10. 5 20. 7 I 23 .1 I 20.4 21.8 
I I I I I I I I I I 
I Totals 100 .0 I 100.0 I 100.0 I 100 .0 1 oo. o I 1 oo. o I 1 oo. o I 1 oo . o I 1 oo. o 
I I I I I I I I I -
I I I I I I I I I 
IN 273 I 289 I 109 I 95 29 I 27 I 411 I 411 I 822 I 
I I I I I I I I I 
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Chart 5 

INTERMARRIAGE AMONG CHILDREN OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE AND LOCATION 
(In Percentage) 

.I 
I · 1 I Chi d's 
I Spouse 

I 
I Born Jewish 
I 

I Convert 
I 
I 
I Other or No 
!Religion 

I 
I Totals 
I 

I N 
I 

d840: as 

I 
I Under 40 40-49 50+ A 11 Ages I 
I I I I I ALL I 
I CLE VE - I ELSE- I CLEVE- I ELSE - I CLEVE - I ELSE- I CLEVE - I ELSE - I COMBINED I I LAND I WHERE I LAND I WHERE I LANO I WHERE I LAND l WHERE I I 
I 73 .9 I 58.8 I 85 . 5 I 77 . 2 I 88 . 7 I 85.o I 78 .0 I 64. 8 I 71.9 I 
I I I I I I I I I I 

5. 21 8.5 1 4.5 I 4 . 31 2.8 - I 4.9 7.01 5.8 I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

20 .9 I 32.71 10.0 I 18.5 I 8 .5 15.0 I 17.1 28 . 2 I 22.3 I 

I 
100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 

I I 

287 260 110 

I 100.0 1100. 0 
I I 

92 I 35 
I 

I 1 oo • o I 100 • o I 1 oo . o I 
I I I I 

20 432 372 

100 . 0 

804 



HOW IS THE STATED RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF PARENTS 
RELATED TO INTERMARRIAGE AMONG THEIR CHILDREN? 

-- ·6· _.., .. .. 

Charts 6 and 7 show how intermarriage differs among children of Reform, Conser
vative, and Orthodox Jews and also what percentage of Reform, Conservative, and 
Orthodox families are affected by intermarriage . Chart 6 shows that 10 percent 
of the children of those who call themselves Orthodox intermarry while the 
comparable figures for those who call themselves Conservative and Reform are 
18.3 percent and 24.7 percent, respectively. Looking at it a bit differently, 
in Chart 7 we see that 15.2 percent of families that call themselves Orthodox 
have experienced an intermarriage among their children while the comparable 
figures among those who call themselves Conservative or Reform are 31 .2 percent 
and 36.7 percent, respectively. It is important to remember (see Chart 2) that 
only about 80 percent of those who call themselves Orthodox and 60 percent of 
those who call themselves Reform or Conservative currently belong to congrega
tions , while 11 percent of Conservative and 6 percent of Reform and Orthodox 
have never belonged. 

Bearing this in mind, Chart 8 shows striking differences among Conservative as 
well as Reform Jews between those who currently belong to congregations and 
those who belonged in the past. Among current members 21.8 percent of Conserva
tive families and 28.6 percent of Reform families have had at least one child 
intermarry. Among former members the percentages are 44 percent and 51.7 per
cent, respectively. Overall about 34 percent of all families surveyed who have 
at least one married child have experienced intermarriage among their children. 
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Chart 6 

INTERMARRIAGE OF CHILDREN BY PARENTS' RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
(In Percentages) 

CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILOREN I I I 
MARRIED TO MARRIED TO MARRIED TO I TOTALS I N I 
BORN JEWS CONVERTS NON JEWS I I I 

I I I 
I Orthodox 90.0 10.0 I 100. 0 I 70 I 
I I I I 
I 
I Conservative 76.3 5.4 18.3 100.0 I 334 I 
I I I 

I Reform 67.9 7.4 24 .7 100.0 I 368 I 
I I I 

I Other or none 48 .5 6.1 45.4 100. o I 33 I 
I I I 

I All combined 72.6 5.8 21.6 100.0 I 805 I 
I I I 
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Chart 7 

INCIDENCE OF INTERMARRIAGE IN FAMILIES BY 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF PARENTS (In Percentages) 

I FAMILIES WITH 
I CHILDREN 
I MARRIED TO 
I 
I 
I Born Jews On 1 y 
I 

I Born Jews and Converts 

I 
I JEWS ONLY 
I { BORN & CONVERTS) 

I 
I Some Jews and 
I Some Non Jews 
I 

I 
I I I I OTHER I 
I ORTHODOX I CONSERVATIVE I REFORM I OR I ALL I 
I I -- I I NONE I COMBINED I 

I I I I I I 
I 84.8 I 62.4 I 53.4 I 31.6 I 58.7 I 
I I I I I I 

I I 6.4 I 9.91 s.21 7.4 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 84.8 I 68.8 I 63.3 I 36.8 I 66.1 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 9.1 I 23 . 1 I 22 .0 I 26.3 I 21.6 
I I I I I 

I Non Jews Only I 6.1 I 8.1 14.7 I 36 .9 I 12.3 

I I I I I 
I NON JEWS I I I I 
I (SOME OR All) I 15.2 I 31.2 36.7 I 63.2 I 33.9 

- i-==I ===--===1-I ====+=• =-====--~---=-=I-I -=====-+==I ~ 
I Totals I 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 1100.0 I 100.0 
I I I I I 

IN 
I 
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33 173 191 19 416 

-- -a .-__ . 
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Chart 8 

SURVEY OF POPULATION AGE 50 ANO OLDER, 1985 

INCIDENCE OF INTERMARRIAGE IN FAMILIES 
BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF PARENTS -

COMPARING CURRENT ANO FORMER CONGREGATIONAL MEMBERSHIP 

I FAMIL TES ORTHODOX CONSERVATIVE REFORM I 
I WITH I I BELONGED 

I BELONG I IN THE 
I I BELONGED 
I BELONG I IN THE 

I I BELONGED I 
I BELONG I I CHILDREN IN THE I 

I MARRIED TO I NOW I PAST I NOW I PAST I NOW I PAST I I I I I 
I Born Jews I I I I I I I 
I Only I 88.9 I 80.0 I 68 .3 I 54 .0 I 59 .5 I 41.4 I 
I I I I I I I I 

I Born Jews I I I I 
I and Converts I - I 9 .9 I 2. 0 11.9 I 6.9 
I I I I I 

I I I 
JEWS ONLY I I I I 
(BORN ANO I 88.9 I 80.0 78.2 I 56.0 71.4 I 48. 3 
CONVERTS) I I I I 

I I I I 
Some Jews , I I I I 
and Some I 3. 7 I 20 .0 17 .8 I 32.0 19 .8 I 27.6 
Non-Jews I I I I 

I I I I 

I Non-Jews I I I I 
I Only I 7 .4 I 4 .o I 12. 0 8.8 I 24.1 

I I I I 
I I 

I NON-JEWS I I I I 
I (SOME OR ALL) I 11.1 I 20.0 21.S I 44.0 28.6 I 51.7 

I I I I I 
I TOTALS I 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100 .0 I 100.0 
I I I I I 

I N 27 5 101 50 126 58 
I 
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WHAT JEWISH CAUSES AND VALUES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO THOSE SURVEYED? 

HOW DO THESE ATTITUDES VARY AMONG THOSE WHO CALL THEMSELVES 
REFORM, CONSERVATIVE, OR ORTHODOX JEWS? 

Chart 9 reveals that nearly 80 percent of those surveyed feel that the 11 separa
tion of church and state" is very important to them as Jews while 77 .9 percent 
believe that "social justice for all racial and ethnic groups" is very 
important . Similarly, 72.4 percent believe that "Israel" is very important and 
67 .5 per cent rate a "good Jewish education for ch i ldren and grandchildren" very 
important. At the lower end of the scale 59 . 9 percent rate "chi l dren and 
grandchildren marrying Jews" as very important and 45 . 6 percent rate 
"synagogue/temple," very important. 

Chart 10 shows differences and similarities, some unexpected, among those who 
identify themselves as Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform Jews . "Social 
justice for all r acial and ethnic groups" is very important to nearly as high a 
percentage of Orthodox Jews as Reform. Similarly, a higher percentage of 
Orthodox rate "separation of church and state'' very important than either 
Reform, or Conservative Jews . There are striking differences in terms of the 
relative importance attached to "chi ldren and grandchildren marrying Jews , " a 
"good Jewish education for children and grandchildren" and "synagogue/temple . " 

Chart 11 shows a somewhat different pattern when only curr ent members of 
congregations are considered. Note t hat Conservative and Orthodox att1tudes 
are much more similar when current members only are considered compared to when 
current and former members wer e combined. (See Chart 10) 

1 ()' _.:, .. 



Chart 9 

I I 

J:WISH IDENTITY QUESTIONS: HOW IMPORTANT 
(In Percentages) 

VERY I MODERATELY 

-- 11 - -

I HOW IMPORTANT ARE ••• I IMPORTANT I IMPORTANT 
I MODERATELY I TOTALLY I I 
I UNIMPORTANT I UNIMPORTANT I TOTALS I N 

I I I 
l 

I I I I 

I Societies and associ- I I I I ations which represent I 51.3 37 .3 9.3 2.1 100.0 I 561 I 
I Jewish interests l l I 
I I I I 

I The State of Israel I 72.4 22.6 4.1 .9 100.015801 
I I I I 

I Neighborhoods where I I I 
I Jews can be among Jews I 39 .3 35.3 14.8 10. 6 100.0 I 555 I 
I I I I 

I Social justice for I I I I all racial and I 77.9 16.6 3.9 1.6 100.0 I 561 I 
I ethnic groups I I I 
I I I I 

I Political lobbying I I I in support of 59 .3 30.4 8.4 1.9 100. 0 I 546 I 
I Jewish causes I I 
I I I 

I S.eparation of church I I I and state 79 .3 11.9 6.0 2.8 100.0 I 546 I 
I I I 
I Childr en and grand - I I I I children marrying Jews I 59.9 27 .2 8. 3 4 . 6 100.0 I 563 I 
I I I I 
I Good Jewish education I I I I for your chi 1 dren and I 67.5 24 .4 5.6 2. 5 100. 0 I 554 I 
I grandchildren I I I 
I I I I 

I Synagogue/Temple 45 .6 35 .6 13.4 5.4 100. 0 I 568 I 
I I I 

d824a:as 
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Chart 10 

JEWISH IDENTITY QUESTIONS BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
(In Percentages) 

VERY IMPORTANT TO 

I ORTHODOX I CONSERVATIVE I REFORM 
I I I 

I Societies and associ- I I I 
I at ions which represent I 64.3 I 56.9 I 46.2 
I Jewish interests I I I 
I I I I 

I The State of Israel I 95.7 I dl.2 62.6 
I I I 

I Neighborhoods where I I 
I Jews can be among Jews I 76.3 I 49 . 1 27.5 
I I I 

I Social justice for I 
I all r acial and I 75.0 72.9 81.6 
I ethnic groups I 
I I 

I Political lobbying I 
I in support of I 87.2 66.4 50.8 
I Jewish causes I 
I I 

I Separation of church I 
I and state I 83.3 77 .o 78.6 
I I 

I Children and grand- I 
I children marr ying Jews I 95.2 75 .4 43.5 
I I 

I Good Jewish education I 
I for your children and I 90.2 79 .8 57.2 
I gr andch i 1 dren I 
I I 

I Synagogue/Temple 81.4 54.0 35.5 
I 
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OTHER OR 
NONE 

28 . 6 

50.0 

I 
14.3 I 

I 

I 
89.7 I 

. I 
I 

I 
41.4 I 

I 
I 

I 
96.4 I 

I 

I 
21.4 I 

I 

I 
18.5 I 

I 
I 

3.6 
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Chart 11 

JEWISH IDENTITY QUESTIONS BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
CURRENT CONGREGATIONAL MEMBERS ONLY 

VERY IMPORTANT TO: 

Orthodox Conservative Reform 

I Children and 
I Grandchildr en 94.1 81.6 47 .5 
I Marrying Jews 
I 

I Good Jewish 
I Education for 88 .2 85 .3 64 .6 
I Your Children I 
I and Grandchildren I 
I I 

I Synagogue/Temple I 77 . 1 71.1 49 .7 
I I 

d862 :as 
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HOW DOES PARENTAL ATTITUDE RELATE TO INTERMARRIAGE AMONG CHILDREN? 
DO THE ATTITUDES OF JEWS WITH MARRI ED CHILDREN DIFFER 

FROM THOSE WITHOUT MARRIED CHILDREN? 

Chart 12 shows different incidences of intermarr iage when comparing the chil 
dr en of families who believe that "children and gr andchildren marrying Jews" is 
very important and those to whom it is only moderately important. Nearly 46 
percent of fami li es who bel ieve that "children and grandchildr en marrying Jews" 
is moderately important have had at least one child intermarry while 22.6 
percent of families who believe this is very important have had a child 
intermarry . 

Chart 13 suggests these attitudes are fairly stable and may not be the result 
of intermarriage in the family . Note that the importance attached to children 
or grandchildren marrying Jews is virtually identical among Jews with , as well 
as without, married children . While no clear cause or effect relationship can 
necessarily be established, this does suggest a number of avenues for further 
r esearch . 

Char t 14 shows how a variety of attitudinal var iables among families relate to 
intermarri age among children. 
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Chart 12 

INCIDENCE OF INTERMARRIAGE IN FAMILIES BY IMPORTANCE OF CHILDREN 
MARRYI NG JEWS TO PARENTS (In Percentages) 

I FAMILIES WITH I IMPORTANCE OF CHILDREN MARRYING JEWS TO PARENTS 1 
I CHILDREN I I MODERATELY I MODERATELY 

I 

VERY I TOTALLY 
MARRIED TO IMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT 

I Born Jews 
I Only 70.2 45 .8 35.3 26 .3 

I Born Jews I and Converts 7.2 8.3 8.8 5.3 

I JEWS ONLY 
I (BORN ANO 77.4 54.1 44.1 31.6 
I CONVERTS) I 

I I 
I Some Jews and I 

16.5 33.0 20.6 21.0 I Some Non- Jews I 

I Non Jews I Only 6.1 12.9 35.3 4 7 .4 

I NON JEWS I 
22 .6 45.9 55.9 68.4 I {SOME OR All) I 

I I I 
I TOTALS I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
I I 

IN I 248 109 34 19 
I I 
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Chart 13 

COMPARING IMPORTANCE OF CHILDREN MARRYING JEWS 
TO FAMILIES WHO DO AND THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE MARRIED CHILDREN 

{In Percentages) 

I 
IMPORTANCE OF CHILDREN MARRYING JEWS TO PARENTS I F AMILi ES WITH I VERY I MODERATELY I MODERATELY I TOTALLY I 

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT TOTALS 
I I 

I Married I I 

I 

I 

I 
I children I 60.5 26.6 8.3 I 4.6 100.0 I 
I I I I 

I No married I I I 
I children I 58 .2 28 .7 8.5 I 4.6 100.0 I 
I I I I 

!All families I 59.9 27 .2 8.3 4.6 100.0 I 
I I I 
d812:as 
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N 

I 
410 I 

I 

I 
153 I 

I 

563 I 
I 



Chart 14 

INCIDENCE OF INTERMARRIAGE IN FAMILIES BY VARIOUS CRITERIA 
(In Percentages) 

I 
I FAMILIES 
I WITH CHILDREN 
I MARRIED TO 

I 
I Born Jews Only 
I 

I Born Jews and Converts 

I 
I 
I JEWS ONLY 
I {BORN & CONVERTS) 
I 

I 
I Some Jews and 
I Some Non Jews 

I Non Jews Only 
I 

. I 
I 
I NON JEWS 
I {SOME OR ALL) 
I 

~ 
I Totals 
I 

I N 
I 
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I VERY IMPORTANT TO PARENTS I 
I I I I 

I I I CHILDREN I SYNAGOGUE I ALL FAMILIES I 
I ISRAEL I SOCIAL I ~ARRYING I OR I WITH MARRIED I 
I I JUSTICE I .EWS I TEMPLE I CHILDREN I 

I I I I I I 
I 62 .8 I 56.o I 70.2 I 72.7 I 58 . 7 I 
I I I I I I 

6.o I 8.7 I 7.2 6.1 7.3 I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

68. a I 64. 7 I 77 . 4 78 • 8 66 • o I 
I I I 

I I I 
19.8 I 22.3 I 16.5 15.6 21.7 I 

I I I 
I I 

11.4 I 13.o I 6.1 5.6 12.3 I 
I I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

31.2 I 35.3 I 22.6 21.2 34.o I 
I I I 

I r I 
100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 

I I I 

298 309 I 248 198 423 I 
I I 

-- 16. -·• _ 
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Jewish Community Feder ation 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE REPORT 

OF THE COMMITTEE ON JEWISH EDUCATION 

Nathan Oscar, Chairman 

I. CENTRAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

February 24, 1981 

The Committee on Jewish Education identified a number of key programs of 
proven value i n increasing the effecti veness of Jewish education. None of these 
ideas is new, and each has proven its value in a variety of settings. The uniqut 
concept developed in the committee report however is the idea that each of these 
programs become a standard and integral part of the Jewish education of each 
student. The report suggests that these programs be implemented by our communi
ty' s congregational and communal schools, each in its own dis t inctive way . It 
recommends mechanisms be developed to provide each institution with incentives 
to make these programs part of their curriculum. The following are the programs 
that the Committee on Jewish Education believes should be a standard part of th~ 
Jewish education of every Cleveland Jewish child . 

A. Paren:t education -- The Committee recommends that ways be found to assist 
communal and congregational schools with the consultation and other resources 
necessary to develop and carry out programs of Jewish education for parents 
as close as possible to the time that they begin the process of Jewish 
education for their children. 

B. Jewish educational retreat programs -- The commi ttee recommends that funding 
approaches be developed to enable Jewish schools to implement weekend and 
day-long retreats three or four t imes per year at appropriate points duri ng 
the educational process. 

C. Intensive Jewish camping -- The committee recommends that funding sources be 
developed that would provide incentive grants to encourage each Jewish 
child in our community to experience at least part of one summer in a total 
Jewish camping environment. It is recommended that this approach include a 
challenge grant to the various Jewish educational institutions so that the 
combined incentive grant from the community and the school might be in the 
neighborhood of$ 300. The choice of camping experience would remain in the 
hands of the sponsoring school and should be integrated into the ongoing 
learning experience that is provided . 

D. Teen-parent study groups The Committee commends several of our community 
congregations for the development of the family learning concept in which 
adolescents and parents participate together in regular J ewish educational 
experiences and recommends that this pr ogram concept be implemented through
out the community. 

E. Teen-Jewish youth groups - - It is recommended that funding be developed to 
enable and encourage each child in our community to participate in a meaning
ful youth group experience. It is further recommended that programs be 
developed and refined to raise the level of Jewish content in these youth 
group experiences . 
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F. Israel experiences -- The Committee commends the Bureau of Jewish Education's 
Israel Incentive Savings Plan. The Committee believes this plan provides a 
meaningful incentive so that a trip to Israel, chosen by each child's ~ewish 
school, can become an integral part of that child's Jewish educational 
experience. 

II . OTHER MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Teacher training - - The Committee recommends that the Bureau of Jewish 
Education and the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies continue to work togeth 
to develop and implement an integrated pre-service/in-service teacher educati 
program. 

B. Educator salaries -- Recognizing that an important element of the community's 
critical teacher shortage is the lack of adequate teacher income to justify 
the lengthy training needed to adequately prepare teachers, the Committee 
recommends that strategies be developed for increasing annual income for 
Jewish educators. 

C. School evaluation -- The Committee recommends that the Bureau of Jewish 
Education work with the communal and congregational schools to develop a 
system of evaluation for all Jewish schools, with the understanding that any 
criteria developed will vary from school to school based on the particular 
goals of each institution. 

D. Day schools -- The Committee recommends that incentives be developed to 
increase the number of youngsters 'enrolled in Jewish day schools in Cleveland 

E. Congregational schools -- The Committee recommends that the Bureau of Jewish 
Education continue to find ways to provide support for the Jewish education; 
activities of our community's congregations, whether these take place within 
or outside of the classroom setting. 

III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW COMMITTEE ON JEWISH IDENTITY AND COMMITMENT 

The Committee recommends that a new Federation committee be developed whose 
major responsibility would be the development of programs designed to maintain 
Jewish identity and commitment in the community. Such a committee should 
coordinate the work of the many Jewish agencies and institutions in the community 
that work in this area. These include Jewish Community Center, Hillel, Bureau 
of Jewish Education, the Jewish Family Service Association, and other groups 
including congregations, and many other communal and fraternal groups . 

ls 



October 27 , 1980 

Mr . Lawrence H. Williams, President 
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland 
1750 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

Dear Larry: 

Over four years have passed since the Jewish Education Study Committee 
report was submitted to Mort Mandel, who then served as Federation 
president. In order to insure further consideration of the issues 
raised by that report, the Committee on Jewish Education was created 
by the president of the Federation under the leadership of Julius Paris, 
chairman , and Charles Ratner, co-chairman . 

In addition, a special $300,000 Endowment Fund grant was established to 
enable the committee to experiment with programs that might point the 
way to the solution of the problems defined in the report. 

Over t~e last four-and-a-half years, the Committee on Jewish Education 
has labored long and hard in close cooperation with the Endowment Fund 
and the Bureau of Jewish Education to carry out this objective. It re
commended the distribution of the oulk of the $300,000 grant, analyzed 
the outcome of the projects funded, and studied the results of other 
projects and experiments developed nationally and in other cities. The 
result of this process is summarized in the attached document. 

We believe that, while our committee has not and could not solve all the 
problems in our Jewish education system, the committee has identified 
a number of programs and projects that warrant community-wide implemen
tation . We further believe that the implementation of most or all of 
these programs can significantly increase the effectiveness of Jewish 
education in Cleveland. This is indeed an exciting prospect. 

We are submitting this report to you as president of the Federation and 
to the Community Services Planning Committee knowing the :iI:lportance that 
the community attaches to Jewish education and to the preservation of 
Jewish commitment and identity. 

We are optimistic that the community can and will implement its recom
mendations as appropriate . Cleveland's Jewish community has always been 
and must continue to be in the forefront of Jewish educational innovation . 



Mr. Lawrence H. Williams 
October 27, 1980 
Page 2 

It is our hope that this report will represent another strong link in 
the community ' s ongoing and continuing effort to strengthen its work 
in this vital field . 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Oscar, Chairman 
Committee on Jewish Education 

djs 

Encl . 
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JEWISH EDUCATION FOUR YEARS LATER: 

A Report of the Committee on Jewish Education 

INTRODUCTION 

Four years have passed since the report of the Jewish Education Study Committee 

of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland was first published on February 

26, 1976. This report was the culmination of "more than a year's concentrated 

study, involving innumerable meetings and conferences and assembling of data." 

The Jewish Education Study was a milestone in the process of Jewish education in 

America. It provided a critique of the entire system of Jewish education in the 

community, detailed a variety of notions, thoughts, ideas and projects designed 

to strengthen that system, created a Committee on Jewish Education to work with 

the Bureau of Jewish Education in the implementation of these goals, and then 

recommended an unprecedented $300,000 fund "to finance creative educational pro

jects" over a three year period. These grants were to be used to test programs 

that might potentially serve as a basis for community-wide innovation in Jewish 

education. They were not intended to solve the problems of Jewish education in 

and of themselves, but rather to provi~e guidance in setting directions. 

The Committee on Jewish Education, established as a result of this report, under 

the creative leadership of its former chairman , Julius Paris, and co-chairman, 

Charles Ratner, has worked in close cooperation with the Bureau of Jewish Education 

and the Endowment Fund Committee of. the Jewish Community Federation to see that 

meaningful experiments were created and implemented through the $300,000 

fund it administered. In addition, the leadership of the Committee 

worked on an ongoing basis with the leadership of the Bureau of Jewish Education 

i n order to strengthen the role of the Bureau as the community's primary planning 

agency and resource in the field of Jewish education. The leadership of the Bureau 
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recommendations as rart of this process. 

Among the recommendations that the Bureau has assumed responsibility for are: 

1. The study of the proposal to establish an overall afternoon educational 

system serving both the congregations and the present communal schools. 

2. The consideration of the recommendation on the sharing of costs of Jewish 

education between parents and the community, and further research into 

tuition policy. 

3 . The study of the propriety of continuing the subsidy of UJRS. 

4 . Direct participation in helping the college to define and meet adult-teacher 

education needs. 

In addition to work within the "communal structure", the Bureau has also broken 

new ground in redefining its relationship with congregational schools through 

the implementation of a Department of Congregational Services supported through 

a grant recommended by the Committee on Jewish Education. 

The leadership of the Committee on Jewish Education has now changed and the time 

has come to take stock of the community's progress in the field of Jewish education. 

The Committee has now accomplished one part of its assignment by recommending 

distri bution of most of . the $300,000 Endowment Fund. Grant to worthy 
'• . . . ... ·~. - .. . . . . . .. 

and creative projects in the field of Jewish education using Part II of the original 

study, "Outside the Classroom" as its basic guideline document. The $300,000 grant, 

however, was never intended to solve all the problems of Jewish education by itself. 

Rather, it was meant as an interim step, a series of research projects, aimed at 

helping us to better understand the nature of the problems that we face: within 

the classroom, within the Jewish family and within the community, and then to test 

a variety of potential solutions before implementing them throughout our Jewish edu-
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The Committee on Jewish Education believes that the time of initial testing and 

analysis has now ended. Many of the ideas expressed in the original report have 

been tested through pilot projects funded through special grants. Several 

of the more important ideas were not tested through this process, but have been 

researched in a variety of programs, projects, and experiments throughout the 

country. It is our intention now to evaluate the experiments conducted within 

our Cleveland Jewish community, to look closely at research done in other com

munities, and to recommend a clear set of directions. It goes without saying that 

these recommendations will not constitute complete solutions to the problems of 

Jewish education . However, we believe it is necessary to make a beginning and 

to take basic steps to improve the quality of Jewish education for all of our 

children and adults . 

PART I: STRENGTHENING THE CLASSROOM COMPONENT OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

A. TEACHER TRAINING 

The Committee on Jewish Education recommended funding for two major projects 

aimed at strengthening the ability of classroom teachers to perform their 

vital t ask. One of these projects was proposed by the College of Jewish 

Studies as a way of dealing with the critical shortage of certified and 

qualified teachers. "People of Valor", aimed at providing two years of inten

sive study to enrollees designed to prepare the prospective students for the 

normal four-year course of study at the Beth Midrash L'Morim, the Hebrew 

Teacher Training Department of the College. The program was designed to 

give the student a functional mastery of the Hebrew language. The Committee 

on Jewish Education agree to fund "People of Valor" based on a two-year pilot 

program that had already been at tempted by the College of Jewish Studies . 
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This pilot program had been disoontinued due to lack of funds and the Com

mittee on Jewish Education agreed to provide $15,500 to carry it forward over 

an additional two-year period. 

"People of Valor" seemed both realistic and important to the Committee be

cause it provided hope that some resolution could be found for the community's 

critical teacher shortage . In addition, it was felt that it would attract 

many committed young teachers to the field of Jewish education . At the time 

the grant was made, the committee did insist that a minimum of ten students 

be enrolled before funding actually began. Unfortunately, this number was 

never attained and the program never carried out. 

The failure of this exciting and worthy experiment to attain its goal of pro

viding the community with a new corps of Hebrew teachers creates a specific 

challenge for the Cleveland Jewish commrmity. Ways must be found to recruit 

and train the teaching corps necessary to carry out the tasks of Jewish 

education . An important element of the teacher training problem is plainly 

the lack of adequate teacher income to justify the lengthy training needed 

to adequately prepare teachers. A meaningful part of the solution to this 

problem must be the elevation of the Jewish teache~ . to a higher status in 

the community and through increased income for Jewish school teachers. Only 

through increased income can teaching become a viable career choice for 

talented young Jews. It is therefore recommended that the Bureau explore 

the possibility of creating better paid full-time teaching positions, perhaps 

by finding ways to combine teaching assignments in supplementary and day 

schools and possibly in other Jewish communal agencies. While ways of in

creasing teacher income are being explored, a number of important questions 

are currently being addressed by the Bureau and th " rol!~CT"' - .... ,-1 .... ,, ... . ' -
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1. Since it doesn ' t seem possible for a six-year course of study to attract 

students given the present reality of limited financial reward in Jewish 

education, is it possible to design a less demanding curriculum that can 

still properly educate some Jewish teachers for limited areas of 

teaching? 

2 . Should the teaching-training process include a greater emphasis on con

crete task-oriented workshops for existing teachers? 

A joint committee consisting of representatives of the Cleveland College of 

Jewish Studies and the Educational Directors Council of the Bureau was re

cently developed. This represents a positive step in the direction of 

sharpening and redefining the goals of teacher training . It is hoped that 

out of this collaboration a new, revised teacher education program may emerge 

with a greater chance of success . 

The challenge of educating teachers -and encouraging their certification may 

be significantly influenced by the outcome of the current proposal by the 

Bureau of Jewish Education for a signficant subsidy to congregational schools 

for the salaries of certified teachers . This kind of "economic incentive" 

may lead the schools to find innovative ways to encourage their own teaching 

staffs to upgrade their level of preparedness for classroom teaching. 

Until the Bureau can answer the above questions and explore ways of enhancing 

the teaching profession, the following interim recommendations, several of 

which are alr eady W1der consideration by the Bureau and the College, are 

offered: 

1. The Bureau of Jewish Education and the College of .Jewish St1!ciPS shoul l 
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teacher education program. This type of approach would maximize the 

expertise of the staffs and the types of possible programs and inter

ventions. 

2 . The Bureau and the College should study the feasibility of offering one 

integrated program including such elements as the Bureau's consultation 

services, media services, workshops, creativity center, congregational 

services department,activities related to teacher education and the 

College courses in these areas . All of these should be so administered 

and planned so that a unified approach is achieved in a planful way. 

3 . Educational administrators at all levels should be included in any 

training offered by the Bureau and the College and special workshops 

should be developed for them based on an assessment of their needs. 

4 . Planning should be initiated by the Bureau and the College to organize 

a continuing in-service teacher education program which includes sequen

tial, relevant experiences, incorporated as part of the ongoing evaluation 

of teachers for salary increases. 

B. CLASSROOM MEDIA AIDS 

A second maj or program recommended by the Committee on Jewish Education 

to improve the quality of instruction within the classroom, as well as 

in non- classroom environments, was the Lillian and Leonard Ratner Media 

Center, which the committee believes to be an unqualified success . As 

the report of the Media Center states : "It is clear that beyond the 

initial novelty , audio-visual media now commands an integral, indis

pensibl e role in the entire system of Jewish education in the Cleveland 

area. " The Media Center has helped the classroom teacher by providing 

access to creative and easily applied teaching tools . It is obvious 
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that much has already been accomplished by the Ratner Media Center. 

Major goals for the Media Center should now include the development of 

curricula materials that can make appropriate use of existing audio

visual material and the expansion of the current program of workshops 

offered to teachers in the Cleveland area aimed at helping them most 

appropriately use those materials . In addition, it is vital that the 

Ratner Media Center, in cooperation with the appropriate national 

agencies, work to expand the repertoire of existing audio-visual aids, 

and that it continue to make use of changing technologies in the 

field of education . This includes continuing close attention to the 

possible use of cable TV in Jewish education, the use of computers 

in Jewish education, and the development of the highest quality Jewish 

media materials. National agency participation in the creation of high 

quality media materials is a necessity since only through national 

cooperation and economies of scale can "commercial quality"media be 

created. 

C. RECRUITMENT 

One of the first grants recommended by the Committee on Jewish Education 

was to the Bureau of Jewish Education to recruit students for Jewish 

schools . This grant was made because of the high priority attached by 

the committee to insuring that each child in the community receives a 

Jewish education. As a result of this grant, the Bureau of Jewish Educa

tion set up a committee; an advertising campaign was mounted and literally 

thousands of phone calls were made . 

At the end of a two-year process , approximately 35 of those contacted had 

enrolled and were still attendi ng Jewish schools. Whi.l" 
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Jewish Education believes that even relatively small increases in 

Jewish school attendance aTe vitally important, it might be argued 

that those 35 students would have been in Jewish schools regardless 

of the recruitment effort. On this basis, it must be said that the 

results of large scale phoning and advertising would appear to be 

minimal. 

This experience would not rule out other kinds of attempts to recruit 

students for Jewish education. The Spectrum Program, for instance, 

seems to have had a fair amount of success in reaching unaffiliated 

young couples and while the thesis has not been tested, it may be that 

a by-product of Spectrum education is an increased tendency of parents 

to enroll their children in Jewish educational programs . While difficult 

to implement in any kind of large scale way, small group learning expe

riences for young parents would seem to be a promising avenue of ex

ploration for recruitment. 

D. SCHOOL EVALUATION 

The Committee on Jewish Education recognizes the importance of measuring 

the effectiveness of specific Jewish educational programs in order to 

insure an effective Jewish education for each child . The committee, 

therefore, recommends that the Bureau work with the communal and congre

gational schools to develop a system of evaluation for all Jewish schools, 

which would include such elements as self-study, peer assessment, and 

criteria for schools upon which this could be based . It is understood 

that any criteria developed will vary from school to school based on the 

particular goals of each institution. 
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PART II: JEWISH DAY SCHOOL EDUCATION 

Cleveland ' s Jewish community has long provided substantial support for Jewish 

day school education. The Jewish day school was not one of the areas affected 

by grants distributed through the Committee, but it needs to be mentioned as 

an example of successful work in Jewish education. Cleveland's day schools 

have expanded over the years and are now graduating significant ntDDbers of 

inspired and committed young Jews . The effectiveness of day school education 

has been amply demonstrated in studies conducted by many different organizations 

and reinforced by the experience of the Cleveland community. 

The Committee on Jewish Education, therefore, recommends that the Bureau of 

Jewish Education explore ways to increase the number of youngsters enrolled in 

Jewish Day Schools in Cleveland. 

PART III: THE CONGREGATION AND TiiE COMMUNITY 

One of the most important agenda items- confronted by the Committee on Jewish 

Education was the development of a strategy for working cooperatively with the 

community's congregat ional school system. Congregational schools in Cleveland 

currently educate two-thirds of the school population. Any plan for improving 

t he quality of Jewish education must include this population if it is to prove 

effective . The Committee on Jewish Education , therefore, recommended a special 

grant to the Bureau of Jewish Education for the development of a Department of 

Congregrational Services, and a director of congregational services . As a r esult 

of this vital and important step, and also as a result of a lively dialogue 

instituted by the congregations themselves, the community has made significant 

progress in improving conummications throughout al l segments of the Jewish edu

cational enterprise . The most concrete out comes of these plans have been the 

·· io~ - - - "' 
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the improvement of workshops available to congregational teachers and the pro

vision of needs assessments for congregational schools along with a variety of 

other kinds of consultation. 

In addition, the Congregational Services Department has worked closely with the 

congregations in the development of a proposal to restructure the Bureau to 

provide more equitable synagogue representation to the Bureau. This restruc

turing effort has made progress . The Committee on Jewish Education considers 

this effort a high priority to insure that all parts of the Jewish educational 

community can work closely on the solution of common problems . 

Congregations , when ftmctioning at their best, can create a total environment 

for family and children that can increase the impact of the Jewish educational 

experience . Because of the importance of Jewish education in congregations, 

the Committee on Jewish Education recommends that the Bureau of Jewish Education 

continue to find ways to provide support for the Jewish educational activities 

of our community ' s congregations whether these take place within or outside of 

the classroom setting. 

PART IV : BEYOND THE CLASSROOM -- SIX RECOMMENDATIONS 

"Beyond the Classroom" was the title of the section of the Jewish education re

port that was characterized as "potentially the most significant contribution we 

could make . " It stressed that "vital as formal schooling is, the heart of the 

matter is Jewish commitment which takes place in many ways -- at least as often 

in the family setting, in the environment of the community, among peer groups, 

in informal play as in the classroom itself. " 
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In pursuit of programs and experiences that might strengthen "Jewish commitment," 

the report detailed 18 ideas that the conunittee fe l t had potential and invited 

experimentation around these and other promising innovations . 

Our intention now is to tap the research done through Cleveland ' s $300,000 

Jewish education grant and also to cite research and studies done nationally 

and in other collUlltmities to focus on six important ideas of proven value 

ideas that can and should be tied to existing educational programs and that 

require only the correct funding strategy to be implemented throughout Cleve

land's educational institutions . 

This last notion, the abi l ity of these programs to be implemented on a large 

scale , is most important . The crisis in Jewish life, the threat of assimilation 

i s real and urgent. Our responsibility now is to act, especially i n areas of 

proven value and impact . 

The thrust of these proposals is to find ways of strengthening the community ' s 

afternoon and weekend system -- under both communal and congregational sponsor-

ship . This system finds itself under constant and unremit ting pressure: lack 

of parental support, student s who are tired from a day ' s regular schooling and 

who, too, frequently would rather be elsewhere, and part-time faculty who are too 

often under-trained and under-equipped to meet this 111ost demanding challenge . 

Our t ask, therefore , is to identify a number of "critical goals" in the child's 

educational system and find an appropriate "Beyond the Classroom" program to 

help meet each goal . Most important, however, is our basic premise that any 

"Beyond the Cl assroom" experience must be firmly tied to the classroom itself 

and rooted in t hP- o='~--in" : i f e of the sponsor ·,- i..,.,.-! ...... :-~ 
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GOAL I: To Make the Parent a Full Partner in the Process of Jewish Education 

Every major report detailing the problems and potential of Jewish education 

stresses one overriding central theme : The school cannot function alone as an 

educator of Jewish concepts, values and traditions . It is virtually impotent 

without the aid and support of the home environment. This proposition has been 

stated at many times in many ways. "Jewish Education for Naught: Educating the 

Culturally Deprived Jewish Child," by Harold S. Himmelfard, states, "When 

individual ability is held constant, the single most important factor differ

entiating between those who do well in school and those who do poorly is family 

differences . .. . Without encouragement and reinforcement from the home, it is 

extremely unlikely that Jewish schools will have any lasting impact on their 

students . If the home provides the necessary encouragement and reinforcement, 

Jewish schooling can increase the level of Jewish commitment achieved in the 

home. These two institutions need each other, and the efforts of one without 

the other are likely to produce only slight results . " 

While the importance of parent education has been proven in this and other 

studies , the "how and where" of large scale implementation has rarely been 

addressed. The committee, therefore, favors finding ways to encourage the 

development of Jewish education for parents at the time the Jewish child enters 

school for the first time and the establishment of these programs within the 

context of existing educational institutions. The committee favors this 

strategy because the young family represents an outstanding opportunity for 

reintegrating Jewish values and traditions in the lifestyle of Jewish parents 

for the following reasons: 

1. The period when a child is just entering school is a natural time for reaching 

out for communal involvement in Jewish life . The parent has already taken 

the first step by approaching a synagogue or communal school to begin th~ 
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educational process for his child . It is at this critical moment that 

a parent can be informed that his or her child's Jewish education can 

never be complete without parental involvement . In the judgment of the 

committee, this contact and the development of an educational program to 

follow it, is best made through the school itself at this time. In this 

way a connection is made between the parent and the institution, at the 

same time that a connection is made between the child and the school . 

Making this connection at the beginning of the school process maximizes 

the potential impact of any changes in parental values or behaviors and 

has the potential of creating in the parent a natural partner in the 

school ' s efforts at educating the child. 

2. The committee recognizes that in addition to being a critical time in the 

development of a relationship between the parent and the community and its 

Jewish institutions, that the years of having young children are also a 

critical psychological time frame in the parents' own life. Mortimer Ostow, 

M. D. and psychiatrist, writing for the American Jewish Committee's Colloquim 

on Jewish Education and Jewish Identity, specifically targets the years of 

early parenthood for educational efforts. He notes that most young adults 

begin to re-identify with their own parents' attitudes and values after 

earlier rejection during adolescence . He cautions, however, that this re

identification can be incomplete if the values are based on childhood im

pressions alone . If they are, Ostow believes that the young parent may be 

embarrassed by them. He tends to rationalize his compliance as something 

which he is doing "for the children." Advanced Jewish education can help 

him to accept observance as something in which he can feel more personally 

involved . 
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3. The appropriateness of the young family as a target population and the 

usefulness of parent education as a strategy was clearly borne out by 

the committee ' s research into the Spectrum Program sponsored through a 

grant from the Endowment Fund through the Committee on Jewish Education . 

The Spectrum Program has had particular success with young parents for 

whom the issue of how to raise their own children has become vitally 

important. The Spectrum research indicates significant interest in 

"Jewish child rearing" on the part of young parents, and also in adult 

ways of understanding the Jewish principles that they themselves learned 

in childhood, so that they can more effectively transmit these Jewish 

values to their own children. Of all the elements involved in the 

Spectrum Program's success, perhaps the most significant was the inten

sive and personal outreach that seemed a prerequisite for parental 

involvement. 

Recommendation: The Committee on Jewish Education , therefore, recommends 

that the Bureau of Jewish Education investigate ways to assist communal and 

congregational schools with the consultation and other resources necessary 

to carry out programs of Jewish education for parents as close as possible 

to the time that they begin the process of Jewish education for their 

chil dren. We believe that it is most important that significant efforts 

be made by congregational and communal schools to use intensive and personal 

outreach to involve as many of their families as possible in this kind of a 

process in order to ensur~ the effectiveness of the Jewish education that 

they provide. 
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GOAL II: To Give Students an Opportunity to Experience a More Intensive 

and Total Jewish Life Environment at a Time When Many Children's 

Interest in Jewish Schooling Begins to Wane 

By the time a child has completed several years of Jewish schooling, discipline 

frequently becomes more of a probl em in the Jewish school setting . Some children 

become increasingly resentful of the competition that Jewish schooling represents 

with other activities that the child or his parents may consider more important 

or more fun . In addition , the demands of the secular school are beginning to 

press upon the child and the need for social contact is also increasing. All of 

t hese factors lead us to recommend ways to bring new vitality into the process 

of Jewish education. One way to accomplish this is through the use of three 

or four weekend or day-long retreats during the school year . This methodology 

has proven successful in many communities by providing an experience that is 

both effective and pleasant, away from the usual school setting, that can rein

f orce the social context of Jewish experience and that can also provide a more 

intensive kind of Jewish life experience . 

The St. Louis experience with this type of program was described in the Winter

Spring ' 75 issue of Jewish Education by Bernard Lipnick. The program involved 

using peer reference groups as the primary focus of Jewish education for eighth 

graders through the use of monthly kallot. It has proven highly successful; 

is still continuing and , i ndeed, the program moved into a new phase when the 

kallot were used to prepare for a trip to Israel that the students took at the 

end of their ninth year. 

Recommendation: The committee recommends that the Bureau of Jewish Education 

develop plans and possible funding approaches to enable Jewish schools to 

implement weekend and day-long retreats three or four times per year at appro-
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priate points during the educational process . Any program of weekend 

retreats can and should be coordinated with the newly developing Jewish 

Community Center Halle Park retreat center. 

GOAL III : To Allow Each Youngster to Experience Jewish Living and 

Learning as a Totality in a Camp Setting 

A cornerstone of Jewish education is the need to understand that Judaism is 

a religion of doing and that only through "doing Jewish" in a Jewish setting 

can its meaning be truly understood. The impact of the Jewish camping experience 

on a youngster is well established for parents and educators alike who have had 

the opportunity to observe children returning from these kinds of total Jewish 

living environments. The well-run Jewish camping experience serves not only 

to introduce a youngster to Jewish living, but also incorporates larger doses 

of formal Jewish curricula (history, customs, Hebrew, etc.) in a way that can 

be fun for those children participating . Although formal research is limited 

in this area, anecdotal information abounds and Reform, Conservative and 

Orthodox camps as well as programs sucn as the Brandeis camp in California and 

Cleveland ' s own Camp Wise all report frequent and repeated instances of young

sters making major changes in lifestyle through the Jewish camping experience . 

Jewish camping alone may not guarantee that a youngster will grow into an iden

tified adult, but the cumulative effect of the camping experience with some of 

the other innovations recommended in this report can affect the future Jewish 

identification of a significant number of Jewish children . 

Because of the importance of tying the camping experience into the ongoing life 

of the child, Jewish camping must take place in conjunction with other Jewish 

educational efforts . 
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Joseph Friedman, director 0£ the Leaders Training Fellowship of the Jewish 

Theological Seminary of America, notes that recent research on Camp Ramah 

indicates "great positive results from the Ramah camping experience." 

Friedman does state, however, that "where Ramah is weakest is in its inte

grating camp life with the normal day life back home." Friedman feels that 

"this problem could be alleviated through a systematic coordination of weekend 

retreats (such as Leaders Training Fellowship Kallot) with the goals and in

formal curriculum of the summer camp . " He quotes recommendations by Sheldon 

Dorph recommending integrating the formal curriculum and educational experiences 

of the Talmud Torah with the summer camp. (Ed. D. Dissertation, Teachers 

College, Comumbia University, 1976) 

The camping experience should, therefore, be preceded by signficant preparation 

within the child's Jewish school and be followed up with activities aimed at 

reinforcing those learnings . Follow-up of this kind has proven highly suc

cessful; for instance, in some of the work done by the Leaders Training Fellow

ship, a follow-up activity aimed at Camp Ramah participants . This kind of 

combination should prove to be an important structural support in the develop

ment of Jewish identity. 

Further evidence for the importance of a summer camping experience for each 

child is provided by the success of the Reform Congregations ' Camping for 

Student Teachers Program, which was also funded by a Committee on Jewish Educa

tion special grant. This program reinforces the notion that a summer camping 

eA-perience can have a significant impact on an individual and that that impact 

can be transferred into active community service. 
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Recommendation: The committee takes note of the Bureau ' s current incen-

tive grants program and recommends that the BJE study funding avenues 

which would provide incentive grants at a minimum level of $200 to enable 

each Jewish child in our community to experience at least part of one summer 

in a total Jewish environment. This approach could include a challenge 

grant to the various Jewish educational institutions . Ideally, the com

bined incentive grant from the community and the school should be significant 

enough (perhaps in the neighborhood of $300 out of a total cost of approxi

mately $500 per session) to enable and encourage every child in our community 

to participate in this intensive Jewish educational experience . 

The choice of camping experience would remain in the hands of the sponsoring 

school and should be integrated into the cngoing learning experience that 

they provide . 

Schools should be encouraged to use the Bureau ' s consultation services and 

the JCC ' s expertise in Jewish camping whenever possible in preparing pre

and post- camp experiences . In addition, the committee recognizes Camp 

Wise ' s excellent Jewish content program and urges schools to explore Camp 

Wi se as a possible camp choice . 

GOAL IV: To Help the Newly Emerging Adolescent More Successfully Integrate 

His Jewish Identificati on by Re-involving the Family in the Jewish 

Educational Process while, at the Same Time, Providing a New Adult 

Dimension t o the Process of Jewish Education 

Innovation and experimentation in Jewish education is not solely the province 

of our national agencies or the Committee on Jewish Education's funding process. 

Many local Cleveland Jewish educational institutions have been involved in a 

r ,._ - ..... _,.. __ ~ ~- .......... : -...... ~---
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of these is the Family Learning Program currently used in a number of our 

community ' s institutions such as Fairmount Temple and B'nai Jeshurun . This 

program involves adolescents and their parents in weekly discussion groups 

designed to serve as an alternative to the traditional weekend classroom. 

Most important, these experimental programs have actually involved children 

and parents themselves in developing and researching topics that are then 

presented in an atmosphere of sharing and mutual respect . 

Recommendation: The Committee on Jewish Education recognizes the impor

tance of these and other innovative efforts currently being conducted by 

congregational and communal schools in Cleveland and especially commends 

those schools which, on their own initiative, developed the Family Learning 

Program concept. The committee recommends that the Bureau investigate ways 

of expanding these efforts . 

GOAL V: To Use the Teen Peer Group to Reinforce the Adolescents ' Jewish 

Identification and Involvement 

It is not possible to ignore the critical importance of peer group activity 

during the adolescent years. As Harold Himmelfarb puts it, "Jewish youth group 

participation does have an impact that is independent of Jewish schooling II 

This point of view is reinforced by the American Jewish Committee's Colloquium 

on Jewish Education and Jewish Identity, which states that "the youth group 

may provide more positive reinforcement of Jewish identity in adolescents than 

various kinds of Jewish schools . " It is obviously in the interest of Jewish 

education to make sure that every Jewish teenager has an opportunity and is 

encouraged to belong to a Jewish youth group and to participate in its acti vities . 

Here, the work of the Committee on Jewish Education in funding the B'nai B'rith 

~ , - . 
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analysis of the Committee on Jewish Education indicates that the B'nai B' rith 

program has been successful in providing Jewish background, information and 

reinforcement to a large number of teenagers who might not otherwise have been 

reached. Here again, however, any efforts at funding Jewish youth group acti

vities should be aimed at a variety of institutions and should primarily be used 

to enable our Jewish educational institutions to take the lead in the process 

of encouraging their youngsters to involve themselves in youth group activity, 

whether congregationally or communally based. The Jewish Community Center can 

also be helpful in providing coordination and supervision in this area where 

group work expertise can be useful. 

Recommendation: The Committee on Jewish Education recommends that the Jewish 

Community Center, in cooperation with the Bureau of Jewish Education and all 

of our community's Jewish youth groups and their sponsoring institutions, 

develop a plan aimed at increasing the number of teens involved in youth 

groups in Cleveland and raising the level of their Jewish content. 

GOAL VI : To Provide Each Youngster in our Community with a Strong Educa-

- tional ExpeTience in Israel that Will Carry His Jewish Identifi-

cation Forcefully into His or Her College Years 

In its 1976 report , the Jewish Community Federation's Education Study Committee 

stated, "Trips to Israel have proven their worth to a point where suggestions 

have been made for development of a community policy aimed at providing every 

child some form of experience in Israel." The committee strongly supports the 

notion that the implementation of this concept can have a signficant impact on 

every Jewish youngster who participates and can serve as a way of intensifying 

and encapsulating the teenager's J ewish experience both in and out of the class

room . A recent Bureau of Jewish Education proposal for a comprehensive financial 
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indicate the importance of the Israel travel experience . It states, "The value 

of an Israel program is recognized by community leaders, schools, educational 

professionals and many families." The Bureau proposal then quotes from a study 

conducted by the Department of Education and Culture of the World Zionist 

Organization which stresses the ability of the Israel experience to "implant 

a deep- rooted sense of Jewish identity" in the child; helping each teenager 

acquire "living Jewish experiences," something "only a few schools are success

ful in achieving despite many years of study . " The Bureau ' s own analysis of 

the results of its Israel Study Program indicates that "some 35 percent of its 

participants have returned to the land of Israel for some part of their university 

education." As Rabbi Bryan Lurie stated, "Following the Israel experience, young 

people seek more Jewish education and feel closer to the Jewish people in general 

and to Israel in particular . " 

Recommendation: The Committee on Jewish Education endorses and supports the 

Bureau of Jewish Education's new Israel Incentive Savings Program and urges 

all congregational and conununal schools to find ways to actively participate. 

PART V: FUNDING 

The Committee on Jewish Education recognizes that the implementation of various 

aspects of this report requires significant increases in funding from all 

sources for Jewish education . The committee understands that funding resources 

are not limitless and that other community requirements are important and sub

stantial. Jewish education is, however, the community ' s vital link with its 

own future, and we believe warrants the additional expenditures that are 

necessary to do an adequate job. 
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PART VI : THE FUTURE OF THE COMMITTEE ON JEWISH EDUCATION 

The Committee on Jewish Education has now completed disbursement of most of 

the monies allocated through the special Jewish education grant. In addition, 

with this report, it will also have discharged its obligation of analyzing the 

results of these experiments and highlighting the specific methods by which 

more effective Jewish education can be encouraged . Other areas of concern 

outlined in the original study committee report are now in the hands of the 

Bureau of Jewish Education which is, as stated on page 1 of this report, the 

community ' s primary agency in this endeavor . 

The work of the Committee on Jewish Education and the Bureau of Jewish Education 

over the past four years has been fruitful. Coping with diminishing Jewish 

identification and commitment, however, is not confined to the field of Jewish 

education, but also involves the Jewish Community Center, the Jewish Family 

Service Association, Hillel and other groups including synagogues and a variety 

of communal and fraternal groups in the community. Moreover, there are undoubtedly 

additional unmet needs and problems not currently being addressed that will 

emerge as the community continues to explore these concerns . 

We , therefore, believe that a need exists for an ongoing Federation committee 

whose major responsibility would be the maintenance of Jewish identity and 

commitment in the community. Such a committee could logically fall under the 

Community Services Pl anning Committee. 

The following areas are examples of the kinds of subjects that might be dis

cussed by a Federation committee on Jewish identity and commitment . 
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A. Jewish Youth 

Maintenance of Jewish identity and relatively low youth group parti

cipation are perceived problems among youth . While some of these con

cerns have been addressed in the discussion of Goal Von pages 19 and 

20 of this report, strengthening Jewish youth groups, increasing 

youth participation and improving their ability to build Jewish 

identity are complex and potentially expensive tasks that cut across 

many agencies and areas of expertise within and outside of the Federa

tion structure . The goal of the committee in this area might be to 

bring together all concerned to take a fresh look at these issues in 

order to develop the necessary resources to increase youth group parti

cipation signficantly. 

B. Informal Programs that Strengthen Jewish Identity 

There are currently many programs in Jewish camping and retreats offered 

throughout the country. These Jewish living experiences have proven 

value and, although some are currently being used in the community, 

opportunities exist for greatly enhancing their impact through expan

sion and greater coordination. An interagency, interdisciplinary 

committee could bring together the necesary expertise and resources 

to increase the community ' s ability to use the important resources 

available through Jewish camping and retreat programs. 

C. Strengthening the Jewish Family and Its Ability to Transmit Jewish 

Values and Knowledge 

This report has dealt with the issue of the Jewish family at great 

length and it is clear that the Jewish family represents a most impor

tant target population . The family is currently served by a variety 
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program aimed at halting the erosion of Jewish family values and 

increasing the family values and increasing the family ' s ability 

to transmit Jewish values could be a major priority of the new 

committee . 

These are just a few of the many possible starting point s for the committees ' 

work . Other areas for exploration might include outreach to uninvolved Jews 

or confronting the declining Jewish birthrate. The committee may also define 

new areas for exploration within the guidelines set forth in this report as 

they emerge . 

djs 
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APPENDIX 

SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS FUNDED 
BY THE ENDOWMENT FUND 

THROUGH THE SPECIAL JEWISH 
EDUCATION GRANT 

I . Grant to Cleveland Reform Congregations for "Camping for Student Teachers" 

A. Aim : to develop student teachers and to create an interest in Jewish 
teaching in young people through the use of an intensive Jewish 
camping experience. 

B. Grant : Year 1 - $6,100 
Year 2 - $5,700 

C. Result : 13 young teens from 6 area reform congregations participated 
in one of two swnmer experiences. Nearly all began tutoring 

· upon returning. Their ability to tutor and their overall 
appreciation of Jewish experiences, both generally increased, 
as a result of their experiences . There was some difficulty 
in recruiting high school aged students because they wanted 
t o take swnmer jobs rather than going to camp . The congre
gations also felt that the total subsidy was beyond the means 
of any individual congregation without ongoing community help . 

D. Implications: refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later", pages 16 17 18 , , 

II. Ohio B' nai B' rith Youth Organization - Jewish Enrichment Project 

A. Aim: to increase the Jewish awareness, identity, community responsibility 
and values of BBYO members by increasing Jewish content through 
the use of a Jewish content specialist. 

B. Gr ant: Year 1 - $14,760 
Year 2 - $15,600 
Year 3 - $16,440 

C. Result : the additional manpower and Jewish expertise provided by the 
Jewish content special ist brought about a significant increase 
in Jewish content program and contributed to a 60% increase 
in membership (to 550) . 

D. Implications : refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later" page 19. 

III . Bureau of Jewish Education, Department of Congregational Services 

A. Aims : to increase communication between congregational schools and 
the Bureau of Jewish Education, and to increase the quality 
and quantity of services provided by the Bureau to the Con
gregational School s . 

B. Grant : Year 1 - $36,000 
Year 2 - $35 , 830 
'\' ~ • !) -



Summary Page two . 

C. Results: survey conducted by the Committee on Jewish Education indicated 
widespread use and approval of the Bureau ' s Department of Con
gregational Services by congregations . Consultation and teacher 
training programs have both been especially highly rated by con
gregations . 

D. Implications: refer to 11Jewish Education Four Years Later" pages 9 & 10. 

IV. College of Jewish Studies - "People of Valor" 

A. Aim: to train a new cadre of teachers by preparing interested individuals 
through a two year course of intensive instruction to enter the 
College ' s regular teacher training program. 

B. Grant : $570 

C. Result: program was to be fully funded upon registration of 10 students . 
This minimum was never achieved and the balance of the grant 
($14,930) was never released. 

D. Implications: refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later' 1 pages 3,4,5, &6 

V. Bureau of Jewish Education - Lillian and Leonard Ratner Media Center 

A. Aims : to create a complete Cleveland-based media center to provide the 
best available Jewish media for use primarily in Jewish educational 
settings. 

B. Grant: Year 1 - $12 , 229 
Year 2 - $18,875 

C. Result: the Media Center 
highly evaluated 

is 
by 

a widely accepted and used resource that is 
Jewish educators throughout the community. 

D. Implications: refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later" page 6 & 7. 

VI . Bureau of Jewish Education - Recruitment and Retention Task Force 

A. Aim : to recruit "hard to reach" students for al l of Cleveland ' s Jewish 
education institutions through a program of advertising and direct 
phone calls. 

B. Grant: Year 1 - $1,000 
Year 2 - $3,336 

C. Result: by the end of the second year of program, approximately 35 students 
were attending educational programs as a result of the outreach 
project. 

D. Implications: refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later" page 7 . 
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VII . SPECTRUM - Jewish Family Education 

A. Aim : to establish an independent group- based program of Jewish family 
education . 

B. Grant : Year 1 - $10,000 
Year 2 - $18,000 
Year 3 - $19,000 

C. Result: the Spectrum program currently reaches approximately 150 individuals . 
These individuals rate the program very highly and indicate a 
measurable impact on their Jewish perceptions and practice. 

D. Implication: refer to "Jewish Education Four Years Later" pages 12, 13 & 14. 

VIII . One Time Grants 

A. American Association for Jewish Education - National Services Study - $1500 . 

B. Jewish Community Center - Publication of JWB "Family Guide" to NBC-TV special, 
"Holocaust" in Cleveland Jewish News - $700. 

C. Bureau of Jewish Education - Holocaust Memorial Convocation - $500. 

D. Cleveland College of Jewish Studies - Viewpoints II - $6, 500 . 

IX. Tot al Funds Spent and Committed: $263,200 
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INTRODUCTION - PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

For many years, Cleveland's Jewish community and communities around the country 
have been discussing the increased need for commitment to Jewish education, 
along with a perceived decline in Jewish identification . The community has 
l amented increased assimilation, intermarriage , lack of parental commitment to 
Jewish education , and a wide range of pedagogic and behavioral problems in 
classroom Jewish education . 

At the same time, a number of positive counter - trends have developed, 
accompanied by a strong communal response including increased funding for 
Jewish education (primarily from the Endowment Fund), and the development of 
creative demonstration projects aimed at enhancing Jewish identity and 
increasing the quality of education in our schools. 

Nevertheless, key questions on the effectiveness of Jewish education and our 
ability to appropriately use all of our available reso urces in the most 
coordinated way remain unanswered. Jewish educators and lay leaders alike, .are 
still asking questions including: What exactly do we want to happen in our 
Jewish community in relation to Jewish education and Jewish identity? What 
should the goals of Jewish education be? What type of Jewish education best 
achieves these goals? Are our educational institutions effective in achieving 
their goals? Are we expecting too much, or too little, from Jewish education? 
Can our JCC do more to assist in the goal of enhancing Jewish identity in our 
community? The answer s to these questions become even more challenging when, 
as members of the Rat ing Committee, we are faced with many packages, all of 
which seem important. 

How can we rate one "cl ass 11 over another? What's the difference between one 
day school subsidized at a rate of approximately $700 per pupil per year and 
another at approximately $1,500 per pupil per year? What's the difference 
between the education provided at these day schools, (providing 12- 18 hours a 
week of Jewish education) and education at our communal supplementary schools 
(Cleveland Hebrew Schools, United Jewish Religious School (UJRS), Yeshivath 
Adath B' nai Israel (YABI), and Workmen's Circle) providing 2-6 hours of Jewish 
education per week? And further, what's the difference between the Jewish 
education provided at these communal supplementary schools and the Jewish 
education at congregational supplementary schools? 

This program overview will not provide any easy or direct answers to these 
questions but is designed to help us understand , in a comprehensive fashion , 
our system of Jewish education and our Jewish identity programs so that we can 
expand our ability to make the most appropriate decisions . 

-

·-
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OVE RVI EW OF COMMUNITY POLICY IN JEWISH EDUCATION - THE 1976 AND 1980 JEWISH 
EDUCATION STUDIES 

The 1976 and 1980 Jewish Education Studies have served as the basis for much of 
the corrmunity's decision making and progress in the field of Jewish education 
and identity. They represent the best thinking of our community 1 s top leaders . 
Even now, in reviewing the most recent developments in Jewish education it is 
clear that, under the guidance of people like Sidney Vincent, Bennett Yanowitz , 
Albert Ratner, Charles Ratner, Julius 0 aris , and Nathan Oscar, the Jewish 
Education Study Committees were prescient in their identification of the 
essential issues confronting this vital enterprise . 

The 1976 Jewish Ed ucation Study provided a critique of the entire system of 
Jewish education, detailed a variety of projects to strengthen the system, 
created a committee on Jewish education to work with the Bureau of Jewish 
Education in the implementation of these goals, and then recommended an 
unprecedented $300,000 fund to finance creative educational projects over three 
years. The grants were used to test programs that might potentially serve as a 
basis for community wide innovation in Jewish education. 

The 1976 report was wide ranging and comprehensive , but emphasized two 
important "assumptions" : The centrality of the family in the Jewish 
educational process and the importance of intensifying Jewish education in its 
informal as well as formal aspects . The report noted that the family is the 
single most important factor in determining the Jewish identification of each 
child and stressed that the impact of the home is expressed both through the 
selection of the type of Jewish education received and through the quality of 
Jewish experience in the home itself. It recommended the development of 
specific strategies designed to enhance the ability of the Jewish family to 
meet these significant challenges. 

In addition, t he committee felt that the community should move in the direction 
of more intensive, quality Jewish education. It suggested the primary 
importance of Jewish educational structures that address themselves to a 
substantial part of a child's life - especially t he Jewish Day School . In 
addition, the committee recommended th~ intensification of other forms of 
Jewish education and noted that children respond energetically to challenges if 
they are properly motivated at the right stage of readiness. Most importantly, 
however, the 1976 Committee recognized that the intensification of Jewish 
education could take place both within the classroom and through intensive 
"beyond the classroom" experiences such as intensive Jewish summer camping, 
weekend retreats , and Israel experiences. 

The 1980 Study Committee carefully reviewed the 1976 report as well as the 
programs funded through the $300,000 Endowment Fund block grant for Jewish 
education. It then crafted a general plan aimed at creating a Jewish 
educational process that makes the best use of all of the corrvnunity ' s strengths 
and resources through an interdisciplinary and interagency approach . The 1980 
report envisioned a system of Jewish education that was completely integrated 
and that included both classroom and "beyond the classroom" activities as a 
standard part of each child ' s education . The report stressed that each .child 
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and family should have an opportunity ~o experience a basic level of parent 
education , intensive retreat programs , Jewish summer camping experiences, youth 
group activity , and an Israel experience - all as an integral part of the 
child ' s Jewish educational experience . · 

Other major recommendations in the 1980 report included the need to 
significantly increase the number of youngsters receiving a day school 
educat i on ; the importance of developing and integrating teacher education 
programs; the importance of examining educator salaries ; the need to deve l op a 
system of school evaluations; and the need to develop ways of supporting Jewish 
education in congregational schools . 

Al though the 1980 report acknowledged that "funding resources are not 1 imi tl ess 
and that other community requirements are important and subs tan ti al , 11 it 
never theless noted that the recommendations would require significant increases 
in funding from all sources for Jewish education and noted that "Jewish 
education is the community's vital link with its own future" and therefore 
"warrants the additional expenditures that are necessary to do an adequate 
job . " 

-
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PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES IN ACHIEVING THE GOALS OF THE 1976 ANO 1980 STUDIES 
IN THREE SELECTED AREAS. 

Since the 1980 report, considerable work has been done in Cleveland to 
implement these goals . Significant experimentation has been carried out 
th r ough Federation's Endowment Fund and a number of good ideas have been 
generated. This chapter will be concerned with three areas: 

1. The importance of integrating "formal" (classroom) and "informal" ("beyond 
the classroom 11

) Je,1ish educational prograrrming in supplementary schools in 
order to significantly improve the quality and impact of Jewish education; 

2. The need to increase the number of youngsters receiving a day school 
education; and 

3. The need to begin developing a plan for increased teacher education . 

Our success in each of these areas over the last few years has been significant. 
The corrmunity, through the Bureau of Jewi~~ Education, has developed a broadly 
based funding strategy and educational infrastructure with the potential for 
accomplishing many of these goals. A great deal however, remains to be done . 
The following sections will review the progress to date in each of these areas 
and some of the restraining factors or challenges that are still ahead of us . 

The Integration of "Formal " (Cl assroom) and "Informal" (Beyond the Classroom) 
Jewish Educational Programming in Supplementary Schools 

The 1980 Jewish Education Committee Report was a carefully conceived plan to 
intensify supplementary school education by changing the very environment in 
which the educational process takes place. While the report noted the 
importance of increasing the effectiveness of the classroom component of 
supplementary Jewish education, it clearly outlined the inher ent problems in 
the after school classroom environment. It noted that the supplementary school 
classroom finds itself "under constant and unremitting pressure including lack 
of parental support, students who are tired from a day's regular schooling , and 
who, too fr. equently , would rather be elsewhere , and part time faculty who are 
too often undertrained and underequipped to meet this most demanding challenge . " 
The weaknesses of the classroom environment, which are less troubling in the 
early grades , sharpen as youngsters move toward adolescence. A recent national 
study tends to confirm the continued existence of both learning and discipline 
difficulties in many supplementary school classrooms . 

The 1980 report however, suggested that despite these problems , there are 
"beyond the classroom" environments and experiences that do seem conducive to 
Jewish learning. Parent education , ret .. eat programs, intensive Jewish summer 
camps, youth group activities, and trips to Israel are all effective activities 
that can, at times, be even more conducive to positive Jewish education than 
the afternoon or weekend classrooms themselves . Th e problem, clearly 
articu lat ed by the report, i s that - in most schools - classroom centered 
learning is part of the curriculum - planned, normative, subsidized, mandatory, 
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and regular - wh ile these other less traditional, but, in some ways more 
effective approaches, are extracurricular, unplanned , unsubsidized, voluntary, 
and less available for most children . 

The report therefore recommended that the "beyond the classroom" experiences 
should .be integrated into the Jewish education of every Cleveland youngster, 
and that these be as standard as the classroom for educating Jewish children . 
Emphasis was given to the development of strategies that are not isolated 
experiences , but connected to the classroom and provided under the auspices of 
the youngster 's own school - wherever possible using the expertise of 
appropriate Federation agencies like the 8ureau, the College, or the JCC. (For 
example: the Bureau could integrate Israel experiences into the curriculum; 
the JCC could help develop intensive Jewish educational camping experiences; or 
the Col~ege could initiate parent education classes for congregational 
schools). 

Simply stated, the Jewish educational report strategy aimed at strengthening 
the Jewish educational enterprise by making a trip to Israel as normal a part 
of the youngster's Jewish education as learning the aleph-bet; an intensive 
Jewish summer camping experience as normal as studying the story of creation; 
parent education as normal as signing the youngster up for school; regular 
intensive youth group involvement as standard as a Bar Mitzvah ; and retreat 
programs as regular as the more usual classroom activity . -

In essence, the recommendation creates a marriage of formal and informal Jewish 
education to be implemented by the Bureau, the JCC, and the congregations in a 
closely coordinated effort: 

Progress to Date : 

Since the approval of the Jewish Education Report by Federation's Board of 
Trustees in 1981, the Bureau of Jewish Education has made great progress in 
creating the infrastructure for the implementation of these recommendations and 
has begun to translate some recommendations into practice. The Bureau has 
obtained funding through Federation's Endowment Fund for its Israel Incentive 
Savings Plan through which the Federation, the Joint Program for Jewish 
Education,}l) parents, and schools contribute annually to make a trip to 
I srael possible around the time of a youngster 1 s confirmation . This program 

lThe Joint Program for Jewish Education is a joint venture of the State of 
Israel's Ministry of Education and Culture, The Jewish Agency and the World 
Zionist Organization . It sponsors Jewish educationa1 projects that will 
engender significant and accelerated progress in Jewish education in Jewish 
communities around the world. Sponsored programs have included study programs 
i n Israel, teacher education programs, development of curricula and educational .e 
materials, and research. 
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may achieve an enrollment of close to 500 students by the end of this school 
year . 

The Bureau has also developed an experimental Congregational Enrichment Fund 
which provides $30 per youngster annually to congregations to help develop 
weekend retreats and parent education programs and provide intensive Jewish 
surrrner camping experiences, along with other extracurricular activities . Now 
in the last year of its three -year demonstration period, the program is being 
evaluated ; has been approved by the Bureau; and if validated by the Federation, 
will be included as part of the Bureau's 1985/ 86 budget . 

The JCC has developed a joint proposal with the Congregational Plenum for a 
Congregational Project which, if funded, has the potential for signif i cantly 
increasing the JCC's role in conjunction with the Bureau in integrating 
"informal" Jewish educational programs into "formal" congregational school 
settings. In addition the JCC (working cl osely with other agencies including 
the Bureau and the College) is planning the development of a retreat center on 
its new site, which will further enhance its ability to work in this area. 

Restraining Factors: 

While these innovative ~rograms have significantly increased school activities 
in the targeted areas,(2) no sch oo l has yet att empted to integrate all of 
these elements into a total curri culum design as was originally suggested by 
the Jewish Education Report. In fact, few schools have concentrated on more 
than one of these activities or developed mechanisms to ensure that most 
youngsters participate. It i s now cl ear that several factors have blocked the 
complete implementation of thi s concept: 

1. Congregational supplementary schoo ls have limited administrative and 
planning resources. In general, administrative energy has been focused on 
the implementation of the school's ongoing program - rather than on the 
development of new program approaches. The development and implementation 
of a new approach including intensive outreach to parents, retreat 
programs , youth group activity, and significant summer programming such as 
camps and Israel travel, requires a far greater administrative time 
commitment than has been available in most educational institutions . 

2The Congregational Enrichment Fund annually involves approximately 400 parents 
and students in family education activities; 850 children and teenagers in 
weekend retreat programs; and 2,000 students in other co-curricular activities . 
In addition , camp incentive grants help send approximately 35 students to their 
first - time Jewish summer camping experience. Cleveland participation in Camp 
Ramah (affiliated with the Conservative Movement) , for example , has almost 
tripled since the year before the Congregational Enrichment fund, from 13 to 
around 35-40 projected for next summer. 
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2. The Bureau of Jewish Educati on feels it has not had sufficient staff to 
develop an individualized approach to congregations that takes into account 
the fact that each congregation is, in its own way, an independent Jewish 
educational system requiring carefully planned consultation at many 
operational levels . 

Future Planning Efforts : 

In order to begin addressing these restraining factors, a number of planning 
initiatives are under consideration which may have an important impact on 
future services : 

1. The CSPC ' s new Commission on Youth , co-sponsored with the Congregat ional 
Plenum, will work closely with the JCC, the Bureau of Jewish Education, the 
Congregations and Akiva High School to determine what steps can be taken to 
implement the specific "beyond the classroom" recommendations that pertain 
to youth . 

2. The CSPC leadership is giving cnnsideration to the possibility of 
developing a committee process working closely with the Bureau of Jewish 
Education, the JCC, and the congregations designed to deal with a variety 
of issues in Jewish education and to further interdisciplinary and -
interagency approaches to the integration of beyond the classroom activity 
into the regular curricular process of the schools . This approach was 
first suggested in the 1980 report. 

3. Recently , a small group of agency and planning 1 eadership met under the 
auspices of an international program aimed at strengthening Jewish 
education and identity . This effort led by Morton L. Mandel has already 
resulted in ongoing meetings of the JCC , Bureau , and College di r ectors 
aimed at i ncreasing interagency activity . In addition, it is expected that 
more Federation leadership will be involved in the local counterpart of 
this international process in the year ahead, which will be closely 
coordinated with CSPC and agency efforts. 

4. The Bureau strategic planning process is currently focusing on the services 
t he Bureau should provide in the future and which services it should 
perhaps no longer provide . This process will include an evaluation of the 
Bureau's role in ·supporting efforts to integrate formal and informal Jewish 
education in schools . 

Day School Education 

Th e Jewish Education Report r ecognized the effectiveness of day school 
education and recorrmended that the Bureau of Jewish Education explore ways to 
increase the number of youngsters enroll~d in Jewish day schools in Cleveland . 
Since 1980 , the Bureau has gone a long way toward developing this strategy 
through a number of comprehensive day school studies . These reports developed 
a strategy that called for corrmunal resources to be provided for new schools 
where it could be shown that the schools could potential ly add youngsters to 

-
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t he system of day school education . Since well over 90% of Orthodox youngsters 
already receive a day school education , this led to a Bureau strategy focused 
primarily on expansion in the non-Orthodox system. 

Progress to Date: 

Non - Orthodox Day School enrollment has changed remarkably over the last four 
years . Enrollment at Agnon has stabilized and now stands at around 108 
youngsters and the Solomon Schechter Day School of Cleveland has emerged as a 
strong viable alternative with more than 140 enrolled . In total, non-Orthodox 
Day School enrollment has nearly doubled since the 1980 Jewish Education 
Report , in spite of a 10% overall decline in the Jewish school population (see 
charts 5 and 10) . 

Restraining Factors: 

While the Bureau's day school reports have focused the community's attention on 
s trengthening the non -Orthodox day school system, less than 6% of potential 
non - Orthodox youngsters are currently enrolled in day schools . A number of 
factors have slowed the potential rate of non-Orthodox day school growth 
including a continuing reluctance on the part of many in the Jewish community 
to send their children to a parochial school; the cost of day schools as 
compared to the cost of public schools; and a concern for the quality of their 
children's secular education . 

Based on these factors, a ~umber of issues can be raised: 

1. Bot h non - Orthodox schools need to clearly identify their target markets . 
Solomon Schechter's success with a more traditional segment of the 
Conservative community would tend to suggest that Agnon's natural market 
would be among less traditional Conservative and Reform Jews . This market 
however , has little exper ience with day school education and places an 
extremely high value on the quality of secular education . 

2. While both Agnon and Schechter are working hard to recruit students , they 
need to develop comprehensive marketing strategies that stress both the 
importance of day school education in educating Jewish children and the 
quality of secular education offered . 

Teacher Education 

Progress to Date/Restraining Factors : 

The American Jewish community, according to most observers , is facing a 
significant shortage of line and administrative Jewish educational staff . 
Cleveland's history in the field of teacher recruitment and education contains 
a number of attempts to solve the problem. In the 1970's, the College of 
Jewish Studies developed "People of Valor" to recruit former school teachers 
(many of whom left school teaching to raise families) and provide them with the 
Jewish content needed to become first rate Jewish school teachers . The program 
failed for lack of interested teachers, and it was determined that part of the 
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problem lay in the high level of required training compared to the relatively 
modest rewards of teaching. In addition, conmunity policy has shifted and no 
longer views teacher education as the ~rimary role of the College of Jewish 
Studies. 

More recently, the Bureau of Jewish Education developed a three -year 
comprehensive teacher education program - the Jewish Educator Services Program 
funded through Federation's Endowment Fund - aimed mostly at supplementary 
school teachers at a variety of levels of skil l, knowledge, and experience . 
During the first year of the program over 200 teachers were involved in a 
variety of experiences through this program - some of which involved the 
College of Jewish Studies. This demonstration project has not yet been fully 
evaluated and no determination of its impact on the system has yet been made . 

-

-

-
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AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS ANO TRENDS 

Over a 11 Trends 

Since 1980, the community has completed two demographic studies and has learned 
more ab o u t its demo graph i c ma k e - u p , a t t i t u d es , an d 1 o n g er t e rm J e w i s h 
educational patterns . Excerpts from Cleveland •s 1980 Demographic Study and 
its 1982 study of 18- 29 year olds are appended to this document . 

The 1980 Demographic study showed generally high levels of organizational 
affi l iation (charts 11 and 12); high levels of participation in Jewish 
education (chart 23 shows that better than 90% of Cleveland ' s Jewish children 
are getting , have gotten, or will get s001e form of Jewish education); and low 
levels of intermarriage (chart 13) when compared to other Jewish communities . 
Most interestingly, however, the study revealed a rapidly shrinking pool of 
school aged youngsters - a pool which is now about 24% smaller than it was in 
1980 - assuming no major in-migration of school age children (chart 14) . It 
should , however, be noted that a recent study in Pittsburgh reveals a 
significant increase in the youngest group of children, and the Bureau reports 
an upswing in pre-school and kindergarten enrollment . Thi s could represent the 
l ong delayed 11 mini - baby boom 11 in the Jewish community as the post - war 
generation finally begins to raise its own children. If this trend emerges in 
Cleveland (which is demographically similar to Pittsburgh) it could have 
implications for future Jewish educational planning. 

The 18 - 29 year old study also contained interesting data . It revealed a 
generation of Jews with positive attitudes toward Judaism and Jewish life and a 
commitment to transmitting Jewish knowledge to their children (charts 15 and 
16) . I t showed that most of those surveyed received some form of Jewish 
education (charts 17 and 18) and revealed varying rates of 
dissatisfaction/satisfaction with the kinds of education they received (chart 
19) . Interestingly, the survey provided some support for the notion that 
I srael educational experiences have an important value for those who 
participate (charts 20, 21, & 22) . 

I n addition to the demographic data, other statistical information is appended 
to the program overview to provide a more complete picture of Jewish 
educational trends . Chart 5 shows a decline in school enrollment of only about 
10% during the time (since 1979/80) that the population of school age children 
dee 1 i ned by about 24%·. 

Charts 1, 2, 3, 5, & 6 show the proportion of Federation allocations to Jewish 
education over time , and indicate the breakdown of current allocations and 
enrollments within Jewish education . It should be noted that since the 1980 
Jewish Education Report , allocations to Jewish education have increased in 
total dolla r s but have remained constant as a proportion of total allocations 
to local agencies . During this time , the significant increases recommended by 
the 1980 report have been provided largely through endowment funding , much of 
which will be ending at the end of this f i scal year . The integration of these 
special endowment funded projects wil l be an important part of the Rating 
Committee's decision making in the field of Jewish education . · 
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The Bureau of Jewish Education 

The Bureau of Jewish Education is the Federation's planning arm in Jewish 
education and serves all the students and teachers in 27 schools through the 
provision of educational, financial, and planning services. Educational 
services include teacher education, personnel services such as granting teacher 
licenses, support services such as media and curriculum assistance, and the 
coordination of the Educational Directors' Council and its programs. Other 
activities include recruiting f or Israel trips, providing financial aid for 
trips to Israel, and supervising the transportation system which transports 
students to the various Jewish schools. Financial services include reviewing 
annual school budget proposals, and servi~g as the conduit for all budgetary 
information and allocation distributions to Federation subvented schools, and 
overseeing the management of some of the educational buildings such as the 
College/Agnon/Akiva building and the Cleveland Hebrew Schools. Planning 
services include conducting school evaluations, developing experimental 
educational programs, educational policy, and funding guidelines (such as those 
relating to day school education), and serving as a data bank of information 
for both local and national use on various educational matters. Chart 4 shows 
a breakdown of Bureau services . 

-

During the past five years , the Bureau of Jewish Education has taken on many A 
new challenges and responsibilities as a resu lt of increased school and W' 
community needs . The increased needs and demands have resulted in a more 
proactive approach to planning, including school evaluations , research, and 
statistical analysis. During the last few years, the Bureau has developed and 
monitored increased services to the congregations through the Congregational 
Services Department and the Congregational Enrichment Fund. It has engaged in 
studies of our educational institutions including the College of Jewish 
Studies, Agnon, and now Aki va High School. The Bureau has spent a great deal 
of time studying our day school system, examining ways in which the schools 
could be integrated, and developing policy guidelines for day school funding. 
Other new areas have been the de ve lopment and monitoring of the Jewish 
Educator Services Program (the comprehensive teacher education program aimed 
primarily at supplementary school teachers), the Israel Incentive Savings Plan, 
and the Scholarship Program for high school and college student trips to Israel 
and residential summer camp. 

The ongoing and inc-reasing educational needs and demands on our system will 
necessitate the continuation and expansion of this approach to planning for our 
educational institutions. Meeting these increased demands for services has 
placed new strains on the Bureau's staff and budget and constitute one of the 
principal reasons for the Bureau's strategic planning process referred to 
above . 

Day Schools 

Most commentators on Jewish education, including our own Jewish education .e 
studies, stressed the importance and effectiveness of day school education as 
compared to most afternoon school Jewish education. Day School education is 
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viewed as being more effective because it provides an all day integrated 
environment (so that youngsters don't feel that Jewish studies are competing 
with other programmatic alterna tives) ; because it provides far more hours of 
Jewish instruction than supplementary Jewish educaiion (6 is the maximum for 
communal schools in Cleveland and 12 is the minimum for day schools); and 
because day schools on the whole enjoy more support and commitment from their 
parents and students than do supplementary schools . (3) Day schools in 
Cleveland include the Hebrew Academy, The Agnon School , The Solomon Schechter 
School, Mosdos Ohr Hatorah , and the Mizrachi School . (The Ratner Day School is 
not affiliated with the Bureau of Jewish Education and operates on a somewhat 
different model than most of our other day schools . ) 

1. Orthodox Day Schools 

I n 1978/79, 95.5% of those enrolled in Cleveland's Orthodox day schools 
were enrolled at the Hebrew Academy of Cleveland. With the development of 
new Orthodox day schools, its share of this market has gradually decreased 
to 76%, while total enrollment (excluding Russian students) has remained 
remarkab ly stable (see chart 9). This shift in market share reflects 
national changes taking place in Orthodox Judaism and increasing 
selectiveness on the part of Orthodox parents. 

Several community studies by the Bureau and the CSPC have found that the 
new Orthodox day schools have not and cannot expand the number of 
youngsters receiving a day school education and can therefore only serve to 
fragment Orthodox day school education at considerable cost to the 
community . These reports reinforce the need to maintain a strong and 
viable Hebrew Academy and thereby avoid further fragmentation at this time . 
The Hebrew Academy is therefore the only one of the three Orthodox Schools 
funded through conmunity resources and receives around $1,100 per pupil per 
year (see chart 10). It should also be noted that the Hebrew Academy 
provides scholarship aid to a large number of lower income students and 
that it ra ises a great deal of non-Federation support to carry out this 
service . 

2. Non -Orthodox Day School Education 

Agnon's current enrollment stands at around 108 and, its major challenge 
lies in increasing the number of students it serves . • A significant 
increase in the ·number of students served would, in itself, considerably 

3while there has not been extensive research in Jewish day school education the 
few studies which do address this area generally confirm that a more inte;sive 
Jewish education plays a positive and decisive role in enhancing the Jewish 
identity of its graduates . 
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l ower per capita costs and allow the school to begin lowering the current 
level of community subvention . 

The Agnon Schoo l is funded at a rate of $1,770 'per student for the 1984/85 
school year. It should be noted , however , that Agnon carries unusually 
high facility costs compared to the other day schools . These costs could 
represent as muc h as $400 of the difference in the per capita costs of 
Agnon and Schechter and also affect its need for community subvention . The 
school recognizes the challenges it faces and has simultaneously undertaken 
the difficult tasks of increasing its marketing throughout t he non-Orthodox 
corrmunity, while at the same time , contro lli ng costs to avoid the need for 
any i ncrease in community subvention . These efforts are reflected in the 
fact that Agnon projects a maximum per capita subvention of $1,635 in 
1985/86 and can maintain its current level of service at 90% of its current 
al locati on, even if no packages are funded, with a projected per cap ita 
subvention of $1,482 . 

The Solomon Schechter Day School ' s maximum requested per capita subvention 
for the coming year comes to approximately $700. This figure compares 
favorably, not only with other day schools but even with the subvention 
l evels of our supplementary schools . 

-

The Bureau's report on funding guideli ,1es for day schools, approved by the a 
CSPC , indicates that "budgeting targets should be developed wh er ever necessary W 
to assure that the per capita level of subvention for each day school is 
reasonable and that the total subvention for each school i s related over time 
to the number of youngsters it serves . " The Bureau has considered this goal i n 
its deliberations on rating priorities, and specific target s will be further 
discussed by CSPC and Budget Committee leadership in the near future . In 
addition, it should be noted that tuition charges in al l beneficiary day 
schools exceed the 1976 report recommendation that "the amount charged parents 
should be no less than half the per capita cost." 

Supplementary Jewish Educati on 

Supplementary Jewish education takes place ou tside of a youngster ' s regular 
school environment . In Cleveland, approximately 67% of youngsters r eceiving a 
Jewi sh education participate mai nly in congregationally sponsored supplementary 
Jewish education and appr oximate ly 13% mainly in commun~lly sponsored 
supplementary Jewish education (see chart 6) . (About 40% of the youngsters 
enrolled in Cleveland Hebrew Schools - a corrmunal supplementa ry school - do so 
as part of an arrangement their respective congregations have made with the 
school . Bethaynu , Mayfield Hillcrest, Am Shalom and Beth Shalom are all 
presently constituent members of Cleveland Hebrew Schools . ) Supplementary 
Jewish educati on for all rel igious or ientations generally takes place 
afternoons and Sundays with the number of hours of Jewish instruction provided 
ranging from 2 to 7 hours . 

The differences between communal and congregational s upplementary Jewish 
education have become blurred over the y~ars . One major difference is that 
communal suppl ementary schools are funded in large part by the Federati on while 
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congregational supplementary schools have, at least until recently, not 
recei ved any community subvention at all . Another major difference between the 
communal and congregational systems is that the communal schools are open to 
all Cleveland Jews while the congregational schools are generally only open to 
their own congregants. 

Communal schools have a long tradition in Cleveland as the successors to the 
Tal mud Torah movement that provided a major share of the Jewish education in 
our community and throughout the country . Over the years many communities have 
abandoned their communal systems, as the educational function moved to 
congregational settings , and indeed only 10% of all students r eceiving 
supplementary ed ucation are found in community - sponsored schools . In 
Cleveland , supplementary Jewish education has also shifted to congregations , 
and today only 16% of supplementary scho0l students are in communal schools 
(and many of these do so through their congregational affiliations) . 

Each communal school has its own unique history and current circumstances . 

1. Workmen's Circle School - The Workmen's Circle School provides the 
community ' s only Yiddish language education. Past Bureau and Federation 
analyses have concluded that the furtherance and preservation of this 
aspect of Jewish culture was worth the relatively small investment provided . 
In recent years the Workmen's Circle School has shown some signs of revival . 
It has had an especially good record in reaching out to Soviet Jewish 
youngsters . In 1984/85, however, the school's enrollment did not reach 
projections . The Bureau will continue to monitor the school closely, 
especially its overall enrollment trends. 

2. Yes hi vath Ada th B 'nai I srael (YABI) - YABI has a strong Orthodox 
congregationa l tie and remains the only supplementary school with an 
Orthodox orientation. YABI's tuition charge in relation to its total cost 
i s relatively low (20 .9%) and it generates only 11 . 4% of its total cost 
t hrough tuition income (see chart 7). YABI does, however , generate a great 
deal of income from fund rais ing and serves many lower income students. 
After a major enrollment decline in the mid to late 1970 1 s , YABI ' s student 
population leveled off . However , last year , YABI suffered a drop in 
enroll ment and a consequent inc r ease in per capita cost and per capita 
subvention (see chart 8) . This year YABI wi 11 not be coming t o the 
community with any packages over 90%. 

3. Akiv a High School - Akiva is an int~r-congregational communal Hebrew High 
School, although over the years it has had some difficulty attracting the 
broad base of high school age enrollment that the community had hoped for. 

Akiva has reduced costs for the current year , will operate with only 66% of 
its 1984/85 allocation, and will have no packages over 90% . This has been 
accomplished because of a ma jor drop in enrollment , administrative 
reorganization, and a significant decrease in transportation costs . The 
Bureau is working closely with the school ' s leadership to develop a more 
effective and aggressive approach to the provision of in t er- congregational 
Hebrew high school educational services . · 
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4. Cleveland Hebrew Schools - Cleveland Hebrew Schools is perhaps the most 
direct "descendant" of the Talmud Torah movement_ providing mor e intensive 
Hebrew afternoon education than any other school i n the community . It 
provides 5½ hours a week of Hebrew education as compared to the 4 hours 
offered at Beth Torah . Currently its enrollment is made up of youngsters 
who joined Cleveland Hebrew Schools as part of synagogue schools 
(approximately 40%) ; youngsters who joined independently but who are 
members of congregations ( approxi mately 20%) ; an d youngsters who are 
completely unaffiliated (appr oximately 40%) . Cleveland Hebrew School's 
enrollment has varied over the years . After a number of recent increases , 
it is projec ting a significant drop due to the loss of Bethaynu which is 
sta~ting its own Hebrew school . Cleveland Hebrew School's per capita costs 
are in line with similar costs in the congregational supplementary schools 
but these may be adversely affected by the loss of Bethaynu . Cleveland 
Hebrew School's per capita subvention is $516 without UJRS (see chart 7) . 
The school's tuition charges represent 28% of the per capita cost . 

The merger three years ago of Cleveland Hebrew Schools and UJRS was viewed 
as an important way of controlling the rising cost of the two institutions . 
While per capita cost and subventions have not been significantly reduced 
(see chart 8), the me r ger has helped control the rate of cost and 

., 

subvention increases at the two institutions . - • 

UJRS offers minimal Jewish education to a population of Jews that may be 
"at risk" in t erms of its connection to the Jewish community . 
Participation in this program, therefore, provides an important "linkage" 
to the community at a relatively modest price. 

Tuition charges are a key issue for future study for communal supplementary 
Jewish education . Chart 7, comparing tuit ion charges and per capita tuition 
income with Federation subvention and total cost , shows that for the most part 
our conmunal supplementary schools receive a relat ively small percentage of 
their total cost from tuition fees, and a re latively high percentage from 
Federation subvention . (It should also be noted that the third element of 
r evenue , in addition to Federation subvention and tuition , is private fund 
r aising , which is regulated by Federation processes . ) 

More i mportantly, the tuition fees themselves are set rather low in relation to 
per capita costs . Tu.ition fees represent only 28% of total per capita cost at 
CHS , 20 . 9% of total per capita cost at YABI , and 19. 4% of total per capita cost 
at Ak i va (where tuitions are generally paid by congregations and not by 
f amilies . ) 

These tuition charges are especially worth noting in l ight of the 
recommendation in the 1976 Jewish Education Study Committee Report cited 
earlier that while "all parents who demonstrate that they cannot afford to meet 
the costs of t uition should receive appropr1ate subs1dy • •• the obJect1ve should 
be to attain a situation in f 1ve years where tuition rates will be fixed so 
that the parent and the conmunity share costs . Specifically, this means that 
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the amount charged parents should be no less than half the per capita cost" 
(emphasis added) . 

It should be noted that per capita costs and subventions may decline for some 
schools in the coming years as a result of Bureau initiated reductions in 
transportation costs. 

The College of Jewish Studies 

The College of Jewish Studies plays a key role in adult Jewish education ; 
participates with the Bureau in aspects of teacher education ; and is 
increasingly providing community services through its Institute for Jewish Life 
and Culture . Over the last four years, the College has made remarkable 
progress in carrying out the community mandate to shift its focus to adult and 
community education. It has also attracted many new students through the 
integration of excellent faculty and courses. 

In the process, it has increased credit hours from 1,377 in 1982/83 to 2,038 in 
1983/84, and income from program fees from $34,015 to $174,880 during that same 
period, while at the same time lowering per capita subvention . While it still 
carries a deficit resulting in part from certain restrictions on its fund 
raising plans, it is anticipated that recent Budget Committee decisions will 
help alleviate these problems. 

The Jewish Community Center 

The JCC has a role in enhancing Jewish identity. The role of the JCC in 
promoting and nurturing Jewish identity and continuity has been the focus of 
numerous national studies conducted ever since the mid 1940's. Most recently 
the JWB report of the Conmission on Maximizing Jewish Educational Effectiveness 
of Jewish Community Centers chaired by Morton L. Mandel, has reaffirmed the 
important place of the JCC in strengthening Jewish identity . The Jewish 
Community Center has maintained that enriching Jewish identity is one of its 
top priorities. Informal Jewish education and promoting Jewish identity is an 
ongoing objective in all of the JCC departments. Over the years, such JCC 
programs as Camp Wise and Anisfield Day Camp , the JCC preschool, Family Place , 
and JCC youth activities among many others have had an important impact on the 
Jewish identity of Cleveland's Jews . 

Cleveland's 1980 Jewish Education Report emphasized the possibility of 
expanding the educational role of the JCC in three key areas by : 

1. Developing and implementing a program of retreat experiences in conjunction 
with schools . 

2. Using its expertise to ensure that each youngster participates in an 
intensive Jewish summer camp experience . 

3. Participating in a process aimed at increasing the number of students 
involved in youth groups and raising the level of their Jewish content. 
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With the construction of a new JCC branch at the Beachwood complex, 
opportunities for the JCC in the area of Jewish education and Jewish identity 
wi 11 continue to grow . The conference center is eagerly awaited by our 
educational institutions , including our congregational schools for use for 
retreat and camping programs . The College of Jewish Studies , is also awaiting 
the development of the conference center and has agreed to work closely with 
the JCC i n its development as an educational tool. The close proximity of the 
Beachwood JCC to the College of Jewish Studies building (which houses the Akiva 
High School and the Agnon Day School) and to many of our community's 
congregational schools , will also provide increased opportunity for cooperative 
effort and joint pr ogramming in the area of Jewish identity and education. As 
informal Jewish education and beyond the classroom activities become integral 
parts of supplementary school education, JCC will be needed to provide its 
group work experti se in the planning of these programs . 

-

-
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HIGHLIGHTS OF KEY ISSUES FOR RATING COMMITTEE CONSIDERATI ON 

I . Bureau of Jewish Education and Schools 

A. Congregational Supplementary Jewish Education 

1. Whi 1 e sti 11 going through tne final evaluation phase , it is clear 
that the Congregational Enrichment Fund, though limited in ways 
des cribed i n the body of this report {in the section on 
"restraining factors" affecting the integration of "formal" and 
11 informal II education} , remains a viable option in accomplishing two 
key goals of co1T111uni ty policy outlined in both the 1976 and 1980 
Jewish Education reports. 

a. The Congregational Enrichment Fund represents concrete 
recognition of the idea that the community has a direct stake 
in the success of the Jewish educational process in 
congregations just as it does for any other Cleveland Jewish 
youngster . 

b. Th e Congregational Enrichment Fund, is our main tool for 
focusing co1T111unity resources on the development of "beyond the 
classroom" activities for the close to 70% of our youngsters 
enrolled in congregational Jewish educatioTI . 

2. It is vital that the "restraining factors" described in this report 
affecting cong·regations and "beyond the classroom" activity , be 
addressed in the year ahead . Specifically , it appears that greater 
work wi th congregations will be necessary to achieve many of the 
goals previously discussed . It is hoped that additional effort 
could be provided to ensure that Congregational Enr ichment Funds , 
and other congregational resources are used to develop 
comprehensive strategies designed to implement t he 11 beyond the 
classroom" approaches outl ineo in the 1976 and 1980 reports . 

B. Communal Supplement ary Jewish Education 

1. The Bureau is planning, in the year ahead , t o begin a careful study 
of our system of communal supplementary education. The material in 
th is report can help in gaining a better understanding of the 
rel ationship of the communal Jewish educational system to 
congregational sup plementary Jewish educati on . The rationale and 
purpose of communa l supplementary Jewish education needs to be 
clarified in order to strengthen its role in the Jewish educational 
process . The Bureau has already taken important steps aimed at 
controlling communal supplementary school costs and subventions 
t hr ough its Akiva study and changes in the Bureau transportation 
system. 
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2. Th e CSPC should follow and encourage the Bureau •s thorough 
exploration in the coming year of the relative costs, tuition 
policies, and subventions of the communal schools . 

C. Day Schools 

Day Schools continue to be a high community priority as defined by the 
community value ratings and 1976 and 1980 Jewish Education Reports . 

The Solomon Schechter Day School is participating in the rating process 
for the first time. This is also the first time that a new institution 
is being added as a beneficiary since the development of our modified 
budgeting system. It is important to note that the Solomon Schechter 

·Day School therefore has its entire subvention at risk in this year•s 
rating process. 

D. Teacher Education 

'· 

Teacher education should continue to be a high priority for our 
conrnunity. The Bureau and the CSPC are currently reviewing the Jewish 
Educator Services Program on an ongoing basis and will do another 
comprehensive review after the demonstration program is completed . 
Teacher education is an ongoing and important component of our A 
educational system. A teacher education package i~ included among the W 
Bureau•s 1985 11 at risk" prioriti':!s . In addition , some teacher support 
services are included in all of the Bureau•s continuing priorities . 

II. The Jewish Community Center 

During the rating process, consideration should be given to the role of JCC 
in enhancing Jewish identity. Many of this year •s program packages address 
the role that JCC plays in this area. 
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CHART 2 

PERCENT OF TOTAL LOCAL ALLOCATIONS TO EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES 

1980 - 1985 

% of Total 
Local 

Allocations Allocat ions<a) 

80/81 $1,599,894 27.1 

81/82 $1 ,724,106 27 .4 

82/83 $1,807,207 27 .0 

83/84 $1,844,592 27 .0 

84/85 $1,959,514 27.0 

(a) Total local allocations include United Way funds and do not include 
capital repairs and replacement, the JCF budget, and centralized services . 
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CHART 3 

ALLOCATIONS TO JEWISH EDUCATION(a} 

_,==--- ~ 

Congregationa1(c) 
...-::.;- ~ 

Communal (b) ----... ~. 
Schools ·--..~ Schools 

$ 107,477 
4.9% 

\ 
\ 

Footnotes 

$ 423 , 730 ' 

Bureau Cf) 
$ 469,240 

21.3% 

19.2% 

Co 11 ege< e 
$ 258 ,862 

11.8% 

Day Schools(d) 
$941,453 

42.8% 

\ 

' f 

(a) Figures, where appropriate, are based on 84/85 approved budgets. Not 
included in the total are: $40,000 of endowment grants and loans for 
trips to Israel and an estimated $28,000 which will be committed this year 
for the Israel Incentive Savings Plan ($40 x 7 yrs x 100 projected new 
participants ) . 

(b) Akivah.High School - $141,593; Cleveland Hebrew Schools/UJRS - $134 ,565; 
YABI - $134 , 488; Workmen•s Circle - $13,084 . 

(c) Congregational Enrichment Program funded through the Endowment Committee . 

(d) Hebrew Academy - $702,009; Agnon - $189 , 444 ; Solomon Schechter - $50,000 
in endowment funds . 

(e) Includes a $41,113 endowment grant for the Exhibition on Zionist 
Immigration to Israel. 

(f) Includes a $32 ,658 endowment grant for the Jewish Educator Services 
Program. 
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CHART 4 

BUREAU OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF 

EDUCATIONAL , FINANCIAL AND PLANNING SERVICES (a) 

Financial 
Services 

20% 

Educational 
Services 

65% 

Planning 
Services 

15% 

(a) Percentages exclude Bureau administration. 
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CHART 6 

DAY SCHOOLS - COMMUNAL - CONGREGATIONAL 

Direct Allocations for Formal Jewish Education for Children and Youth 

AllocationsCa) 

Congregational 
Schools 

$107,477 
7.2% 

Communal 
Schools 

$ 423,730 
28 . 8% 

Day Schools 
$ 941,453 

64% 

Enrollments 

Funded - 15.7% 
Day Schools 

Unfunded - 4.3% 1,100 
20% 

Congregational 
Schools 
3,700 
67 .3% 

(a) Allocations where appropriate, are based on 1984/85 approved budgets . The 
Day School figure includes a $50,000 endowment grant for Solomon 
Schechter; the allocation to congregations represents the endowment funded 
Congregational Enrichment Program which will be integrated into the 
regular budget for 1985/86. 

(b) Enrollments are estimates based on the 1984 census figures obtained by the 
Bureau. They do not inc lude preschool. Those students attending a 
communal school during the week and a congregational school on Sundays 
were included in the co~munal count . 
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CHART 7 

COMMUNAL SCHOOLS 

Detailed Analysis of Per Capita Income and Costs 
1984-85 

(Based on 1984/85 Approved Budgets and October Enrollment Census) 

WORKMEN'S CHS I UJRS AKIVA YABI CIRCLE 
No. of Students 235 68 177 168 51 
Total Budget $ 193,159 $ 29,676 $190,753 $ 200,912 $ 41,209 
Per Capita Cost $ 822 $ 436 $ 1,077 $1,195 $ 808 

($735 combined) 
Federation 

Subvention $134,565 $ 141,593 $134,488 $ 13,084 
Per Capita 
Subvention $ 516 $ 193 $ 800 $ 800 $ 256 

($444 combined) 
% of Income from 

Subvention 60 . 3% 74.2% 67% 31 . 7% 
Tuition $ 230 $ 165 $ 210 $ 250 $170* 

$240** 
Tuition as Per- -

centage of Cost 28% 38% 19.4% 20. 9% 20%* 
29 . 7%** 

Actual Tuition 
$ 37,800 I Income $45,085 $ 8,210 $ 23,000 $8,210 

Actual Average 
Per Capita 
Tuition $ 191 $ 120 $ 213 $ 84 $ 161 

Tuition Income as 
Percentage 23 .2% 27 . 5% 19.7% 11.4% 20% 
of Cost (23 . 9% comb . ) 

Total Contribution $16 , 000 $ 3,460 $ 43,574 $ 17,200 
Per Capita 

Contribution $ 53 $ 19 $ 259 $ 337 
% of Income from 

Contributions 7.1% 1.8% 21.6% 41.7% 
Cost of Facility $ 50,608 $ 14,208 $ 22,573 $ 2,450 

* (Sunday) 
** (Weekday & Sunday) 
See Page 2 and 3 for footnotes. 
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COMMENTS 

CHS/UJRS 
In early 1983, United Jewish Religious School (UJRS) was combined with Cleve
land Hebrew Schools (CHS) into one administrative unit. Before 1983, UJRS was 
a separate school receiving its own Federation subvention. Since then, the 
budgets have been combined and the schools receive one Federation subvention. 
However , because UJRS is a Sunday program (2.5 hours/week) and CHS provides 
5.5 hours/week of study , we have attempted to isolate the two schools in order 
to more fully understand them . 

The separate figures are estimated and proportioned based on the increase in 
the total subvention over the previous year . For example, the total increase 
in subvention over the previous year was 15.4%. The subvention f i gures for 
CHS and UJRS were estimated by increasing the previous year's separate subven
tions (see chart on communal schools -- per capita subvention) by that percent 
age. The same procedure was followed to determine the cost for the separate 
schools (the increase over the previous was 3.5%) . The per capita subventions 
and costs were calculated based on the estimated figures. The tuition incomes 
for the two schools are actual figures . 

Students who attend the preparatory program are not charged the full $230; 
there are also reductions in the tuition charge for families with more than 
one child in the school. 

-

The national average tuition for communal schools is approximately $340. The -
national average tuition income as percent of cost is 36% for large schools 
(over 100 students) and 43% for small schools (under 100 students) . Actual 
t uition income as percent of cost for our large communal schools are as fol -
lows: CHS - 23 . 2%; Akiva - 19.7%; YABI - 7% (estimated) ; and for our small 
schools , UJRS - 27.5% and Workmen's Circle - 20%. 

Cleveland Hebrew School believes that it will only raise $6,000 of the pro
jected $16 ,000. The figures relating to the contributions are based on the 
$16,000. 

Maintenance of the Lander Road CHS building, where the UJRS holds its Sunday 
morni ng classes, is approximately $9 , 500. The cost of maintenance personnel 
is not included in this figure . The building is presently only occupied on 
Sunday mornings . 

AKIVA 
Akiva is projecting an enrollment of 120 in 1985/86. Two synagogues -- Temple 
Emanu El and Fairmount Temple - - will no longer be sending their 7th grade 
classes to Akiva and will instead be conducting their own classes . The 
schools will continue to support Akiva and encourage 8th grade students to 
attend the school . 
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Communal Schools Page 3 

Akiva, continued 
Fairmount Temple 7th graders who wish to attend Akiva will be encouraged to do 
so . The Akiva projected budget for 1985/86 is approximately $130 ,000. 

The actual tuition income of $37,800 in the approved budget was based on 
projected enrollment of 180. 

YABI 
Yeshiva Adath B'nai Israel (YABI) also conducts a surmier school program. 
Since this program is not subsidized by the community, all costs relating to 
the surrmer school program (a total of $24,090) was removed from the budget. 
The changes are reflected in the cost of the facility and in the tuition 
income, both of which are estimated figures . 

YABI provides Jewish educational services to a large group of low- income 
fami l ies . This explains the lower percentage of income from tuition as 
compared to other schools . 

WORKMEN Is CIRCLE 
The Workmen ' s Circle Educational Center, a private separate corporation, owns 
the building where the school is located . For the last ten years , it has only 
charged Workmen's Circle $2,450 in rent. The remainder of the'cost is 
absorbed by the Educational Center. 

Workmen's Circle actual approved budget for 1984/85 was $50 ,949. However , 
$9,740 of the budget represents a transfer to the school from JCC for adult 
Yiddish ac t ivities. In order to more accurately reflect the school's budget , 
this figure was removed. 

DSL/jao: 1 



CHART 8 

COMMUNAL SCHOOLS -
PER CAPITA COSTS - PER CAPITA SUBVENTIONS - FIVE YEAR TRENDS 

Schoo1 I I Approved I 
Subvention 

I Per Cap~ Per Capital I Enro1 lment I Budget I I i ta Cos~ Subvention! 
I I I I I 

AKIVA I I I I 
I I I I 

80/81 256 I $197 , 513 I$ 142 ,413 $ 771 I $ 556 I 
81/82 225 201,609 I 147,219 896 I 654 I 
82/83 231 195,979 I 145,874 848 I 631 I 
83/84 205 195,848 I 139,632 955 I 681 I 
84/85 177 190,753 I 141,593 1,077 I 799 I 

I I I 
CHS/UJRS I I I 

I I I 
CHS I I I 
80/81 157 $ 171,203 I $ 94,053 $ 1,090 I $ 599 I 

81/82 214 170,207 I 94 , 207 795 I 440 I 
82/83 r 201 (177,017) ( a)I 102,174 (880 >I 508 
83/84 I 213 (186,527) I (105,139) (875)1 (493) 
84/85 I 235 (193,159) I (121,387) ( 822 )I (516) 

I I I -UJRS I I I 
80781 I 100 $ 29,902 I $15,627 $ 299 I $ 156 

81/82 I 91 26,139 I 12,491 287 I 137 
82/83 I 86 (27,187) I 11,090 C 316 >I 129 
83/84 I 95 (28,650) (11,412) < 301 >I (120) 
84/85 I 68 (29,676) (13,178) < 436 )I (193) 

I 
WORKMEN ' S I 
CIRCLE I 

I 
I 80/81 I 42 $ 46,736 $ 26,826 1$1 ,11 2 $ 638 
I 81/82 I 45 44,606 24,866 I 991 552 
I 82/83 I 46 38 445(b) 15 ,326(b)(c)I 835 333 
I I • (C) I 
I 83/84 I 60 44 082<d> 14,82Q(d) I 734 247 
I I , (c) 

I 
I 84/85 I 51 · 41 209(c) 13,084 I 808 256 ' I I I 
I YABI - I I 
I I 

$ 163,l69 (e) $ 106,734(e) 
I 

I 80/81 I 167 I $ 977 $ 639 
I 81/82 I 187 177 , 496( f) 118 ,838<f > I 949 635 
I 82/83 I 219 193,376(9) 125,145(9) I 882 I 571 
I 83/84 I 204 200,985 126,217 I 985 I 618 
I 84/85 I 168 200,912(h) 134,488 I 1, 195 I 800 
I I I I 

(See Page 2 for Footnotes) 
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FOOTNOTES 

CHS/UJRS 

(a) In early 1983, Cleveland Hebrew Schools and United Jewish Religious 
Schools were joined into one administrative unit . The figures in parenthe
sis are estimated fi gures based on a calculated breakdown of the combined 
CHS/UJRS budgets and subventions. The figures were proportioned based on 
the total percent increase over the prior year . For example , the combined 
CHS/UJRS budget for 82/83 is $204 , 204 , approximately a 4% increase over 
81/82 . Four percent was added to the 81/82 CHS budget to determine the 
82/83 CHS budget and 4% was added to the 81/82 UJRS budget to determine 
the 82/83 UJRS budget . The same procedure was followed to determine the 
separate budgets and subventions for the subsequent years . All the fig
ures were adjusted slightly so that the estimated separ ate budgets when 
combined, equalled the total approved budget . 

WORKMEN Is CIRCLE 

(b) Includes $1 ,920 in refugee resettlement funds. 

(c) Beginning i n 1982/83, funds from the Federation allocation spent on adult 
Yiddish activities were separated out from the school budget,and instead.a 
direct allocation for this purpose was made to JCC. The allocation 
($10,557 in 1982/83, $13,179 in 1983/84, and $9,740 in 1984/85) appears in 
the Workmen ' s Circle budget as a transfer from JCC. These figures were 
removed from the total Workmen's Circle budget to more accurately reflect 
the cost of running the school . 

(d) Includes $1,650 in refugee resettlement funds. 

YABI 

(e) Includes $5,100 in refugee resettlement funds. 

(f) Includes $4,590 in refugee resettlement funds. 

( g) Includes $3 ,672 in refugee resettlement funds. 

(h) Approved budget was adjusted to remove summer school costs . 

DSL/jao :6 
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75/76 

TOTAL AGNON 106 
Russian Stuc!ents 
at Agnon 3 
Net Agnon 103 

TOTAL SOLOMON 
SCHECHTER 
Russian Students at 
So l omon Schechter 
Net Solomon Schechter 

TOTAL NON-ORTHODOX 106 
Net Non-Orthodox 103 

TOTAL HEBREI~ 
ACADEMY 661 
Russian Students at 
Hebrew Academy 12 
Net Hebrew Academy 649 

TOTAL MOSOOS 
OHR HATORAH 
Russian Students 
at Mosdos 
Net Mosdos 

TOTAL Ml ZRACHI 
Russian StuJents 
Net ~lizrachi 

TOTAL ORTHODOX 661 
Net Orthodox 649 

TOTAL DAY SCHOOL 767 
Day School 752 

ANNUAL DAY SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS (K-12) 
' 75 - '85 

76/77 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81 

133 148 154 164 124 

10 12 16 23 19 
123 136 138 141 105 

15 

1 
14 

133 148 154 164 139 
123 136 BR 141 119 

692 702 674 719 702 

12 17 37 100 125 
680 685 637 619 577 

29 53 82 

2 4 7 
27 49 75 

692 702 703 772 784 
680 685 664 668 652 

825 850 S57 936 923 
803 821 809 771 

September 18 , 1984 .. 

81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 

' 

106 104 104 108 

10 6 6 2 
96 98 98 HH:i 

46 84 109 145 

0 0 4 5 
46 84 105 I il 0 (') 

::c 

152 174 213 253 ~ 
14 2' 168 203 246 f-3 

I.O 

679 624 612 604 

89 50 47 44 
590 574 565 560 

96 105 128 162 

9 9 7 7 
87 96 121 155 

6 21 
0 0 
6 21 

775 729 746 787 
677 670 692 736 

927 903 959 40 
819 838 895 82 
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CHART 10 

Jewish Community Federation 

DAY SCHOOL DATA 

(BASED ON 84/85 APPROVED BUDGETS} 
(Does not include Pre-School) 

Hebrew Solomon 
Academy Agnon SchechtPr 

# Students (h} 602 107 146 

Total budget (a) 2, 028 , 516 449 , 979 444,347 (b) 

Per capita cost 3,369 4,205 3,043 

Federation subvention 702,009 ( C) 189 , 444 50,000 

Per capita subvention 1,166 1, 770 342 

% of income from 
subvention 34.6% 42 . 1% 11.2% 

Actual tuition income 528 , 940 177,275 237 , 775 

Average per capita 
tuition 878 1, 656 1,628 

% of income from 
tuition 26% 39.3% 53 . 5% 

Total contributions 638,037 (d) 61,000 (e) 152,847 

Per capi t a contributions 1,059 570 (g ) 1,046 

% of income from 
contributions 31.4% 13 . 5% 34 . 3% 

Cost of facility ( f) 152, 289 113,072 61,775 

FOOTNOTES 

(a} Includes government income for food subsidies (H . A. = $64,000 ; Agnon = O; 
Solomon Schechter = $7,300); does not include government funded auxiliary 
services . 

(b) Difference of $42 , 668 from the figure ($487 ,015) which appears in the 
budget , represents $37,668 in government - funded auxiliary services and 
$5,000 in capital expenses which should not have appeared in the budget . 
Gover nment funded auxiliary services do not appear in the Hebrew Academy 
and Agnon budgets . 

(c) Includes $10 , 000 in resettlement funds . 

C~ntinued on Page 2 
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(d) Represents $92,200 in general contributions plus an appropriation from 
unrestricted funds totalling $545, 837. Does not include investment and 
rental income. 

(e) Contribution of $21 , 097 from the new building campaign fund is not 
included . 

(f) Includes repair , maintenance, utilities, insurance, and rent (where 
appropriate) . 

(g) If the $21 , 097 from the new building campaign fund is included in the total 
contributions , the per capita contribution would be $767 . 

(h) These enrollment f igures were obtained before the official Bureau census 
was completed . The current enrollment is: Hebrew Academy - 604; Agnon -
108; Solomon Schechter - 145. 

d135/dsl : 3 
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CHARTS 1 1 & 1 2 

:e 
Chart 11: Membership in Synagogue or Temple 

by Religious Preference 
(by percent) 

Percent 
85.8 

80 

70 67.8 

61.3 60 58.2 

50 

40 

30 

20 

:e 10 
5.6 

RELI GIOUS Orthodox Conservative Reform Other All Combined PREFERENCE 

Under 30 59.7 33.3 7.0 Chart 12·: Percentage of . 

30-39 45.4 38.1 16.5 
Families with Membership 

in Jewish Organizations 
40-49 30.3 35.2 

: 
34.5 other than 

Congregations, 
50-64 24.4 47.9 27.7 by Age Group 

65+ ' . .. 39.3 37.7 24.3 

All Age 
38.0 37.7 24.3 G~up~ 
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a ( See explana tion - next page) 
Je~ Community Federation of Cleveland -Februa r y , 1985 

Richmond I Denver Cleveland I Pittsburgh 
18-29 I All I 18-29 I Al l 18-29 A 11 I 18 - 29 Al 1 

I I I I I I 
Percentage I Born Jew & Born Jew 3 5 . 0% I 67. 6% I 2 7 . 6% I 62.4% 60 . 8% 82 . 5% I 52.9% 78 . 5% 

I I I I I 
of I I I 

I Born Jew & Convert 21.4% I 12.4% I 6. 3% I 6.6% 15 . 7% 6.4% I 20 . 6% 8 . 5% 
Married I I I I I 

I I I I 
Couples I Born Jew & Non-Jew 43.6% I 20. 0% I 66 . 0% I 30 . 1% 23 . 5% 11 . 1% I 26 . 5% I 13 . 0% 

I I I I I I 

Percentage I Percent of Born Jews I I I I 
of I Married to I 32% 11% 51% 18% 14% 6% 1 17.3%1 7. 3% I 

Individua l s I Non- J ews I I I I 

/jaoch/s70 
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Jewish Community Federation 
of Cleveland 

June 27, 1984 

ANALYZING INTERMARRIAGE: COMPARING APPLES ANO APPLES 

Statistics are frequently misunderstood--especially when used for 
comparative purposes. The chart above will help to give us a 
better sense of what we mean by the intermarriage numbers we've 
been using. The first thing the chart does is to differentiate 
between 18- 29 year olds and the population at large . This shows 
that today's young adults are marrytng non - Jews to a much greater 
extent than former generations. 

The second thing the chart does is to differentiate clearly 
between those Jews we are most concerned about- - namely those Jews 
who marry non - Jews (and therefore intermarry in the truest sense 
of the word) and those Jews who marry born Jews or who marry 
converts, and who therefore are clearly marrying within the faith. 
Frequently there is some confusion caused when marriages to 
converts and marriages to non-Jews are lumped together in 
statistical presentations. 

The last distinction is probably the most complex and the most 
difficult to understand. Beneath the double line are percentages 
of born Jews married to non-Jews. These in a sense are the 
people we are most worried about--the actual percentage of those 
born Jews who married non-Jews. Why then is this number uPercent 
of Born Jews Marrie~ to Non-J ews" smaller than the figure right 
above it--percentage of married couples containing a born Jew and 
a non - Jew? The answer is that the statistics above the double 
line reflect couples, while the percentages below the double line 
reflect individuals. (Couples where a born Jew is married to a 
born Jew contain twice as many Jewish people as couples in either 
of the other two categorTes.) So, if we wanted to ask the key 
question, "What percentage of our 18-29 year old Clevelanders are 
now married to non-Jews?", the answer would be l4i, not 23.St. 
(23.5% is the percentage of couples included in the survey 
containing a born Jew and a non - Jew.) 

/jaos70:6 



CHART 14 

Age Distribution of Children under 18 
(by six-year intervals) e 

Percent 

6,571 

40 

5,250 

30 

3,713 

20 -
10 

0 
Years of Age 0-5 6 -11 12-17 

Total Number of Children 15,534 
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CHART 15 
(See e xplanation on next page) 

WHEN APPLIED TO YOU, HOW TRUE 
ARE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS? 

(in percentages} 
OITMOOQJ COIISUVA TIVE IIEFOIIM DT!IU 

AU COllllNED 
lollltt- $Q11£. SOlll· so•I· 

YU Ill WIIAT TH IO WIIAT YU IIO W!IAT YU IIO WHAT TU 10 IOll[WMAT 

M y tam,ty nu naa I greai ottect on my .i.w,snne., .... ..... 710 73 146 73 4 5.3 21.3 565 12 4 311 41 4 310 27 6 638 tO • 2H 

My tnenos have n1a a great t 11Kt on m y Jew,snnHS •••. •. •• 683 7.3 244 25 4 , 2,0 32.5 249 321 430 138 552 310 213 3S3 35 4 

Mt parents nave atways bffn memt>e~ ot I c:ong,~hon .. •• 902 98 - S.D 1U 4 I 750 2" 21 51.7 A-48 3.5 783 189 28 

I nave uMO tne Jew1sn Communrty Center .• _ . _ • • •• •• • • • • • 5115 22_0 t9S 6&.1 16 7 17.3 $3 4 337 130 759 17.2 69 503 247 150 

My p,1,ents would l>el-•-.Y- ,1/'tmefl I 
tnlff'll'G I non-Je'lllt , , ••• , , , , , , , , • •• , • , •• , , , • , • • , • , , , •• 951 - 4.ll 780 6.0 16.l 556 21 4 230 511.6 276 13.8 684 138 17.8 

5. I would went my etutc:1,en lo be raised as J.-wt 
,ega,cl- ol wnom I mamecl •••• . •• ••••••• •• •••• •...• • 1000 - - 93 4 t .8 •.a 816 5,.3 >3.2 538 14 3 32.1 Mt • O 99 

7 Jewt.sn c:eremon.n a nd cuaioms f\l."" meaning to me .. ..... 97.6 - 2.• au - 11.11 710 3.6 25 4 414 310 27.tl 783 3.7 190 

a I woulO want my chllOren to ,,.1eo,,1e ,,,_., llarl Bal M,tzvan .• • 1(X)0 - - ea.2 .6 11.2 1174 14 24.2 4114 32.2 2 14 77 4 61 1a~ 

9 I see mv,ell as a sun,,,,o, ol Ille Holocatnl ............... 415 439 14.6 2U '34 277 212 556 233 24 2 517 24 I ,f; 7 49.2 24 t 

10 I teer a close pe,sof\l!I connecuon wrtn all 
Jews lhrciugnou1 tustory ••••••• .•••••• • • ••• • , • , •••• , •• sos 2 • 171 51.5 18 0 30.S 335 27.2 393 .... 276 276 46 0 212 3H 

11 Se,ng 1n Ame11can J e,,,, matces me odt~,_,., ttom 
ottie, A1T'lr1caru ···· ····· ······· ····· ········· ···· ·· 17 8 2 • 98 667 17.3 161 463 253 28 4 55 2 310 t38 591 202 207 

12 Jf'Ws snov1e1 ~ conctff'teO w11n ways ,.n wf'NCl'I tttey 
c1:n 1mo,ove kte tor au ~.cans . ................ .......... 439 14 6 41.5 707 67 22.6 695 63 24 2 71 4 1,3 1'3 6H H 24 5 

13 I 110 to syna9ogue,1emo1e on tne ~,gn Hot1aays ••.•••••.. • • IIXI0 - - 899 54 48 760 12.S 11.S .... 37 9 17 2 81 7 102 81 

" I p-ete, 10 trve ,n I J.-wtsn ne~gnborhood ••.•• , ••• ········ 902 24 7.3 619 137 2• 4 •S-3 208 339 3' 5 37 9 27 6 553 176 271 

15 I -..oula only ,.,."Y • Je,. •••••••••••••••••.••....•.. . .• !15 1 • !I - 652 20 I 1'6 403 uo 15 7 34 5 483 17 2 548 31 4 138 

16 I wou10 marry a non•Jew d hetsne con"9t1.0 .. . ............ 27 S 6'5 100 488 385 16.7 54. 21 a 11 a 412 333 185 48• 351 t65 

17 I try to •n•no • Pesso.er Scaer eiltll .,.,., • .... ......... .. l(X)O - - 8S 2 1.a 30 965 7 3 62 5116 241 11 'l 89 • S5 5 I 

18 r have- or ,nteno to '1-lve. Jewisn DOOk.s. magazines 
1n my nome •••• • • • • •• • • •••• . • .• ••••••..•• , • • ••• , •·, 1000 - - a 10 36 15.5 620 135 245 •83 «a 69 722 10• 17 • 

19 t wouid ""•"'1 my cJ"ukSr~ to ~ n .a.bouJ ~, 

Jew,,., ne•tta~ ........ ... .•. .. ........ . ............ t lXI0 - - 97 0 a 24 93 7 .s 58 741 1, 185 94 . 9 47 

20 I SVOPO" tsraeJ ······ ················· ········· ···· · 97 6 - 2 4 8118 1 8 9 S 788 21 19 2 621 3• 3' 5 83 . 18 147 

21 ts,.~ rs I I'\ ,mperta.nt •ac10, 1n my per,anaJ 

s;ense of Jewts.nneu .. .. .... ..... ..... ··············· 878 2 4 98 6H 8 3 231 :.6 0 197 24. '1' 34,5 2• I 629 ,.s 226 

22 A Jew nust take a n 1eri"e ,Ole 1n 9ua,,n1ee--ng treE"Gorn 

ano eoua1oty to•" peol)le - .i.ws 111<1 no,,-J- ..... .. 51 0 2• 366 :a3 49 16.9 71 6 4 : n 1 793 10 3 10 4 738 • 9 21 3 

23 t conlnt>ute. Of ,n,.,..o to conmout~ money 10 
Jew,sn c1uses ••••. . . .. . . •• . .. . • . ••••..•..• •.• , •.• •. 1000 - - 18 7 12 10 I 1e 4 a• 132 621 69 310 835 , 1 It 9 

2• f n.111e vis-tea ts-rael ..... .... ........... .. ......... .. .. 756 2• 4 - •50 550 - 352 641 - 3H 655 - • 29 571 -
~ I want plan 10 v,s,t ls,aet _ .••••• • •.• . .•. . . .• • .• • • ••••• . 915 - 25 80.o aa 11.l 690 12 5 185 500 231 269 750 10• 146 

28 I have COl"I.S1dera-d ftrae:l a.s a olac.e to ~ • • • • . . •••.•• . .•• • 683 171 146 280 601 11.9 u 834 67 138 n, 138 226 67 . 9.9 

27 I teei a °"" ol t~ 0<ga1112ec:1 J - r,n community 
,n Clev•land ... . ... .... . . .. ..... . . .. .. . ... • • • • • • • • • • 585 73 34 1 373 320 30.8 34 9 39.6 25 5 69 62.1 310 36.3 35 1 28 6 

28 Wtwn I •11 of high Knoof age. I was ae11ve m 
Je'Wt.sn Clu.W org.aNUhons • ••• . • .. .••• • .•••• •••• . • . ••• 75 6 1'6 9.1 515 361 124 326 57 5 9 8 310 690 - A-4 2 •56 101 

29 I nave lost tetattve, in tr\e- t➔oiocaust ••..•• • • . ••••• •. • . • •. 82 9 ,. 6 2 • 49 4 452 54 333 62 4 • .2 57 1 •29 - 46 1 •98 4 2 

30 I M~ personally t•~rter,ced 1.nt,-Sem1tism .• •• ••••• ••••• • 732 17 I 98 686 207 107 64 . 181 168 793 10,3 10 4 681 Ill 132 

31 IStliet ~ cemg nea1t0 unf•1rly .n 1ne A,..,-.ean :srus •• •.• . •• • 129 1.3 98 497 13 3 370 39 I 228 392 370 u s 195 469 119 Joi 2 

32 I teel I 1m tulhtllng my oaren1s· 1xpec.11110n.s u a Jew •• .••••• 710 - 22.0 617 66 247 659 92 249 250 286 46 • 656 u ~· 
33 I l e,et I am hJtfJ11tno my oarents e11:pe:t1trons in 

""·uc•uonal a.cn1~Y'ltnient •.•••• ••• ~ • •. • ~ . . •. • ••• • ••••• • 85 . 2 • 12.2 735 9 4 18 I 80 I a• 1t 5 690 17.2 138 77 4 9 4 14 2 

34 I fM"I I 1 m tulfrlhng my parents· e•pe,ci.auons ,n 

eoonorn.c Khlt'Y~nt ••• . ••.• • ••• • •• • ••• • ••••• • ••• • • 54 I 8 I 37.8 667 1' 8 185 67 2 11 3 21 5 357 357 2116 639 140 222 

35 t feel I 1 m futhlhng my parenti 11.oect1lt0ns as 
I ,on!Cll ughte r ······ ·· ····························· 829 - 17. t 800 6 t 139 a, 2 51 131 517 173 31.0 790 8 1 IS.0 

35 I ff\aln \a1n I c.onneetton w11h 1 1emQle,syna009ue ••••• .. •••• l(X)O - - 589 187 24• 412 337 181 103 75.9 138 547 266 117 

37 f Ot>HIVII USl'lf\.ltn •• ••• • .• •• •.••••••••• • • •••••• • , ••• , 927 2 • • 9 200 612 ,a.~ 27 95 1 22 3.S 79.3 17 2 183 71 S 102 

38 I OOstM tne S1bt>atn •• •• • •• • •••• ••• ••• . • ••• • • · • · • • · • 85 4 24 122 95 685 220 , 1 76 7 18 7 - 828 >7.2 139 670 182 

38 1 am comfon1111t w~r, be1"9 J--'1 ··············· ······ 916 - 2 • 952 - 4 .8 91 7 16 67 7S t 131 103 926 1 9 u 
40 Everyone wno knows mo knowi I em Jew,111 ······· ······· 927 ., 2 • 827 6S 107 72 5 ISO 12 4 690 276 3 4 783 115 102 
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What are the patterns of Jewish 
identity? 

Chart I:.4 presents the questions designed to reveal aspects of 
Jewish identity in the order they appeared on the questionnaire. 
Results are shown by religious affil iation, as well as for all affiliations 
combined. 

Chart l Scombines "yes" and "somewhat" responses to the same 
questions. It also presents the data in order of rate of agreement, 
starting with attitudes almost all Jews surveyed have in common. 

On the whole, this population exhibits a high level of Jewish 
identification. Chart 14 shows that. without reservation, better than 94 
percent want their children to learn about their Jewish heritage; 92 
percent indicate they are comfortable being Jewish; 86 percent -
regardless of whom they marry - want their children raised as Jews; 
83.5 percent contribute money, or intend to contribute, to Jewish 
causes; 83.4 percent (at the height of the Lebanon crisis) support 
Israel unequivocally; and 75 percent actually want/plan to visit Israel. 

This generation of Jews also maintains some commitment to ritual 
rel igious observance, with better than 81 percent going to 
synagogue/ temple on the High Holidays; 89.4 percent trying to attend 
a Passover seder each year; and 78.3 percent find ing mean ing in 
Jewish ceremonies and customs. The level of Jewish commitment is 
even more striking when "yes" and "somewhat" responses are 
combined, as in Chart 15 . 

-

-



CHART 16 

(See explanation on next page) 

CHART 21: JEWISH IDENTITY STATEMENTS 
REARRANGED IN DESCENDING ORDER OF 

COMBINED RATE OF AGREEMENT 
(in percentages) 

RATES OF AGREEMENT• 
ORTHODOX CONSERV. REFORM OTHER COM81NED1 

I would want my children to learn about their Jewish heritage (19) 100.0 99.4 99.5 92.6 99 1 

I am comfortable with being Jewish (39) 100.0 100.0 98.4 86 2 96 4 ' 
I support Israel (20) 100.0 98.2 97.9 96.6 96 2 
Jewish ceremonies and customs have meaning to me (7) 100.0 100.0 96.4 69.0 963 
I would want my children to be raised as Jews regardless of 

whom I married (6) 100.0 98.2 94.7 85.7 960 
I contribute. or intend to contribute, money to Jewish 

causes (23) 100.0 98.8 91 .6 93.1 95 3 
A Jew must ta.ke an active role in guaranteeing freedom and 

equality to all people - Jews and non-Jews (22) 97.6 95.2 95.3 89.7 95.1 
I try to atteno a Passover Seder each year (17) 100.0 98.2 92.7 75.9 94 5 I 

l 
I feel I am fulfilling my parents' expectations as a 

son/daughter (35) 100.0 93.9 942 82.7 93.9 
I would want my children to celebrate their Bar/ Bat 

Mitzvah (8 ) 100.0 99.4 91 6 67 8 93 9 I 
Jews should !:le concerned w11h ways In which they can improve ; 

life for all Americans (12) 85.4 93.3 93.7 85 i 92 2 
I feel I am tulf1lilng my parents· expectauons in educational 

achieve'Tlent (33 ) 97.6 91 .6 91 6 82.8 91 6 I 

I feel I am fu lfilling my parents· expectations as a Jew (32) 100.0 93.4 90.8 71 .: 91 : 
I go to synagogue/ temple on the High Holidays (13) 100.0 94.6 87.5 62 i 89 c j 
I have er Ir.tend to have Jewish books. magazines, in my 

86.5 I home (18) 100.0 96.4 55.2 89.6 I 
My family has had a great effect on my Jewishness ( 1) 92.7 94.7 87.6 69.0 89 5 I 
I wanVplan 10 VISlt Israel (25) 100.0 91.2 87.5 i6.9 89c I 
Everyone wno knows me knows I am Jewish (40) 95.1 93.5 85.0 72.-. 88.5 
My p.arents would be/ were very upset if/ when I married a 

I non-Jew !5) 100.0 94.0 78.6 72.4 86 2 
I feel I am l u lftlilr'lg my parents· expectations in economic 

! achievement (34) 91.9 85.2 88.7 64 3 86 0 
' Israel is an important factor In my personal sense of 

I Jewishness (21) 97.6 91.7 80.3 65.5 85.5 
l prefer to live ,n a Jewish neighborhood (14) 97.6 86.3 79.2 62 1 82 t: I 
I have personally experienced anti-S·m111sm (30) 82.9 79.3 81 .2 89.i 81 .2 I 

Israel Is being treated unfairly in the American press (31) 92.7 86.7 77.2 55.5 81.1 i 
My parents have always been members of a congregauon (3) 90.2 88.2 77.1 55.2 81.1 
Being an Amencan Jew r.iakes me different from other 

Americans (11) 97.6 82.7 74.7 69.0 79.8 
I feel a close personal connectio!l with all Jews throughout 

82.0 history (10) 97.6 72.8 72.4 78.8 
I have used the Jewish Community Center (4) 78.0 83_3 66.3 82.8 75.3 
I maintain a connection with a temple/synagogue (36) 100.0 83.3 66.3 24 1 i3 4 
I would only marry a Jew (15) 95.1 79.9 56.0 51 .7 666 
I would marry a non-Jew i f he/she converted (16) 37.5 63.5 72.2 66.7 64.9 
I feel a part of the organized Jewish community in 

Cleveland (2i) 92.7 68.0 60.4 37.9 64 9 
My friends have had a great effect on my Jewishness (2) 92.7 58.0 67.9 44 8 64.7 
When I was of high school age. I was active in Jewish 

clubs/organizat1ons (28) 85.4 63.9 42.5 31 .0 54 4 
I see myself as a survivor of the Holocaust (9) 56.1 56.6 44.4 48.3 50 8 
I have lost relatives in the Holocaust (29) 85.4 54.8 37.6 57.1 50.2 
I have vIsIted Israel (24) 75.6 45.0 352 34.5 42 9 
I observe the Sabbath (38) 97.6 31 .5 23.3 17.2 33.0 
I have considered Israel as a place to live (26) 82.9 39.9 16.6 27.6 32.6 
I observe kashruth (37) 97.6 38.8 4.9 20.7 28 5 

• "Yes" and "Somewhat" answers are combined. 
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What are the patterns of Jewish 
identity? (cont'd.) 

The difference between the several religious branches is small but 
significant in its consistency; and there is a clearly defined 
relationship between religious affiliation and the rates of agreement 
with many statements. Agreement descends from Orthodox, to 
Conservative, to Reform, to other (not decided yet or "just Jewish") 
for most questions on Jewish connection, while the reverse order 
occurs for most questions relating to the Jew in tne larger society. 
Examples of the latter are "Jews should be concerned with ways in 
which they can improve life for all Americans" (Q-12) and "A Jew 
must take an active role in guaranteeing freedom and equality for all 
people - Jews and non-Jews" (Q-22). 

Note that question 16 on marrying a non-Jew has little 
significance by itself. Some respondents indicated they will not marry 
a convert because they will only marry a born Jew, while others are -
simply opposed to conversion and are not against marrying a 
non-Jew .. 

It is interesting to consider the responses to the questions on 
fulfilling parents' expectations (Q-32 to 35). In all four there is a 
descending scale of those who feel they are fulfilling their parents' 
expectations, going from Orthodox to "other." Why? Do Orthodox 
parents have lower expectations? Are they more accepting? Is there 
greater conformity among Orthodox children? We can only speculate, 
since the results lend themselves to a variety of interpretations. 
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Orthodox 

Conservative 

Reform 

Other 

CHARTS 17 & 18 
(See ne x t page f or e xplanatio n ) 

CHART 17 TYPE OF JEWISH SCHOOL ATTENDED, 
BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 

(in percentages) 

ONCE AFTER SCHOOL DAY COMBINATION 
A WEEK 2·5 DAYS/WK. SCHOOL ONCE A WEEK OTHER NONE TOTAL 

2-5 DA VS/WK. 

2.4 22.0 56.1 19.5 - - 100.0 

16.8 40.7 3.6 34.7 1.8 2.4 100.0 

41.1 11 .9 .5 40.6 1.6 4.3 100.0 

13.8 34.5 3.4 27.6 3.4 17.3 100.0 

All Combined 25.8 25.8 7.4 35.3 1.7 4.0 100.0 

· Orthodox 

Conservat ive 

Reform 

Other 

A ll Combined 

CHART 1a YEARS OF JEWISH EDUCATION, 
BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 

(in percentages) 

1·4 YRS. 5-9 YRS. 10-12 YRS. MORE THAN TOTAL 
12 YRS. 

4.9 22.0 56.1 17.0 100.0 

4.4 42.4 45.6 7.6 100.0 

9.2 35.3 48.6 6.9 100.0 

- 65.2 26.1 8 .7 100.0 

6.3 38.5 46.8 8.4 100.0 
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Jewish education: Where? How long? 

Looking at these charts, we must keep in mind that the religious 
affiliation is that of the respondents, and that one third of the 
respondents have parents with a different affiliation. The fact that 
more than one-quarter of those identified as Orthodox were raised in 
non-Orthodox homes accounts for only 56.1 percent of Orthodox 
respondents having attended day school {Chart l '7). 

Day school seems to be the preserve of the Orthodox. The mode 
for the Conservative was the after-school - two to five days per week. 
For the Reform the mode was once a week. 

In Chart 18 we see the years of attendance by religious affiliation. 
The Orthodox mode, 10 or more years, is expectedly higher than for 
the other branches. 

-



CHART 19 
(See explanation on next page) 

YES 

Orthodox 70.7 

Conservative 40.2 

Reform 28.3 

Other 12.5 

All Combined 36.4 

WAS JEWISH EDUCATION 
SATISFYING EXPERIENCE? 

BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 
(in percentages) 

NO SOMEWHAT TOTAL 

7.3 22.0 100.0 

9.8 50.0 100.0 

20.6 51 .1 100.0 

54.2 33.3 100.0 

16.9 46.7 100.0 
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How do our young people rate their 
Jewish education? 

There is clearly a descending scale of satisfaction with Jewish 
education, going from Orthodox to Conservative to Reform to non
affiliated. This chart cannot be read without consideration of the 
comments that accompany the responses. One third answered the 
question "Was your Jewish education satisfying?" with an unqualified 
yes. Almost half answered ··somewhat," with explanations such as 
"did not really enjoy it then but important to me now," "boring," "not 
stimulating," "not taken seriously," "I w ish I learned more,·· "I wish I 
had been taught more Hebrew." 

The 16.9 percent who answered "no" wrote in comments such as 
"Bar Mitzvah factory," "very inadequate.," "lacked vitality," "I felt 
pushed into it and rebelled," "taught by a 19-year-old . .. spoke about 

-

holidays year after year," "was forced to go .... " e 
When asked whether they had had a personal relationship which 

influenced their Jewish identity, 41.7 percent said that a rabbi, 
teacher, grandparent, or camp counselor had a lasting effect on their 
Jewish identity. 



I t • \ ·< . CHARTS 20 , 21 , 22 
{See explanation on next page) 

CHART 20: HOW DID YOU GO TO ISRAEL? 
(in percentages) 

. 
FIRST TRIP LATER TRIP 

On your own 16.9 35.8 

With your family 24.6 23.9 

With youth group 35.0 16.4 

With organized tour 13. 1 7.5 

Other 10.4 16.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

CHART 2~: HOW MUCH TIME DID YOU SPEND IN ISRAEL? 
(in percentages) 

FIRST TRIP LATER TRIP 

Less than one month 35.9 35.9 

1-2 months 44.6 22.4 

2-6 months 9.2 11.9 

6-12 months 6.0 13.4 

More than 12 months 4.3 16.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

CHART 22 : DID YOUR TRIP TO ISRAEL 
HAVE ANY EFFECT ON YOUR ... ? 

(in percentages) 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE NONE TOTAL 

Identity as a Jew 88.0 1.2 10.8 100.0 

Involvement with Jewish affairs 62.0 2.5 35.5 100.0 

Involvement with 65.9 1.8 32.3 100.0 
Israeli-oriented activities 

Other 77.8 3.7 18.5 100.0 
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How many of our young people have 
visited Israel? How did they go? How 
long did they stay? What effect did 
Israel have on them? 

Forty-three percent of the respondents have been to Israel - 16 
percent more than once. Forty-seven percent want or plan to go 
sometime in the future, while 10 percent do not want or plan to go. 
Chart 20shows the varied ways they went to Israel. One third of the 
second trips were made on their own. A quarter of all trips were made 
with family. 

Chart 21 shows the lengths of time spent in Israel. Almost half of 
the first trips were between one and two months in length. 

-

Chart 2 2 shows the effects of the experience of visiting Israel. 
The response is overwhelmingly positi.ve. Of the 185 respondents -
who have been to Israel, 183 gave at least one positive answer. 
Eighty-eight percent said it had a positive effect on their Jewish 
identity. 
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CHART 23 

(See next ,e_age for explanation.) 
Chart 23: Type of Jewish Education by Religious Preference 
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What proportion of our children are 
getting a Jewish education? What 
type of education? . 

From responses to the questions on Jewish education for children 
ages six to 17, we find that 89.9 percent are now, or have been in the 
past, involved in sorre kind of program of Jewish education. When we 
break this data down by geographic area, the sample sizes become 
too small to make confident numerical estimates, but we can say that 
the highest percentage for participation in Jewish education is in 
Core Area 11, and the lowest in the City of Cleveland and the West 
Side. As one would expect, the highest Jewish education rate is 
am orig the Orthodox, with a reported 100 percent, and the lowest 
amonJ the "other" category, with a reported 42.9 percent. 

There is a question as to what people report as Jewish education. 
Since we did not follow up the answers with further questions about 
the institutions where the children are getting their Jewish education, 
the results should be viewed with this in mind. For example, in the 
"one-day-per-week" category, there may be included informal 
programs such as regular cultural activities at the JCC. It is 
interesting to note that questions about plans to give Jewish 
education to chi ldren who are now under the age of six received a 
97.8 affi~mative response. 

Note that none of the figures include children in families which 
answered "no" to the question, "Does the family consider itself 
Jewish?" · ; 
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